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PREFACE
Resume of the Field Need, Significance, and
Alms of This Study.
The last quarter of a century has brought
us scores of good books on the general subject of
advertising, but there has been a noticeable dearth of
material written upon the subject of industrial adver-
tising, and practically nothing on the specific sub-
ject of machinery advertising. Still, the machinery
industry is qui te large in itself, and has been an
important link in the development of practically all
other industries.
Up to the present time the only treatises
written which have even partial reference to the adver
tising of machinery, can be numbered on the fingers
of one hand. Sloan and Moody wrote "Advertising the
Technical Product," which was printed in 1920. This
book is well done and gives the machinery advertiser
some new "slants" which can easily be applied to his
own individual problems in advertising. It was
written, hov/ever, before the present strong trend
tov/ards definitely checking the results of advertising
and it gives practically no hint as to methods of
finding out whether the advertising is really effec-
tive or not.
Two booklets have been issued more recently
by the McGrav;-Hill Company, and these are very effec-

tive presentations of facts and methods which will
be helpful to the machinery manufacturer in getting
ready to conduct effective advertising. They are,
"Industrial Marketing," and "Industrial Marketing
at Work."
No book as far as I have been able to find,
however, deals in a logical way with the specific
problems of the machinery advertiser; although numer-
ous articles in "Class and Industrial Marketing,"
"Advertising and Selling," and "Printer's Ink,"
as well as other magazines, have covered individual
phases of the problem.
There is a very evident need, therefore,
for a study of the advertising problems of the
machinery advertiser, and it is about time that
someone wrote a readable and practicable treatise
upon this subject. The author has attempted to fill
this empty niche in the field of advertising treatises
to provide for the machinery manufacturer and adver-
tiser a ready reference guide to the general princi-
ples and practices of advertising as aonlied to the
advertising of machinery, and to cover the special
problems of machinery advertising.
The average man calls a doctor v/hen he is
ill, calls an attorney v/hen he is in the clutches of
the lav/, calls an engineer when he has to cope with
a major problem in construction but thinks that
almost anyone can v/rite a good advertisement. He

4lets his other specialists work out his problems
without hindrance, but he*s bound to dabble in his
advertising. It*s human nature. He's just got to
have his fingers in the advertising, ( "'"Vhy shouldn't
he have something to say about how he'll spend his ,
money?"), so it is important that he should know
something about it.
There are three general types of readers
to serve in a treatise on Machinery Advertising:
(1) The large machinery advertiser who has contact
with an advertising agency or well organized adver-
tising department, (2) The vast majority of machinery
manufacturers whose limited market and small adver-
tising appropriations result in a lack of contact
with well organized advertising programs, (3) The
student of advertising or the individual in the manu-
facturer's organization who is handling the adver-
tising.
This treatise aims to serve these three
types of readers in the following ways: For the
large machinery manufacturer it will be an efficient
check list and convenient skeleton upon which to
systematically hang his advertising knowledge; ?or
the smaller machinery manufacturers, who are in the
majority, this treatise will tend to clear up hazy
thinking on advertising problems, and give a better
perspective of the whole of advertising in relation to

5its individual elements. It will also serve as
a complete outline for the organization and ef-
ficient handling of advertising. For the benefit
of the third type of reader, the student, this
treatise will go into sufficient detail regarding
the individual elements of advertising to at least
indicate the lines along which further study should
be made.
Approach to the Problem
The problem of this treatise is to provide
a fairly complete reference work on the Advertising
of Machinery, v/hich the machinery advertiser can use
in direct application to his various advertising
problems
•
Inasmuch as practically all of the written
material upon this subject of Machinery Advertising
has been in magazine articles, and pamphlets written
by trade publications and associations, the author
has availed himself of the privilege of collecting,
collating and examining these very carefully, drawing
upon them freely for the material in this treatise.
It is the aim to set up a number of tables of facts
as well as a number of "check lists" by which the ad-
vertiser may judge the soundness of particular phases
of his ad^'ertising.
Leading trade paper publishers have been
called upon for opinions on some phases of the work.

in order to build up check lists or standards covering
some points upon which no adequate material was found
available
•
The leading books upon general advertising
and its principles have been consulted freely, and
in the light of the author* s experience in the ad-
vertising of machinery, these principles have been
applied to the problem.
It is obvious, for instance, that the fund-
amental principles of good display and good advertis-
ing copy are the same for machinery as for other
products. It is in the vast variety of ways of apuly-
ing the principles that the difference lies, and the
machinery advertiser who gets his ground work in the
basic principles can work out effective applications
of the principles to his particular advertising
problems
•
This treatise has been arranged, so far as
possible, to take up the various elements of the
problem in the same logical order they should be
taken up by the man planning effective advert is ii:^.
The author, realizing that the subject is
entirely too comprehensive and has too many ramifi-
cations for presentation as a simple thesis, has
written this treatise in essentially the same form
which would be used for a text book on the subject.
This work presents no statement of a single problem.

7with a mart 1ailing of the evidence and a drawing of
definite conclusions. Advertising machinery has
dozens of problems, and an attempt has been made to
present what evidence there is available; but adver-
tising isn't a definite science, and in many phases
of advertising, we find it difficult to give definite
proof for all statements we make. In such cases
current opinion and usual practice must be resorted
to. This treatise summarizes the current opinion in
some cases; advances the author's own opinions in
others; and in still others leaves the question open
after presenting what information is available, with
the idea of stimulating active thought, rather than
mere passive acceptance.
Some statements may appear to be dogmatic;
but this is more for the sake of arousing the reader
to some constructive action along lines which have
been proved successful, rather than to draw conclusions
and set them up as the one and only way of handling any
particular phase of the problem. Advertising isn't
an exact science, and its rules should not be dogmatic;
but the chances are that an advertiser who is now
doing a poor job will increase the effectiveness of
his advertising if he will follow the rules laid down
by any good advertising writer, even though those
rules are somewhat dogmatic.

Throughout the whole treatise an attempt
has been made to make the work interesting and
readable. The author attempts to "sell" some ideas
but entirely through the same principles advocated
for successful advertising of machinery, by the
presentation of evidence and facts which appeal to
rational motives.
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I
INTRODUCTION
Advertising Definitions
Advertising is like electricity. Both
are intangibles. Both are hard to define. Both are
powerful forces of inestimable value to mankind
when properly used and properly controlled. And
either is likely to give you a surprising shock if
carelessly handled.
Practically every good author on advertis-
ing starts off with a preliminary skirmish with a
definition of this important business force. Per-
haps this is because it is normal for the man who
doesn't understand advertising- --and Lord knows there
a lot of them to expect th^'t a man claiming enough
knowledge of the subject to write about it should be
able to define it.
But if you look into the subject of adver-
tising to find out just what it is, you'll find that
most writers fumble on this particular definition,
or admit that "it can't be done." VVhfit does it
matter, anyway? V/hat difference does it mate if we
cannot pin it right down and define it. We are seeing
examples every day of what advertising does
,
just the
same as v/e are seeing day after day what electricity
does, and this after all is more important than wh6t
it is.

We do know this advertising is a selling
force. It is usually a printed selling force. It is
in many ways similar to oral salesmanship, and much
that is written about advertising can be applied
equally well to oral salesmanship, and vice versa.
Advertising differs from salesmanship in that it
sells or helps sell to the masses, whereas oral
salesmanship usually sells to one individual at a time.
Prof. Daniel Starch said in 1923 that "com-
mercial advertising consists in presenting a commodity
in print to the people in such a way that they may be
induced to buy it."* But sirce th^^t time we have
added Radio Advertising to our many forms, so the
definition isn't complete.
Brewster and Palmer define it in this way:
"Advertising is purchased publicity directed according
to a definite plan to influence people to act or to
think as the advertiser desires."*- Thnt would certainly
eliminate a lot of paid for "stuff" that we have been
calling advertising but which had no definite plan.
Hall says that "Spreading information through
printed v/ord and picture""'^^** answers fairly v/ell as a
general definition, though not one that is proof against
criticism.
But then, as said before, we don't really
» 2 p. 5; **3 p.8; ***5 p.l.

insist upon a definition, any more than we do of a
definition of electricity. It suffices if we can
understand some of the principles of advertising and
learn to control it and use it as a forceful business
tool
.
Now, let*s get right down to brass tacks
and wade into this problem of The Advertising of
Machinery. Let's disregard the loopholes that the
over critical will find, and use as our working defi-
nition the mere statement that advertising is an
important business force for educating and influenc-
ing people so they will buy our merchandise or
service
•
It is probably important that we also
get upon a basis of mutual understanding as to what
we mean by Machinery.
Machinery Defined
Machinery, in itself, is perhaps another of
those things that we commonly understarxd but find hard
to define in a short understandable definition without
loopholes for the overcritical critics. For the pur-
pose of the job we have on hand v;e will understand
Machinery to mean Production Machinery and Machine
Tools. Production machinery includes such things
as paper machines, jordans, calenders, platers, etc.
in paoer mills; v/inders, spinning frames, looms, etc.
in textile mills; and such similar machinery in the

various industries. Machine tools include such
machines as jigs, Ipthes, gear cutters, etc. ordin-
arily found in the up-to-date machine shops and
repair departments of large factories. These types
of machinery form one homogeneous group which has
corrmon advertising needs and advertising problems
peculiar to itself.
Agricultural machinery, for the most part
has very similar problems, and much of what is said
in this treatise can be apolied to the advertising
of machinery of this type, although no special con-
sideration will be given such machinery. We will
not consider machines for office use such as
bookkeeping machines, typewriters, etc., as these
can more properly be classed as office equipment.
They do not fit into our homogeneous group, being
sold through different trade channels and being
capable of presentation profitably through differ-
ent advertising media.
Progress in Advertising
A study of some of the advertisements of
only ten years ago will show vast differences in
the amount of advertising and in the quality. Adver-
tising of 1900 looks really ludicrous now.

Advertising is fast Increasing in volume,
in quality and in effectiveness. Advertising is not
a science, but it has a decidedly scientific trend.
Each year adds to the knov/n things about advertising,
to the definitely checked results, and to the
advertising principles deduced from the study of the
definitely traced results.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to
go into the economic justification of advertising.
The business man v/ho is still seriously pondering
over this question is fully able to dig up his own
evidence
,
It is interesting to note, however, that
the most flagrant attack upon advertising was contained
in a complete book; still, this very book v/as placed
into the hands of America's business men by one of
the most extensive and cleverly planned advertising
campaigns used in the marketing of books in recent
years
•
The New Era
Youngsters who have reached "man's estate"
can remember that back in 1917 and 1918 every factory
in the country was working at tip top speed; and
executives can remember sitting up nights to figure
out ways of increasing proauction in their factories.
Produce, Produce, Produce, was the cry. And whatever
was produced v/as readily sold at high wartime prices.

Then we had a crash. Factory after factory-
found itself geared up for wartime production with
the market for its products disappearing in thin air.
We had come to a turning point in industry, "Produc-
tion Minded" American business men found the return
of normal economic influences, with supply and demand
working their unerring adjustments. Again the great
economic battle of the "survival of the fittest" was
in full sway,
American business had for years been
"production minded." It was hard to change, but in
order to keep his head above water the American bus-
iness man had to change his tactics. Instead of laying
emphasis upon production he had to turn his attention
to distribution and selling. He had to find a market
for his production or close up his factory. He be-
came "sales minded", and there is an ever growing
trend towards laying the greatest emphasis upon sales.
V/ithout sales, production becomes stifled. American
business has become "sales minded."
Are Machinery Manufacturers Still "Production
Minded?"
Hov; about our machinery manufacturers?
Have they kept up with the trend? Are they "sales
minded" or are they still 't)roduction minded" in a
"sales minded" age?

A study of the machinery advertising in
some of the leading trade papers, which are the most
important advertising media for machinery advertising,
indicates that machinery manufacturers are for the
most part holding their ov;n.
The larger manufacturers, especially, are
presenting advertising which is well developed and
based upon sound advertising principles. The large
manufacturers, of course, have sufficient size to
attract good technical advertising men to their orga-
nizations, or have the foresight to secure good adver-
tising service through the various agencies open to
them.
But what about the smaller manuf.-icturers?
These companies are not in a position to hire a first
think
class advertising man. You can talk and/in Saturday
Evening Post terms and figures, but you can't get
away from the fact that the average machinery manu-
facturing business isn't really tremendously big.
And there is a very definitely limited market for
each particular type of machine. There is an easily
determinable number of cotton mills in the country,
and if a man is making a particular machine adapted
only for cotton manufacture he has a pretty definitely
limited market.
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Why Small Manufacturers Have Poor Advertising.
The small machinery manufacturer, due to
his limited market and his limited advertising appro-
priation, has had natural circumstances operating
against him which have made it difficult for him to
have the best in advertising.
The size of his business isn't large enough
to sttract or afford a capable and trained advertising
man; the size of his appropriation and his advertising
Job isn't large enough to attract the average adver-
tising agency.
The advertising job for this small machinery
manufacturer requires just as much thought, and prac-
tically as much physical labor, as that of a large
manufacturer. It is even more difficult to prepare a
good series of trade paper advertisements on a
technical machine, than to prepare a like number of
advertisements for a consumer product to be advertised
in the national magazines.
The job of handling the advertising for the
small machinery manufacturer entails a lot of work for
a small remuneration; the trftde pa oer advertising
pays no commission or at best only a small commission
which hardly pays for the physical work of handling
the advertising, sending plates, checking proofs and
insertions, accounting expense, etc.
The direct mail advertising and the creation

of catalogs and booklets involves a lot of work for
which a usual percentoge "basis of compensation is
entirely inadequate for the work performed, due to
the small quantities which would be printed for the
small manufacturer. Then, too, it is harder to do
the advertising for the small manufacturer because
the advertising man must spend a great deal of time
educating him on different phases of advertising
with v/hich he is not familiar; and since time and abil
ity are the "product" of the advertising man, he v/ill
naturally turn these to better profit v/orking for the
bigger manufacturer from whom he can receive larger
remuneration for the time involved.
The average machinery manufacturer is at
fault too, because of a small mindedness in the matter
of paying service fees for the service rendered. If
the machinery manufacturer v/ith only ^4000 or $5000
to spend for advertising would pay $1000 to .$1500 of
this amount for exp^^rt advertising service, he would
be likely to get m.ore effectiveness from his appro-
priation than if he put it all into buying "space,"
and then put only mediocre advertising into that
space.
As a reault of these various circumstances,
the machinery manufacturer needs some help with his
advertising in order to put it on a more profitable
basis
•

Summary
Let us summarize a "bit. The last quarter
of a century has seen a great advance in general
advertising with commendable progress in the estab-
lishment of advertising principles and practices,
but there has been a dearth of material on technical
advertising and the specific problems of machinery
advertising. The machinery advertiser hasn't had •
good advertising help available to him; the reasons
being partly the effect of economic conditions due
to his small size, and partly his own fault because
of a lack of appreciation of the elements of adver-
tising and the value of expert assistance. The
machinery advertiser needs a study of his special
advertising problems, with specific applicstion cf
sound advertising principles and practices to his
field of endeavor, simplified and brought together
in one reference volume for use in the intelligent
and economical advertising of his products. In this
treatise I have attempted to do this job for the
machinery advertiser.

II
JMEKSTING AND ADTERTISHIG
Hipih Cost of Distribution
The high cost of distribution is one of the
i;iost important problems now confronting all American
business men. Current business magazines and current
business books are reeking v/ith opinions, condemnations,
theories and explanations centered around the elements
of this problem. The economic justification of adver-
tising, of selling, of distribution channels, and
practically everything else connected with distribution
is being attacked on one side and upheld on the other.
It is a contemporary problem of vital interest to all
business men and business thinkers.
Much of the ineffectiveness of advertising,
and much of the hazy thinking and hazy talki .g on the
subject of the effectiveness of advertising is caused
by the lack of a clear understanding of what advertis-
ing is, how it should be used and what it can be
expected to accomplish.
Advertising can be studied, analyzed, built
and used more effectively through clear understanding
of its functions and" uses.
The "Cood Old Days"
There was a time, not so many years ago, when
it was literally true that ''if a man builds a better
mousetrap, the world trample a path through the
woods to his door," but in the language of the street.

"them days are gone forever." In the "good old days"
a man could build a good product and if his price was
about the sane as his competitor's price he had a
reasonably good chance of disposing of the output of
his factory.
The manufacturer did some advertising,
usually in a more or less haphazard, half-hearted and
irregular way. He advertised because he felt that he
should do some advertising in order to keep his name
before his customers; he felt that it might do a little
good, although it cost quite a lot and he didn't think
he got his money back. Or perhaps he advertised
because he felt that he should support the trade papers
in his field because they gave him news stories once
in a while, or he advertised because other manufacturers
in his line did, or because sane space salesman con-
vinced him of the value of placing some advertising in
so"ie particular publication; or perhaps he or the
bookkeeper or the factory foreman got a clever idea for
a circular or letter; or sone up and coning printer
convinced him that he won]. d do mora business by sending
out so:-ie announcements or circulars. He knew in a general
way that "It pays to advertise," but his line was
"different" and they hardly ever had any results from
their advertising anyway. But he did looi: upon adver-
tising as a sort of necessary evil, he did do some
advertising in a sort of half-hearted v/ay, v/ith no
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real knowledge or enthusiasm for its potential power,
and as a rule he probably didn't derive very much
benefit from his so called advertising. There has
been a lot of just such advertising of machinery in
the past decade.
On the other hand, here and there we find
strikim examples of manufacturers ^;3ho have a deep
seated faith in advertising, its proper use, its ability
and its usefulness as a builder of business. Their
advertising has been impressive for its ability to
raise its head above the common mass of ineffective
half-hearted advertisiiig , and its pov/er to stop potential
customers who would hasten by, arrest their attention,
hold their interest, and in the fiml analysis act as
a strong business force which reflects itself in the
annual balance sheet.
I/Iany of the companies v/ho have this deep
faith in advertising and its ability have been consis-
tent and persistent advertisers for nearly fifty years,
and are still doing business and continuing their
advertising today. In a cooy of the American Machinist
issued in 1681* v/e find advertisements of the Bro-vm and
Sharpe I.Tanufacturing Company, Ashcroft Manufacturing
Company, Morse Twist Drill and Machine Company, and
others who ar^ conducting successful businesses, and
advertising, at the present time.
* 1 p.
7
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New Era In Marketing
Now we have a new era, a change in Eaarketiiig
methods which has been gradually ccjning upon us for
many years but has had its most striking progress since
the turning point in 1920.
The gradual realization of the power of adver-
tising Yfhich has been creeping upon manufacturers has been
suddenly forced into a position of being of immediate
importance to them.
For years manufacturers have been centering
their attention upon production; scientific methods
have been introduced in manufacture, either as the
result of direct application of scientific analysis to
the probi.ems of production, unconsciously through the
application of good common sense, or as the result of
following the lead of larger and more progressive manu-
facturers. The steady advance of all American business
has consumed the products of industrial manufacture with
only a moderate amount of attention on the marketing
functions of the business. There has been a "sellor*s
market," and the manufacturer has placed the biggest
part of his attention upon producing products to feed
into that market.
Now we have a nev/ era.- Our "seller's market"
has largely disa op eared, and some of our less progressive
manufacturers are evidently wondering if it v;as only a

mirage.
The nev/ era, resultii'xg from changed industrial
coriditions, presents a "buyer's market." The manufac-
turer of machinery is faced -.vith new problems. He has
brought his product to a reasonable degree of perfection
his organization is v/hipped into shape to more or less
follow along v/ith the trends and keep his product reason
ably good, but he finds that his customers are no longer
"beatinc; a path through the v/oods to his doorstep."
The nev; era demands that the manufacturer
who will survive shall concentrate his efforts on dis-
posing of his product. His problems are largely those
of marketing, and he is somewhat apt to flounder at
the start in the attempt at solution of these problems,
Tntit Is I.Iarketing?
The first step in a solution of the marketing
problems is an understanding of just what marketing is,
I!arketing may be defined as protecting and building up
present markets and developing new ones,
Llarketing has four important divisions:
1. Research
2. Selling
3. Advertising
4 . I.Ier ch and i si ng
Research is the scientific finding and record-
ing of facts.
Selliing may be defined as presenting the advan
tages of an offer in such manner as to arouse the desire

for the product or service to such an extent that
action is taken. Selling is usually oral.
Advertising has been defined in various 'jays,
but for the purposes of this treatise v;e have defined
it as an important force for educating and influencing
people so they will buy merchandise or service advertised,
Merchandisi.,g is the proper selection of
products to meet the needs of the market.
Research
Research is one of tae prime functions of
marketing, and is applicable to all of the divisions of
marketing. Research results in a thorough and scientific
study of the most likely and profitable fields for
extension. It is an important tool of marketing Y/hich
aids in the increasing effectiveness and economy of
selling, advertising and merchandising.
Research grows out of the importance of knov/ing
the real facts regardixig products, markets and methods
of reaching and 1 fluencing markets. Modern businet^s
is too exacting, too powerful and too important to have
room for guesswork. The executive who guesses where
his profitable markets ai-e, what. the needs of those
markets are, what the buying habits of those markets are,
;;h' t his real competition is is contributing further
to economic waste, doing his bit towards increasing
the already tremendous costs of distribution, and tan-
talizing the forces of business destruction with an a 11

too sure probability that he v/ill find his business
in trouble. It is like going out of his way to push
his hsnd through the bars of the lion's cage to stroke
his head, on the assumption that the lion's calm,
peaceful outward look is a true indication that He'll
act the same as any common house cat with the same peace-
ful outward look.
Research, like any true scientific investiga-
tion, attempts to find out the what, where, how, when
and why of products and markets. It is a trail blazer
which digs up facts to show a manufacturer what to make
and vihere to sell it; giving the manufacturer knowledge
upon which he can base plans for holding his present
market and discovering and developing nev/ markets,
Mercha ndising
Merchandising is found best developed in the
department store business; it is a relatively new division
of marketing as applied to machinery and other industrial
goods. It is however an important function of marketing,
for merchandising is based upon a study of the trends
in the markets for the manufacturer's product and yields
important infomation as a basis for making improvements
in the pror.uct or additions to the line.
Advertising Isn't The V^ole Show
The foregoing discussion serves to show clearly
just where advertising fits into the marketing program.
Advertising plays an important part in the marketing of
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goods, but it isn^t by any neans the v/hole show.
Advert isi n£- is an efficient business tool v;hen
properly handled. The man who makes a careful analysis
of the uses of this business tool, and the results
wnich will naturally follow its use, is matching his
brains against those of his competitors in the attempt
to secure a strategic position in the market. Advertising
produced in this way has as much advantage over anemic,
idea-lacking ballyhoo advertising as a modern electric
motor has over a treadmill.
Advertising can be used to sell ideas, and
ideas are conceived as the modern method of selling goods.
Ideas can be sold to prospects who have a real, but
unrecognized, need for a product.
Advertising, to be most effective and economical,
must be properly supported by other marketing functions;
and before a company can e5:x)ect maximum efficiency from
its advertising it should have sound and fixed policies
regarding its manufacturing, financing and marketing
operations
.
It must be realized tbat advertising is no
magic force mid cannot perform miracles. Advertising
cannot effectively sell, over a period of time, a
proposition or product 77hich cannot be sold by personal
salesmanship. Advertising alone cannot be the salvation
of a product or a business which fails to make proper
use of the other elements of marketing.

No business man can start advertising and then sit dom
and expect the profits to corne in, without getting a
big disappointment. It is necessary that he make use
of all of the functions of marketing, and then put his
shoulder to the wheel and push.
In order to make intelligent and efficient
use of advertising as a business tool, it is important
that the machinery manufacturer first make use of the
primary function of marketing research in analyzing
his product, his markets and his methods of reaching
his markets.
The manufacturer should definitely decide
upon his policies, and then bind his manufacturing and
distribution together in an intelligent co-ordinated
marketing plan.

Ill
ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINERY
TO BE ADVERTISED.
V/hnt Is Meant By Analysis .
The next logical step in getting ready
to advertise machinery is a careful, methodical
analysis of the machinery to be advertised in
order that v/e may determine its selling points
as a "basis for sound advertising.
In analyzing the me chinery the industries
to v/hich it is to be sold should be kept in mind.
This will enable the advertising man to ferret out
speci* 1 selling points of particulrr significance
in relation to the particular markets which the
advertising will attempt to influence. It will
also have a tendency to bring to light any changes
which could advantageously be made in tho machinery
in order to bett*^r fit it to meet the needs of the
market and place it in a stronger position by de-
creasing selling resistance.
Analysis is not a terra thJ-;t the machinery
manufacturer should look upon v/ith a dubious at-
titude. It is not necessarily a long array of
figures and statistics brought together in an im-
pressive appearing array so complicated that a

study of it is approached as a disagreeable task.
Analysis of Machinery, for the purpose
of advertising, is merely a matter of finding
out the facts about a machine in relction to the
use of the machine in a particulsr field. The
object is of course to find the selling points
that will appeal most strongly to the people the
manufacturer is trying to sell his machinery to.
It is important to consider the selling points
separately in corjiection with each of the possible
fields where the machines may be sold.
Saturate Yourself With Facts .
In preparing to do efficient machinery
advertising, by starting logically v/ith an analy-
sis of the machinery to be advertised, the ad-
vertising man should take to heart the oft re-
peated instructions to saturate himself with
knowledge about the thing to be advertised. He
should know his machinery from the prospects point
of view and should know the various appeals which
csn be effectively used in selling these prospects,
as well as the relative strength of those appeals.
The writer of machinery advertising can-
not learn too much about the machines he is writing
about. He will find it r.dvontageous to talk with

everyone v/ho knows anything about the machines,
the inventor, the engineers in the production
department, the head of the business, the sales-
men v/ho have actual contact v/ith the buyers, and
the buyers and users themselves, as well as
dealers if the machinery is sold through dealers.
It is much ecsier to v^rite forceful,
interesting advertising after you have saturated
your senses v;ith reel selling points dug out of
the men who are in a position to know these points,
than it is to try to build selling advertisements
v/hile sitting inside at your desk trying to grasp
ideas from thin air and attempting to create real
selling messages without any real substance to
work with.
You will find thrt among the successful
advertising men in the industrial field, the
leaders are those who spend a good derl of their
time out in the factory or out in the plants wher.e
machinery and other industrial products are being
installed and used. Such men get a real thrill
out of rubbing elbows with workmen, engineers and
everyone v/ho comes in contact v/ith industi?ial
products in actual use; they are not afraid to get
their hands dirty with a little grease, and they

become saturated with selling points and the
buyers point of viev/, and come back to their
desks filled with enthusiasm and facts which
can be turned into effective advertising.
Methodical Procedure For Analysis .
Prom the first it is obviously logical
to get down onto paoer all of the possible selling
points of a machine, in order th;3t the most ef-
fective points may be selected for the advertising,
and to be sure thot no selling points of importance
may be omitted.
In making such sn analysis I have found
it very helpful to use a check list of the possible
sources of selling points for machinery. Armed
with such a list the advertising man can sit down
with the various men from v/hom he v/ishes to dig
out information, and ho v/ill find it very effective
in guiding the discussion so that definite facts
v/ill be secured rather than generalities. If the
advertising manager will use this check list as a
basis for analysis and go over it v/ith everyone
who can contribute some information of value, no
matter how seemingly trivial; then check the list
again by an actual study of the machinery, by
visits to users and with his ovm knowledge of the

selling points, he will secure many different points
of viev; and will accumulate a vast amount of im-
portant data and good advertising material.
Check List for Analysis of Possible Selling
Points for Machinery .
1, The materials from which the machine is made
Source of the rav/ materials
History— origin
Selection
(Quality
2, The process of manufacture
How the machine is produced
Special processes
Specicl equipment used in manufacture
Skilled v.'orkmanship
Research in manufacture of the machine
Size of factory or "business
Age, experience, and reputation of the
manufacturer as a sign of skill and
reliability
History of process of manufacture
Guaranteed quality and construction
3» The finished machine qualities and uses
Special mechanical features of the finished
machine
Appearance of the machine
Sound of the machine when in operation
Varieties of uses and specifications for uses
Possible nev/ uses
Efficiency and thoroughness in accomplishing
its purpose
Wide usage
Frequency of use
Class of people using the machine
Testimonials of users
Testimonials of authorities
Convenience in use
Ease of operation
Effects of using the me chine
Pleasure in using the machine
Guarantee of satisfactory use
Method of shipment
Installation and engineering service
Repair parts and service

4. Price and value of the finished machine
Price compared with competing machines
Price in relation to quality and cs^pacity
Economy in time, labor and convenience
Cheapness of operating the machine
Durability, speed, accuracy, weight
(Based on a table by Prof. Daniel
Starch in "Principles of Advertising".
You v/ill probably find thf;t there are
some points on this list which are of no importance
in relation to some machines, but remember that
this is merely a check list to guide you in digging
up all of the possible selling points of a machine.
The Msterials Used .
The considerations in relation to the
materials used in the machine to be advertised
are essily capable of analysis. The advertising
man should look for definite facts about materials,
their qualities, and the reasons for using partic-
ular materials, in order thfit his advertising may
be written with specific information rather than
with generalities like "best material obtainable",
"high quality", etc. It is also well to keep a
weather eye out for unusual human interest appeals
and "romance of business" possibilities in con-
nection v/ith the raw materials used in the pro-
duction of the machines.
Process of Manufscture .
The process of manufacture includes an

important group of possible sources for worth while
selling points. In making this part of the an-
alysis it should be kept in mind thnt the user of
machinery is not particularly interested in the
process of mcnufncture itself. The customers for
machinery are business organizations and the men
in these companies are usually trained to measure
values technically. These men are interested in
the processes of manufacture in so far as they
have a bearing upon the results to be secured
from the machines they buy. Information about
manufacturing methods can be used effectively to
emphasize the value and individuality of the
machine offered, as well as to indicate its sta-
bility, quality and dependability.
Tipper and French* in v/riting about the
value of contact with the manufacturing end of the
business as a source of advertising information say
"The expert eye of the production man
directing the development of mass operations in
manufacture v;ill see many seeming trifles in the
processes of manufacture, or little vcriations in
the usefulness and quality of the commodity itself,
which are worthy of being brought to the attention
of the consumer. He knov>/s the strength of his pro-
duct, and the corresponding v/eskness of his com-
* 4 - psge

petitors . He should therefore consult with the
advertising mmager inasmuch as these variations
must be understood by the advertising mfin if the
latter is to plc.n an intelligent campaign. They
form the very core of the advertising campaign.
They affect the media v/hich should be used and the
manner of their use. They have their usefulness
in selling to the trade and they govern the type
of appeal which will be directed to the consumer.
It is not impossible by means of astute consider-
ation to create differences between competing
commodities where differences are not easily
visible, but all the points of divergence which
are dwelt upon or stressed in the advertising
should be those which pertain (1), to the product,
(2), to the organization, or (3), to the process
by which it is produced. Differences which have
no visible foundation in fact are apt to react
upon the advertiser because they cannot be ob-
served by the user in his actual acquaintance v/ith
the product."
Another consideration which should have
the attention of the advertising man in analyzing
the process of manufacture is the msnufscturing
position of the company. Is the company in a
position to manufncture the machines in sufficient
quantities and with sufficient promptness to

profitably take advantage of the advertising effort?
Machinery manufacturers quite often seera
to think th.'-t advertising should be started as soon
as thoj have completed one machine and given it a
short trial test v/ithin their own plant, or sometimes
given it no actual test at all. It takes an organ-
ization some time to get running smoothly on the
production of a nev/ machine and the first fevtr machines
turned out are apt to he far from standardized.
Such machines are still in the development stage,
and it is quite likely that many changes will be
made after a brief experience with the first in-
stallations. It will most likely be found that
parts of the machines do not stand up as they should;
that the machines do not give the standards of per-
formance that the inventor thought they would; that
the machines do not come up to the standards us-
ually expected of machines put out by the company,
and therefore will tend to hurt the company's
reputation; that many immediate improvements are
possible, and that during the first period of
development the manufacturer v/ill generally have
a great deal of grief in the production of the
machines.
Under conditions such es these, money
spent for advertising will be largely wasted, and

manufacturing difficulties will be destroying any
attempts at creating a real market for the machines.
Most of these difficulties of msnufac-
ture should be out of the v;ey before the general
marketing plans are completed, and the advertising
mon should teke into consideration the manufacturing
position of the conpsny. Improvements v;hich will
be made, and the ability of the machine to stand
up end give a definitely determined unit of per-
formance are important factors in determining the
size of the market.
Inasmuch as sound marketing and advertis-
ing policies are d-^pendent to a great extent upon
the manufacturing policies, it Is important that
the stf-bility of production be assured snd that
definite policies be established as to whether the
machine is to be produced to sell at a price, or
whether the emphasis is to be placed upon quality.
The Finished Mr chine.
In the third group of characteristics,
under the heading of "The Finished Machine, Its
'Qualities and Uses", v/e have many important features,
most of v/hich are self-explanatory and easily at-
tainable.
It is v/ell to point out, however, th«t in
analyzing the product in regard to its uses, the

analysis should "be made with the fields in which
the machine is to he sold clearly in mind. The
advertising man should secure data regarding the
use of the machine in each field in which he is
to advertise, in order to know the special con-
ditions of operation in each field. He should also
know the attitude of the buyers in the field toward
the company, toward the type of machine involved
and toward the particular machine in question, if
it is an established machine.
These items are important inasmuch as
much effective advertising can be built around the
use of the machine to meet the particular require-
ments of the buyers in the market. Users of
machines are interested in the service it will
perform, rather than in its details of manufacture
or design; and demonstrations or proof of a def-
initely established effect upon the buyers pro-
duction is one of the most effective selling points.
Industrial buyers are primarily interested in the
service of a machine, and want to knov; v;hat it has
done for others in their particular field.
Price and Value .
The price end value of the finished machine
naturally brings up the matter of studying compet-

itors' machines and m'-^rketing methods. It is un-
fortunate thpt manufscturers have such a strong
tendency to follow the methods of successful
competitors without a thorough analysis of the
reasons for their success.
In studying the ms chines of competitors
it is well to study just v/hat the machines are
capable of performing, rather thon how they are
built; it is also important to consider the market
conditions at the time the competitor began se-
curing recognition and leadership in the field.
It is quite possible th^^t the manufacturer
nev/ly coming into the field ccn profit more by a
careful study of the trends and needs in the field,
and then produce a machine to meet those needs,
rather than imitate his competitors.
In studying the competitors* machines,
keep in mind that you want to find the points of
difference, in order thct you may attempt in your
advertising to establish these points of differ-
ence in the minds of possible buyers as points of
superiority for your machine.
A study of competitors' advertising will
also be helpful in shov/ing what advertising appeals
they are using, in order that you may develop sup-
erior points appealing to the same motives, or in
order that you may consider taking an entirely nev/

method of approach to the prospect's mind.
The analysis of the product is s vital
first step in the securing of accurate informa-
tion for the important job of planning effective
machinery advertising. It is the means of pro-
viding the advertising raenfger with vital, inter-
esting and effective selling points. Such an
analysis v/ill he of exceptional help in improving
machinery sdvertising.
•'^Sloan and Moody hr-ve contributed a
good summary along this line:
"Technical advertising is too full of
v/hat we might call product-ego. The advertising
is too well sprinkled with superlatives applied
to the product, the plant, and the manufrcturer
.
This mfikes good reading for the manufacturer's
business family, but it does not sell the product.
"The technical or professional buyer is
interested in whet the product will do, the price
of the product, the cost per unit of service.
Base your analysis of the product on a search for
fscts that v/ill appeal to the buyer in these direc-
tions, for fscts thr^t will actually sell the product.
Know your product. Know v/hr.t your product can do
and has done in service. And prove it in your
advertising."
1 - page 33

IV
MALYZING THE MARKET
VlTiat Is Meant by M"'rket Analysis .
Market analysis is so simple v/hen carried
on in s methodical way -that it as surprising that any
manufacturer of machinery v/ould tolerate the many
wastes in marketing effort v/hich are so obviously
the result of inrdequate anslysis of the market
for their machines.
It is logical that market analysis should
precede any advertising campaign which is intended
to be an effective selling power. Market analysis
simply means a study of markets to determine the
worth v/hile markets for your particular product,
to determine v/hat and where those markets are,
and v/hat their buying habits are.
Markets for machinery can be classified
in very distinct groups v/hich may be separated and
individually analyzed. The manufacturer who class-
ifies and studies his individual msrket groups will
secure a valuable knowledge of these markets which
he ccn use to his profit in the fonning of policies
and the building of a marketing plan which will
avoid wastes in distribution.
The Industrial Market.
Machinery sells for the most part to v/hat
is broadly termed the industrial market. The tre-

mendous size of the industrisl market can be
realized when we knov/ th?t this totnl market
has 115,000 worth while enterprises, 18,673,000
workers, a yearly business income of $61,000,000,000
and a yearly expenditure for equipment, materials,
supplies snd power of ;i^35,500,000,000 .*
The total of 115,000 manufacturing
establishments m.sy seem small, in comparison with
the number of buying units in the general field.
There are, as a matter of fact, close to 200,000
establishments, but so many of them are small
businesses that 115,000 gives a fair estimate of
the worth v/hile units, 28,000 of these establish-
ments buy 85^ of all industrial products sold.
The McGraw-Hill Company, in making a
study of the industrial market, divides it into
the tv/o basic classes of Service Industries and
Manufacturing Industries, and then subdivides
these tv;o classes into nine major divisions as
follows
"Service Industries
1* Mines and (Quarries which produce basic raw
materials for all industries.
2. Public Utilities such as electric light and
power companies, steam and electric rail-
ways, gas companies, marine companies,
public v/orks, automotive transportation.
This group provides the industrial service
facilities for the nation.
^ - Sec. I.
^9 - Page 15.

3. Power Plants vjhich serve each industry and
operate as a separate department of their
industry.
4, Nev/ Construction, This division covers all
forms of business and industrial construction.
Manufscturing Industries
(350 separate manufrcturing industries group into
five divisions of common interest.)
1« Process Industries, Vv'hich take raw materials
and convert them into finished products; for
example; the manufacture of rubber and cotton
into automobile tires.
2, Mechanical Industries, which make products from
metal; the production of the automobile from
steel, aluminum, copper and other metals,
3. Textile Industries such as the cotton and
woolen mills
•
4, Lumber Industries, including saw mills and
plants making finished products.
5. Mince 11 aneous Industries; a fev/ important
industries as tobccco, but mainly small
groups (manufacturers of artificiel limbs,
etc.) which trke their production practices
from the larger established industries."
Determining The Logical Mnrkets.
The McGraw-Hill Company have also de-
signed a most complete and useful form for deter-
mining the logical markets for Industrial products,
and this form v/ill be found very useful to the
machinery manufacturer in making an analysis of
the markets for his machinery. This is called the
"Working Form for Market Determination" and is re-
produced on the follov/lng page •

WORKING FORM FOR MARKET DETERMINATION
THIS chart is designed to aid the first
step in marketing,—to select and rate
the worth-while markets according to
their practical potential yield.
The li.=t of markets forms a compre-
hensive picture of the Buying Structure
of Industry, the nine major divisions of
Industry being subdivided to show the
single industries which form distinct sales
outlets for most industrial products. Since
this break-down includes only the major
industriei-, from the standpoint of workers
los Pre
employed and annual value of products,
blank spaces are provided for the insertion
of other industries as they become special
factors in individual market studies.
A vertical column should be assigned to
each product, or integral group of products,
and the market ratings entered by a simple
method of coloring, such as red for primary,
blue for secondary, yellow for important
recommending factors, and so on. Working
in this way, it is possible to develop a
complete visual analysis of the practical
pared by the Marketing CounseUra Staff, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc., New York, N.
sales possibilities for a number of products.
Market Determination is simplest if ap-
proached as a problem in elimination. The
obviously non-worth-while markets should
be thrown out first. Those remaining, and
known to have possibilities, can then be
systematically pared down to the final
selection, as quickly as the possibilities are
rated.
Having practical ratings of his worth-
while markets, the manufacturer can set
up his program of concentrated selling by
selecting the most important markets for
immediate attack. As he builds a com-
manding sales position in these, or as his
factory capacity expands, he will take on
other markets, next in importance, for
similar working.
The chart can also be used in the study
of past sales records, by products and by
industries. This is an important prelude
to Market Determination, and should obvi-
ously be based on the same break-down of
products and industries.

Market analysis should enable the
machinery manuf r cturer to determine his best
markets so he can put all of his effort into
the job of selling his machinery to the markets
for which it is best fitted and v;here he v/ill find
it most profitable to do business.
The first step in a complete and logical
selection of markets is to use the Working Form
For Market i-'etermination as a check list of all
major industries and eliminate all of the in-
dustries definitely known to be not v/orth v/hile in
connection with marketing your machinery. You v/ill
then have left a list of all the likely markets
open for the particular machinery in mind. These
markets should then be judged as to their relative
importance to you. In order that this judgment
shall be sound and based upon facts rather than a
mere guess, or an unscientific "taking for granted",
some method of rating the various markets should be
used.
Rating the Markets.
Ratings for the various markets may be
worked out from figures which are easily available
from such sources as the government, trade papers
covering the market, and associations or societies
in the trade •

Some of the figures conmaonly used in
making up ratings are the number of plants in
the-^industry, the annual value of products,
annual expenditures for equipment and supplies,
number of employees, primary horse pov/er, and the
number end horse power of motors installed. A
sample Rating Chart giving valuable indices for
the Manufacturing Industries appears on the
following page.
Another important consideration in judg-
ing the relative importance of markets is a study
of the services the machinery Vifill render in each
industry. Other figures and considerations which
will aid in setting up a comparative rating for the
different markets may be suggested by the particular
industry being analyzed or by the machinery to be
marketed.
The manufacturer should use these figures
as a guide in order thi't he may know the actual size
of the various markets and not just "think" he knows.
With such figures spread before him the manufacturer
can take account of such practical considerations
as the extent end location of competition, how
firmly competitors have become intrenched in the
market, the location of the market snd the effect
the location might hpve on his sales, current con-
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ditions in the industries, and any other svles
resistsnce to be encountered, and arrive at a
sound judgment regarding the relntive importance
of each market for his mschinery.
Buying Habits of Industry .
In making an analysis of the market for
machinery we have now made a study of the methods
to be used in the classification and selection of
the markets by groups of industries. The next
important step is a study of the actual people in
those industries v^ho are our buyers. V/e want to
knov; who it is in these companies who starts the
ball rolling and decides thrt the company should
buy machinery. Who are the men v/ho initiate the
installation of machinery? VVho are the men who
specify the type or mnke of machinery? \1/ho are
the men in the organization who control the buying?
The importance of knowing who these men
are may be brought home to you more vividly if you
make an examination of the mailing list which you
are now using, or if you v/ill study your publication
and direct mail advertising with a view to deter-
mine just v/ho in the company it is attempting to
appeal to. You may be directing your advertising
efforts toward the presidents, treasurers.

purchasing agents or some such group v;hich has
been selected by titles, with the belief that,
in the industry you are selling to, some parti-
cular officer is generally the acting head of
the compB.ny and the natural buying power. A
great d^'^a 1 of v/asted effort is accounted for by
this very habit of making deductions from in-
complete data, hearsay and "thinking" a thing is
so •
Ernst and Ernst, Accountants, have
made a survey of industrial buying habits and
have gathered together some very interesting
and important facts on this subject.
The object of their survey v;as to find
out who the men are v/ho really control the markets
for the products sold to industry. The President
or General Manager of the principle industrial
companies of the country v;ere requested to list
the men in their organizations v/ho, (1), initiate
the installation of equipment and, (2), specify
the type and make. The companies investigated
employ an aggregate of over $7,000,000,000 capital
in their businesses and represent over 100 separate
industries
.
Inasmuch as there has been some question
in the minds of industrial advertisers as to the
9 - Section II

relation betv/een the men initiating the purchases
and those specifying the type End make to be
bought, the investigation v/as designed to cover
these two functions separately. You understand,
of course, that "initiating" means deciding that
new equipment is required, while "specifying"
means the selection of the type and make of equip-
ment .
Initiating and Specifying Power in Same Hands*
An analysis of the results of this in-
vestigation shows thtt initiating snd specifying
power are largely in the same hands and that the
buying power for industrial equipment lies with
the men responsible for the production end of the
business, instead of with the executives in the
administrative departments of the business.
The results of this investigation are
graphically illustrated by the accompanying chart.
It is evident then, from this investigation, that
superintendents and v/orks m.anagers are the main
buying powers for industrial equipment, general
managers are next and the engineers are the third
in importance.
These men, the superintendents, v/orks
managers, general managers and engineer;^ are the
production men of the business. They are directly
responsible for production efficiency, and their
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combined buying influence for industrisl equipment
is ten times as grest as that of the president,
the purchasing agent or any of the other officers.
These nre the men you v;ant to reach v/ith your
machinery advertising in order to make it most
effective and profitable. You must sell the men
in charge of production, engineering and maintenance.
These men should be sought by responsibilities rather
than titles, and it should be remembered that us-
ually more than one of these men in an organization
has a hand in the selection of important purchases
such as machinery.
Channels of Distribution.
The channels of distribution for machinery
or other industrial goods are very simple, especially
when compared with the long channels through v/hich
some t:>'Ties of consumer gocds pass on their way to
market •
There are tv/o main methods of distribution,
the direct and the indirect. In the direct m.ethod,
v/hlch is most common, the machinery is sold or leased
to industrial users directly, the contact being made
through the manufacturers own salesmen. The sales-
men are often trained engineers. Direct selling
is also commonly meant to include sales made by
manufacturer's agents, selling agents and brokers.

Indirect distribution is where the mochinei
is sold through jobbers or dealers who purchase for
resale, and among these pre includea the retail out-
lets such as Mill, Iline, and Contractor's Supply-
Houses .
*Prof . Copeland, in v/riting on "Securing
Distribution of Industrial Goods" says: "in the
merketing of installations direct methods pre-
dominate. Such equipment as lathes used in small
machine shops and Job printing presses often are
handled by dealers or jobbers, for the purchases
of such items by scattered users are small, in-
frequent, and irregular; but factory equipment
such as knitting machines, spinning frames, looms,
material handling equipment, refrigerating equip-
ment, and steam, boilers usually is marketed directly.
Outsid^- of the manufacturing fields
which we have been speaking of, there are of course
markets for certain types of machinery in the
Construction Business, Mines & (Quarries, Public
Utilities and Agricultural Fields,
Distribution to these fields may be
either direct or through dealers; and the man-
ufacturer moy have Intensive Distribution, taking
all the dealers he can get, or Selected Distri-
bution, with one exclusive dealer in each territory.
51-P.22, 11-30-27

Practically everything I say in this
book can be applied to the advertising of machinery
sold to these special fields; but in the main this
book is interested in helping to solve the problems
of advertising machinery sold to industry, and this
is for the most part "installation" machinery.

Sec .II
PLANNING
THE Advertising

VDETERMINING THE ADVERTISINa
APPROPRIATION.
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The Old Methods
Practically the first question that
comes up in a consideration of advertising is:
"How much shall I spend on advertising?" There
are so many conditions and considerations involved
in finding the answer to this question that for
many manufacturers it is a real problem and its
importance certainly warrants a very thorough
conslderstion.
When advertising used to be looked upon
for the most part as good-will building, merely
acting as a sort of business insurance, deciding
the amount of the appropriation was a comparatively
simple matter. The main considerations were the
amount of money available for advertising and the
amount of money the manufecturer was willing to
spend for good-will building.
It was an easy and natural thing to make
up the appropriation by simply allotting a lump
sum for advertising or by making the appropriation
a certain percentage of the sales for the past year,
this percentage of course being based upon what the
manufacturer v/as able and v/illing to spend for his

business insurance or good-will building.
Modern Trends
Progressive thinkers now look upon
advertising in a nev; light. It accomplishes
many more objects than mere good-v.'ill building.
Advertising is a form of selling, end it should
be used as any other form of selling according
to your need for it.
With the consideration of advertising
in this nev/ light the many weaknesses and falla-
cies of the old method of determining the appro-
priation for advertising are quite apparent, and
there is a decided tendency tov/ard determining
the appropriation on the b&sis of the objects to
be accomplished.
*The Dartnell Company, in making a
survey of the methods of determining advertising
appropriations brought to light many interesting
and valuable opinions regarding the inadequacy
and unfairness of the old methods of determining
appropriations as compared with the sensibleness
and efficiency of the new methods. I am taking
the privilege of quoting some of these opinions
which I feel will be of particular interest to
machinery advertisers.
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"W. A. McDerraid, former Vice President,
New York Sales Managers' Club, writing in
'Administration,' a journal of business analysis
and control says:
'Most advertisers base their appro-
priation on last year's business which is equiv-
alent to grinding v/ith v/ater that has gone over
the wheel. A lean year would allow but a lean
appropriation for v/hst might be a big yeer and
vice versa. Even though it be an estimate only,
a safer basis of calculation is next year's sales.
Even on pure theory, a system that requires a
business to earn its appropriation by sales of
the previous year is illogicsl because advertising
never affects past business, and only part of its
efficiency applies to current sales.
'An appropriation should be based on
analysis, instead of on guess, hope or fear.
Certainly the v/ay to approach the matter is not
by setting aside a percentage of our past year's
sales and saying, 'We have this much to spend boys,
let's spend it.' For lack of analysis many con-
cerns which need advertising badly are not using
it; in some instances the reverse is true; in some
they advertise too much or too quickly.'"

"W. N. Gillett, Vice President, the
Chicago Paper Company, states thrt its plan for
determining the amount and kind of advertising
is contrary to accepted custom or theory and
that? 'it is a better part of v/isdom to base our
advertising appropriation and expenditures with
first consideration to the size of our bankroll.
The next contributing factor in determining our
advertising appropriation Is the tendency or abil-
ity of the advertiser or printer to buy paper. If,
as v/as the case one year, very little paper for
advertising purposes is being used, we reduce our
advertising,
'a third factor and probably equally
unscientific is the character of advertising and
the number, kinds and costs of publicaticns which
we think are necessary to carry our message properly
and adequately. In other v/ords, we v/ork backward
on this also, and if we feel that certain printing,
advertising or publications are vital to the success
of our program, v/e stretch the appropriation to
cover them. Also, if we feel that in order to
properly tie-up v/ith our publication advertising,
it is necessary to produce certain amounts and
kinds of direct advertising, v;e do it.
* In other words, it is more our practice
to definitely determine upon v/hat we believe is

necessary to do in the way of advertising and fit
our appropriation to thejie plans than it is to
establish a hard and fast amount of appropriation
and try to fit our advertising plans into this. Of
course, these plans are subject to change or cur-
tailment if conditions demand. V/e do not offer the
above as a way of establishing a method or basis for
anyone else, as undoubtedly one concern's advertis-
ing problems differ from another's in some particular
and without knowing the objects to be gained by ad-
vertising and all the circumstances surrounding it,
it would be presumptuous to attempt to suggest how
it should be handled.'**
••ivlont. H. Wright, Publicity Director, John
B. Stetson Company, writing in 'Printers' Ink,'
advocates a flexible appropriation. 'A cast-iron
advertising appropriation based largely on results
obtained the previous year seems to me to be entire-
ly v/rong,' he said. Instead, Mr. Wright advocated
an analysis of the fundamental position and trend
of business; that the time to advertise was all of
the time, and that the time to advertise frugally
is when business is over extended, and to advertise
heavily v/hen business is gathering strength."
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Methods of Determining
the Appropriation
Check List of Methods
The manufacturer of machinery will find
it easier to clarify his thinking on the subject
of appropriations and arrive at a sound judgment
of the best method for his own particular use if
he has an understanding of the many methods custom-
arily used by different manufacturers. I will,
therefore, first set up a check list of methods of
determining the appropriation, and then briefly
discuss these methods,
I have found, after a careful study of
the methods used by different manufacturers, that
there are fourteen methods of determining the ap-
propriation, as follows:
1. Percent of the past year's sales
2. Percent of anticipated sales for coming
year
3. Based on objectives to be accomplished
4. Budget Method
5. Percentage of profits method
6. Defensive Method b&sed on amount done
by competitors
7. Investing in advertising to buy inquiries
or sales
8. Special appropriations as needed
9. Fixed sum as good-will investment
10, Based on amount spent previous year

11, Unit of product or "case method"
12, Trial Method
13, Regular and Special Method
14, Amount available method
Percentage of Sales Methods
The methods based on a percentage of
sales are quite commonly used. For standardized
machinery, v/hsre there is very little variation
in the volume of sales frora year to year, this
method is perfectly sound. It has the advantage
that the manufacturer can compare his percentage
with that of other manufacturers in similar lines.
Where the machine to be advertised is a specialty
or v/here the manufacturer is new in the field, it
will naturally take a much higher percentage to
do effective advertising than with the standardized
machine in a market where the manuf t cturer is well
established. The specialty requires more advertis-
ing as it has the task of introduction and market
development
.
It is probably more sound practice to
base the percentage aopropriation on anticipated
sales than to base it on past sales. Present ad-
vertising has had no affect on the making of pest
sales, although it may be a contributing factor

towards keeping the buyers "sold". Present adver-
tising is concerned v/ith present and future sales,
and it is sounder in principle to base this adver-
tising on the anticipated sales. This method v/ill
be more likely to tske advantage of trends in the
industries to v/hich the manufacturer is selling.
If there has been a slump in a particular industry
one year, and the follov/ing year the industry is
especially active again, an appropriation based
on the past year's sales v;ould probably be in-
adequate for the manufacturer to take full ad-
vantage of increased activity in the industry.
Appropriation Based on Objectives
This is the most modern method of deter-
mining the appropriation for advertising, and is a
direct result of the new appreciation of the place
of advertising in business. When the appropriation
is based upon the job that the advertiser wishes to
do for the yeer, it is pieced in the class of factory
costs and elevated to a position where it occupies
a place as an integral pert of the business rather
than as an overhead expense.
The good judgment of an experienced ad-
vertising exectitive is necessary in making an ap-
propriation on this basis inasmuch as it must be
definitely decided just what the job of the adver-
tising is and then estimates must be made as to

v/hat advertising is needed to accomplish the
desired results.
The Budget Method
The "budget method is in reality a com-
bination of several of the other methods. The
advertising appropriation is determined for each
department of the business or for each unit of
product and then these separate budgets are com-
bined to make the totel appropriation. The in-
dividual budgets may be based on any of the other
methods used for determining the appropriation, or
different methods may be used for different depart-
ments of the business. A reverse process may be
used, y/here the entire appropriation is determined
by some other method and is then budgeted among the
different departments or the different units in
some method related to the proportion of sales of
each.
Percentage of Profits Method
With this method the appropriation is
determined by taking a certain percentage of the
profits each year, and may be based on the profits
for the past year or the anticipated profits in the
coming year. One of the main weaknesses of this
method is that v/hen the net profits start to drop,
the advertising starts to drop at a time v/hen it is
probably most needed. It is a method v/hich certainly

doesn't take into consideration the importance of
advertising as a selling force.
A case recently came to my attention in
my ov/n practice. A manufacturer of special machinery
who had not been making a sufficiently high per-
centage of profit due to inefficient cost methods
and a policy of cutting prices to meet competitors,
decided to make changes in his organization to re-
organize his cost methods. The new cost clerk was
apparently very efficient, but in some v;ay neglected
to consider the costs of the assembly department
where machines were assembled for final testing
and then dis-asserabled before shipment. As a result
of this mistake in the cost department, which was
not caught for c long time, the profits for the year
v/ere practically nothing, although the sales v/ere the
biggest in the company's thirty odd years of business.
These sales had been built up by the aid of an in-
creased advertising appropriation, but the advertis-
ing v;as promptly cut in half for the following year,
through a mistaken understanding of the place and
value of advertising in the business.
Defensive Method
The defensive method is where the adver-
tiser plans to spend more money than his biggest

competitor spends. This method has a tendency to
give the advertiser the wrong attitude. He is
always on the defensive, and is following the lead
of his competitors when he may not have the slight-
est idea where they are going. It is v/ell to study
the methods of competitors in order to knov/ what
they are doing, in so far as you can judge from their
advertising, but it is certainly sounder to do some
independent thinking and analyze your product ond
market so that you can be on the offensive instead
of the defensive . "Going the competitor one better"
mry be a v/asteful practice inasmuch as your business
might be able to get along with a smaller appropria-
tion more v/lsely spent.
Investing in Advertising to Buy Inquiries or Ssle s
This method of determining the appropriation
is used mostly by the mail order houses. Experience
shov/s them hov/ much it costs to get their inquiries
or their first sales, and the appropriation each
year is determined by the amount of inquiries or
sales they desire to secure during the year. The
machinery manufscturer who has thoroughly analyzed
his inquiries and sales, and those machinery man-
ufacturers are pretty scarce, could use an ad-
aptation of this method, basing it upon the cost to
secure a user or to secure a dealer if he sells
through dealers.
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Special Approprlstions as Needed
In this method of determining the
appropriation the advertiser merely sets aside
a certain sum every once in a while when he de-
cides to do some specific advertising. It is
a rather unsatisfactory method inasmuch as it
does not make it possible to plan the advertising
for a given period and it doesn^t teke full con-
sideration of the fact that advertising is a long
time investment in business building. This method
comes largely from the "Let's get up an ad" or
"let's put out a circular" attitude, and is us-
ually used by the advertiser who doesn't give ad-
vertising much serious thought until his sales
figures are in a bad way, and then expects a few
advertisements or circulars to do the impossible
and bring him sudden prosperity.
Fixed Sum as a G-ood-v/ill Investment
This is an old method of determining the
appropriation which is still in use by some companies.
Advertising is looked upon as an investment in good-
v/ill and the company decides upon a certain fixed
sum which it is willing to spend each year for this
purpose
•
Based on Amount Spent Previous Year
This method is used, perhaps subconsciously.

by a great many companies v/ho have no definitely
established policies as to the method of deter-
mining their advertising appropriation. The
question naturally arises as to the methods used
for determining the appropriation in previous years.
There are many sounder and more desirable methods
of arriving at the appropriation v/hich have some
relation to the sales or to the objectives of the
advertising and selling plans.
Unit of Product or "Case Method "
Appropriations are determined with this
method by setting aside a definite sum against
each unit of the product, and can be based on sales
for the previous year or sales anticipated for the
year under consideration. This method is conserva-
tive and is sound in principle. It is frequently
used by associations in conducting co-operative ad-
vertising campaigns. The California Fruit Growers
Exchange sets aside Z>z cents a box on oranges and
6 cents on lemons for advertising.* This method
can easily be adapted with good results by some
machinery manufacturers.
Trial Method
The trial method of determining an adver-
tising appropriation is another method used by the
business man v/ith too little understanding of the
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real functions and proper use of advertising. He
decides to "tske a shot" at advertising and ap-
propriates a certain amount of money for "seeing
v/hat advertising will do". His "shots at adver-
tising" practically alv/ays miss the mark and he
joins the ranks of those who "hsve tried adver-
tising and found it just doesn't pay" and probably
the reason is because his business is "different".
Someday he v.'ill learn that advertising is an ef-
ficient business tool and can be used profitably
if it is carefully planned, executed and follov/ed
through. At the same time he v/ill realize that
advertising is not an Aladdin's lamp which will
perform wonders for him on short notice just be-
cause he rubs it with a few dollars spent for ad-
vertising space or printing.
Regular and Special Method
¥/hat I have chosen to call the Regular
and Special Method of determining the advertising
appropriation is where the advertiser really has
two appropriations. The main appropriation covers
his regular advertising on his regular lines and
may be determined by any of the methods discussed.
In addition to this, as the advertiser brings out
nev/ machines or decides to develop new markets for
his present machines, he creates a special appropri

ation for each of these nev/ machines or nev/ markets.
In this way the regular advertising can be planned
to effectively do the job before it, and isn't being
continually made less effective by having the ap-
propriation dipped into for special advertising on
nev/ machines or in new fields.
Amount Aygiiable Method
This method of determining the advertising
appropriation is very effectively used by small or
newly organized companies. They are new in the field
and possibly their machinery is a new specialty.
Their job is to build their market as quickly as they
cen afford to, and such manufacturers often plow
practically all of their profits back into the bus-
iness for the first few years. Their advertising ap-
propriation and plans are based upon v/het they can
afford to spend. In their advertising they should
be careful not to plunge into some cam.paign v;here
their entire appropriation will be used up in two
or three advertisements. It is better for them to
resort to direct mail advertising or to concentrate
in a very few publications with smaller advertise-
ments appearing frequently. It has been said that
such companies should spend as high as 25 or 30^
of their entire appropriation for advertising
counsel, in order thet they may make the most

productive use of their small appropriation.
Factors to be Considered in
Determining the
Advertising Appropriation
What Shall We Base the Percentage on ?
We have been discussing the methods of
determining the advertising appropriation. This
is a logical approach to the problem of definite-
ly deciding hov/ much shall be spent for advertis-
ing. Many of these methods use a percentage of
sales as their base. What percentage shall v/e
use for any particular business? That is a
question which is mighty hard to ansv/er.
Advertising appropriations range from a
fraction of one percent of sales up to weJLl the
sky's the limit. Given a new manufacturer v*ith a
new, unknown specialty, or with a standardized
product in a highly competitive field, and his
advertising appropriation for the first few years
may be greater than his sales. On the other hand
an old established, well Intrenched company v/ith
a standard product of known quality may be spending
only \/lO% of the sales for advertising and doing
a good job at that.
In approaching this problem of what per-
centage to use for the advertising appropriation,
it is well thot we look into the factors that affect

this percentage as well as the method of determin-
ing the appropriation.
*Sloan and Moody in their book on Ad-
vertising the Technical Product have drav/n up the
follov/ing list of factors to be considered in ar-
riving at the appropriation.
1» In the case of limited capital:
1. Capital available for selling
and advertising
2. Capital available for adver-
tising
3. Low cost of some direct forms
of advertising make them
immediately available.
2, In the case of unlimited capital:
1. The product
2. The sales volume to be achieved.
3. The percentage of the volume that
can safely be allowed for sales
and advertising expenses
4. The relation between sales effort
and advertising effort needed to
achieve the volume
5. Plant output
6. The capacity for expansion
7. Total consumption of the product
in the case of a standardized
product, like transmission belting
8. Total prospective consumption of
the product, in the case of a
specialty, like roller bearings
for looms
9. Psychological factors in the market
- 10. The time the advertiser v/ishes to
take to achieve his objective
11, The geographical distribution of
the prospects for the product
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12. The distribution by industries of
the prospects for the product
13. Competitors' sales volumes
14. Competitors' advertising
The appropriation should also be tempered
by anticipated business conditions in the particular
industries to which the manufacturer is selling.
The advertising appropriation must be made up with
one eye on the money to be spent and the other eye
on the results to be accomplished. You should be
sure to set aside sufficient money for your adver-
tising to effectively carry out its part of your
general marketing plan. First you should determine
your general marketing plan upon which your adver-
tising plans will be based. Then sufficient money
should be appropriated to carry out the campaign
effectively.
In determining the amount of money to be
spent in advertising, care should be tt'ken not to
get the wrong nent- 1 viewpoint regarding the adver-
tising appropriation. The attitude of, "there's
the appropriation, our job is to spend it", comes
from such unsound and freakish methods of fixing
the appropriation as basing it on what was spent
last year or some other equally weak foundation
which makes figuring the appropriation easy, but
doesn't have any other advantages.

It is important thr^t some definite ap-
propriation be made, and the msnufrcturer v.'ho for
some reason can't judge how much he should spend
for the yscr can certainly make a definite appro-
priation for three months or six months.
Surveys of Appropriations
and
How They Are Divided
How Shall the Appropriation Be Sub-Divided?
The machinery manufacturer can perhaps
arrive at a better decision as to the proper per-
centage ratio between his advertising appropriation
and sales by a consideration of the ratios of other
manufacturers. Unfortunately it is difficult to
obtain figures v/hich are directly comparable to his
particular case, and all of the factors we have been
discussing enter into the matter of the correct per-
centage for any particular business or product.
Two Surveys
The follov/ing figures taken from tv/o
different and entirely separate surveys on this
subject Vifill prove of interest. *The Dartnell
Company have made a survey which shows that the
average advertising appropriation for Machinery
and Supplies is 4,96,^ of sales. This survey showed
the distribution of the advertising appropriation
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in the following way:
Percent
Trade Paper
Direct Mail 21,80
(Catalogues, house
organs, printing)
Magazines 13,12
Newspapers .25
Administrative 10.45
Miscellaneous 4.34
Engraving and art 7 #73
Business shows 2.73
Dealer helps 6.33
Directories 1,77
College Publica-
tions .54
Novelties 2.08
Another very interesting survey showing
somewhat different results was made by Mr. G. W.
Morrison, Publicity Kansger of Ingersoll-Rsnd
Company and presented in a speech before the
National Industrial Advertisers' Association at
its Convention in St. Louis on June 11, 1928.*
Mr. Morrison's survej is the result of
figures from 42 industrial advertisers shov/ing the
distribution of their advertising appropriations
for 1928. Here are the figures:
Percent
Trade Paper 40.10
Direct Mail Campaigns 11.61
Miscellaneous 11.78
Sales and Service Litera-
ture 10.69
Salaries 9.23
Art work and cuts, etc. for
advertisements 6.59
Conventions and exhibits 3.89
House organs 3.76
Moving Pictures and photos 2.35
In comparing these two sets of figures bear
in mind that the first set covers Machinery and Equip
-
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ment, v/hereas the second set of figures covers
Gener&l Industrial Advertising. This will account,
v/ithout doubt, for the v;ide differences in some of
the figures, while the difference in grouping the
classes of expenditures v/ill account for other
apparent differences.
These figures are merely submitted as a
check against the advertiser's ov;n appropriation,
but remember thet they cannot be set up as stand-
ards for any single manufacturer.
It is easy, however, to notice that the
largest single item in each set of figures is the
trade paper advertising, and this may open a new
train of thought to some manufacturers who haven't
felt that their trade paper advertising was of
particular importance. Surely the majority of
American business men in the industrial field aren't
spending a major part of their advertising money in
trade pspers and considering this advertising of
sm.all importance. Possibly the manufacturer who
feels that his trade paper advertising isn't ef-
fective should look to his own organization for
the reasons why it is not effective. Perhaps his
advertising wouldn't be effective in any medium
—
even if transmitted by work-of-mouth by his salesmen.

It is interesting to check the budget
figures given in the tvo preceding tables with
the Ernst S; Ernst investigation into the Channels
of Approach to Industrial Buyers.* The results of
this investigation indicate that industrial buyers
keep in touch with developments in equipment through
four methods
:
1. Salesmen and Agents
2. Inspection Trips, conventions,
exhibits
3. Manufacturers' Literature
4. Industrial publications
The extent to which each method is used
by industrial buyers was as follows: Salesmen and
agents, 27%; Visiting plants and Conventions,
about 2d%; Manufacturer's Literature, (including
catalogues, direct by mail and house organs) 29fo;
Industrial Publications 69i%; and General and
Financial Publications s/lO of 1%, Obviously these
items total more than lOOp since the average in-
dustrirjl buyer uses more than one method.
The results of this Ernst and Ernst in-
vestigation are certainly a strong argument for
industrial advertising, inasmuch as they show that
&4:i% of Industry names one of the forms of in-
dustrial advertising as the best method of keeping
informed on improvements and developments. Cf
this 84i^ there v/ere 69^-% specifying industrial
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publications as the best method and 29% specifying
manufacturers' literature as the best method.
What Should Be ChP.rged to Advertising?
If one of your salesmen bu3'"s bootleg
whiskey and tekes a prospective customer out on a
party to "lap it up" is thrt advertising? Nol
Not by the greatest stretch of the imagination can
v/e judge such" expenditures as advertising. Then vhy
in the rorld should the advertising appropri nation
get charged $30 or $40 to cover the evening's ex-
penses?
The aaisv;er to th&t question is Just this:
Bootleg whiskey is unclassified as a proper business
expense. It wouldn't look particularly good on the
books anyway, and the advertising aporopriation is
the easiest piece to hide it and avoid any embar-
rassing explanations. So the advertising appropri-
ation again becomes the goat.
This brings up the subject of just what
should be charged to advertising.^ Advertising,
treated as a definite part of the marketing pro-
gram and out to stand on its own feet and shov/ just
what it is accomplishing, can't afford to carry the
expense of every item which doesn't fit perfectly
into the scheme of recounting procedure.

Advertising appropriations should, be
charged v/ith the cost of all recognized medis, art
v/ork, drav/ings, photographs, cuts, printing, sal-
aries of ^-dvertising personnel, travelling ex-
penses of members of the advertising department,
the department's shere of rent, heat rnd light,
and all charges directly sgsinst prep&ring and
placing the advertising.
Advertising most emphrtically should not
be charged with gifts and donations to charity,
fraternal religious and social organizations, en-
tertaining customers or prospects, price lists,
bonuses and rebates given to dealers as "advertis-
ing allowances'*, business cards, announcements and
sales manuals.
The burden of these miscellaneous expenses
which £re often charged to advertising should cer-
tainly be placed elsewhere. It is discriminatingly
unfair to the advertising and the advertising de-
partment to make the advertising appropriation the
dum.ping ground for all such mis collaneous chcrges
which the accounting department finds hard to class-
ify. They most certainly are not advertising, for
advertising is the placing of a message before a
prospect, and such things as donrtions to charity
just don't do that.
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Controlling Advertising Expenditures
The advertiser, in order to spend his
appropriation intelligently, should know the rate
of expenditure at each step. Expenditures should
be charted from the time the first dollar is spent.
Not only should the expenditures be
charted systematically, but the sales for the
period should also be charted in order to get some
check on the effectiveness of the advertising.
In figuring the cost of advertising for
a comparison with sales the cost should be figured
for only those advertising messages which have ac-
tually reached the market at the time the comparison
is made.
It is 8lso useful to break down the ad-
vertising expenditures into indirect and direct
expense. Indirect expense will include salaries
and travelling expenses of advertising personnel,
the advertising departments share of rent, heat
and light, and the cost of the departments equip-
ment. Direct expense will include costs of art
work, engraving, space, printing, etc. It is de-
sirable to watch the ratio of indirect and direct
advertising expense in order to keep the overhead
down
,
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Two Important Preparatlonal Considerations
An Allowance for Counsel
Before closing this chapter on the subject
of Advertising Appropriations there are just two
other thing?: I v/ant to talk with you about. One
is the matter of the small manufacturer making a
sufficient allowance in his appropriation to secure
good advertising counsel, for good counsel will save
him much time and grief in properly prepn.ring and
handling his advertising. This matter will be thor-
oughly discussed in a later chapter on the question
of who shall handle the advertising.
Cost of Art V/ork
The other important consideration I want
to discuss is the matter of the cost of art work.
Many manufacturers set up an advertising appropri-
ation and then expect to have all of that money,
practically, spent for space and for direct mail.
It seems hard for them to realize that space isn't
what helps them sell the goods. It is what is done
with th'-t space that makes advertising effective,
and if you don't believe it, just try running your
space blank for a while and see if you get any re-
sults from your advertising.
I have seen the same machinery advertise-
ment run over and over again for years, v/ith the
same plain cut of the machine, the same few words
of copy and the sign.'.-ture of the manufacturer. The

cut gets worn out sfter av/hile, and v/ill probc-.bly
be replaced by another one just like it. That,
I contend, is not good advertising.
Machinery manufacturers should remember
that their advertising is entirely wasted unless
it is read. Advertising can't be read unless it
attracts attention and is seen, and illustrations
rank high as the most important elements in at-
tracting attention.
How much should be spend for art work?
This is a question which has been answered, for
industrial advertising, by several advertisers
who contributed to a survey conducted by *Glass
& Industrial Marketing. Their comments are so
interesting and the facts presented are of such
vital importance that I am quoting verbatim from
some of those of most interest to machinery ad-
vertisers •
"a Pittsburg manufacturer of heavy
machinery spent 43,^ of the cost of space for art
work in 1927, or 30^ of the total cost of adver-
tising. This manufacturer goes in heavily for
art on r^hotographs and is regarded as one of the
most successful in his field.
"He says, 'Money spent on art v;ork in
industrial advertising as a whole is too small to
secure effective results. Vv'e have found that when
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v/e employ better art in industrial medic, v;e get
better and greater returns.'
"a gasoline shovel manufacturer estimates
the combined cost of crt and cuts as 30% of the
cost of sDace. He regards this as a lov/ figure,
'Many of our advertisements are plated and run
in as many as tv/enty different publications,'
he explained.
"'if v^e v/ere to run the same advertise-
ments in only one industrial paper, the ratio
of cuts and art wor^ cost to the space cost v;ould
be about 75%,
"'We plate all of our advertisements
before sending them to the magazines. This costs
in the neighborhood of iy20 , per advertisement,
but v/e feel that the more attractive set-up is
v/ell v;orth the additional cost .
'
"a Connecticut manufacturer believes
that the cost of art work and plates approximates
bO% of the cost of space. Thas v/as his experience
in one campaign.
"'However,' he continued, 'The art v;ork
we use varies so v/idely thrt no de'finite figure can
be given. For instsncc, if v;e plan to use a factory
interior view of some of our machines in operation,
it may be necessary to use a flashlight or take the
picture after hours, when the machine is not in

production
.
"'in one case, v;here there v/as considerable
smoke attendant upon the production of an item, v/e
had to rig up a serie^s of flashlights, all set off
et one instant by an electric connection. Natur-
ally, the cost v;as high.
• "*We hav3 used paintings for front cover
designs, for v;hich we have paid anywhere from $125.
to $250. LTost of our photographs are retouched.'
"a Chicago maohinery manufacturer reports
a low cost for art work.
"'photographs are our principal source
of art work,' he said, 'although we use some fancy
borders and some special lettering. Photographs
of machines taken in the studio are retouched fair-
ly fully for catalogue work. The stnie cut may be
used in publication advertising later, or a course
screen cut made from the same copy. A minimum of
retouching is used in installation pictures.'
"a manufacturer of material-handling
machines placed the cost of art work at 2% of the
entire appropriation in 1927. Photographs taken
on the job, with a few engineering drawings pre-
pared by his ov/n engineers constituted the bulk
of the illustrations."
The conclusions from this survey are
that art work costs about of the cost of the

space; that there is hardly a phase of art which
cannot be used successfully by industrial adver-
tisers; that plain and retouched photographs are
the favorites; thst if you get good photographs
you can save money on retouching; and that it is
v/ell to stick to one artist and engraver because
you can get better work through mutual understand-
ing of the needs of your advertising and the
standards of your organization.

ADVERTISING MEDIA
FOR MACHINERY
Types and Relative Importance of Media
Vifhat Is an Advertising Medium?
Advertising media are vehicles for
conveying advertising messages. An advertising
medium is the means by which vie put our message
before our prospects, and it may be a publica-
tion, a circular, booklet, letter or some other
form of advertising.
Any business-like study of machinery
advertising naturally must recognize the importanc
of the means of getting the advertising messages
before prospects, so we will make a short study
of the advertising media available, the relative
importance of these media and methods of judging
their value.
Types of Media in General Use by Machinery
Advertiser s
Our study of media will be greatly
simplified by first getting a birds-eye viev/ of
all of the types of media generally used by
machinery advertisers. This media can be grouped
into three general groups, publication advertis-
ing, direct advertising, and editorial publicity.

Then we can group the types of media under these
three generf^l groups and build up a most complete
list.
1. Publication Advertising
a. Business pa-oers, trade, class and
technical
b. Agricultural publications
c. iLiscell^neous bulletins, programs,
directories and year books
2. Direct Advertising
a. Broadsides
b. Folders
c. Catalogs
d. Booklets
e. Letterheads, business forms and tags
f. Processed letters
g. Special bulletins
h. Cards
i. Instruction books and sheets
j . Novelties and calenders
3. Editorial Publicity
a. Magazines and trade paper news items
b. Convention reports and special papers
Relative Importance of Different Types of Media
V/hich of these media shall v/e use? W^hst
is the importance of each? These are two questions
which the machinery advertiser will naturally ask,
and the answer of course is entirely dependent upon
his particular machinery; the type, extent and
location of his market; his selling plans; the
amount of money available and other similar factors
which are different in each particular esse.
V«e can, however, know in a general v/sy
just what the relative importance of the different

groups of media is.
The two sets of budget figures ?/hich
v/e discussed in the chapter on appropriations
show that industrial advertisers rate tr^de papers
of first importance in their list of advertising
media, and consider direct advertising campaigns
next in importance.
The first of these two surveys, v;hich
covered the advertising of machinery and supplies,
shov/ed the budget distribution to be 27,61^ for
trade papers, 13 .12,^ for magazines and 21,80^ for
direct mail, including catalogs, house organs and
printing.
The second survey shows a budget distri-
bution of 40.10^ for trade paper advertising,
11,61^ for direct mail campaigns and 10.69,^ for
sales and service literature.
It is not known whether the figure on
magazines in the first survey should perhaps be
partly included with the trade paner figure or
not, but there is the possibility that this figure
is either due to the supply advertising included
in the survey or that some of the "magazines" are
publications which we ordinarily think of in a
general v;ay as trade papers.
In making comparisons of survey results,
or in making a study of a particular survey, there

is of course the ever present possibility of
confusion of terms and it is hard to be sure that
vie are thinking of the same classes of publica-
tions as the man making the survey.
The modern trend of thought classifies
Business Publications under four heads; Industrial
papers; Merchandising propers; Functional papers;
Papers serving both industrial and distributive
markets. These four classes replace the older
classifications of: Trede papers; Class papers and
Technical papers. Throughout this book, however,
I have used the terms "industrial publications"
and "trade papers" interchangeably, and with the
exceptions of cases like the present where we are
com-paring statistics which use different terms, it
is probable thzt there is no necessity of drav/ing
fine lines of distinction.
If in the first survey we add the figure
for magazines to the figure for trade papers, we
have 40,73/^ for trade papers and 21 .80;^ for direct
mail. If in the second survey we add the figures
for Direct Mail Campaigns and Sales and Service
Literature together, inasmuch as these were lumped
together in the first survey, we have 40,10/^ for
trade papers and 22,30^; for direct mail. Then, with
these adjustments in the classifications of media,
the two surveys show approximately the same results.

These surveys, then, show that approximately
40% of the advertising appropriation is being spent
for trade paper advertising and approximately 22%
for direct mail advertising. These figures roughly
shov; that about twice as much is being spent for
trade paper advertising as is being spent for direct
mail advertising. Is this proportion right? Is
it logical? Are these manufacturers basing this
proportion on mere convenience or necessity or
are they basing the proportion on some definitely
knovm facts? These are some of the questions which
naturally present themselves to an analytical mind.
Possibly the answers can be indicated by
reference again to the Ernst and Ernst study of
the methods used by industry to keep in touch with
new developments in equipment This investigation
showed that 84-|/o of industry kept in touch with
new ^methods and developments by reading industrial
advertising, and of this 84^% there v/ere 69k%
keeping in touch by reading industrial publications
and 29fo by reading manufacturers literature. Many
of course used both methods.
This survey indicates that there are
slightly more than twice as many industrial buyers
keeping in touch v/ith new developments through
reading industrial publications as there are keeping
in touch through reading manufacturers' literature.
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This proportion, notice, is approximately the
same as the two to one ratio established between
trade papers and direct mail in the tv/o surveys
we have just analyzed. Arc these figures not a
fairly reliable answer to the questions we raised
regarding the proper proportion between the two
types of media?
These figures are interesting, c-nd set
up a sort of check for the average machinery ad-
vertiser. Do not take them in too dogmatic a way,
however. Remember that circumstances alter esses.
Any manufacturer must take into consideration his
particular machinery, his market, his capital avail-
able for advertising, and similar factors, before
making any final judgment upon the apoortionment
of his advertising appropriation between the differ-
ent tynes of media.
A small machinery mrjnufecturer with a
new machine which can be used by a relatively limit-
ed m.arket, and with very little capital available,
v/ill quite likely find thct he will get better re-
sults by placing practically his entire advertising
appropriation into direct mail media. On the other
hand, r. large manufacturer with en established line
of machinery, doing business in a market where he
is well intrenched, may find that the larger part
of his advertising appropriation can be used to best
advantage in trade publications.

Trade Papers
Importance of Trade Paners
The large proportion of industrial ad-
vertising budgets which is being spent for adver-
tising in trade papers, opens our eyes to the con-
stantly increasing importance of these media. It
is v/ell that vie should analyze this situation care-
fully and get better acquainted v/ith this leading
medium for carrying our messages to industry.
Trade Papers G-o Directly to a Specialized Market
Vtfith the tendency to make advertising
more scientific, and less dependent upon large
space for its effectiveness, there has been a
grov/ing appreciation of the importance of v/ell
edited publications serving a specialized market.
Only a fev; years ago many advertising agencies
counseled against using specialized media. Now
some agencies operate departments for preparing
such copy and for studying and analyzing the
nature of the service these papers render. Nev/
agencies have also been developed v/hich specialize
in industrial accounts, using trade papers ex-
tensively4* The former agencies usually operate the
Trad-^ Paper Advertising Department at a loss, as
obviously an agency which serves an advertiser on
a percentage over net billing cannot prepare in-

dividuslize'd copy for a list of trade papers as
economically as it can prepare one advertisement
for a general magazine of large circulation.
These agencies, however, who advocate the use of
specialized media as a supplement to a general
campaign, £ire quite prepared to lose money in
handling this one pert of the advertising campaign,
if through making the cam.paign more successful,
they can render the advertiser better service. The
newly organized agencies, making a specialty of
industrial advertising, handle the advertising on
a fee basis.
The keynote of the importance of trade
papers is struck by J.C. Mc'Qj;iiston, Advertising
Manager of the V/estern Electric Company,* when he
says, "We advertise in over 100 Trade and Tech-
nical papers because they enable us to put special-
ized products before specific markets."
Mr, Mc'^uiston, who has long been identi-
fied with sound methods in industrial advertising,
expresses his viewpoint on trade papers in a letter
sent to the Managing Director of the Associated
Business Papers, Inc., as follows:
'*7flien I visited your office a fev/ days
ago you asked me if I would put in a letter my
viewpoint on trade and technical advertising and
some statement of its relation to the general ad-
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vertising v/hich tho Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company is now cFrrjing on through,
nev/spapers
.
"vVe agreed, thst there is a high spec-
ialization in selling today. 'C^uotas for sales
are being set up on the basis of smaller terri-
tories, and buying groups in trades and industries
are being analyzed, and evaluated, on a highly in-
tensive plan. Manufacturers are concentrating
and coordinating their sales and advertising as
never before. Naturally what this means is that
media which reach highly specialized audiences
like the business papers by trade or profession,
or the nev/spapers which reach the general buyers
by territories, are particularly useful.
"As you know, we advertise in more than
100 trrde and technical publications. The factors
v/hich led us to develop highly concentrated news-
paper advertising by territories are the same as
those which we have taken advantage of in our ad-
vertising in the same concentrated v/ay to buyers
in the technical and class markets, trade by trade,
and industry by industry, for many jeers,
"just as trade and tech-nical papers en-
able us to put specialized products and service
before the specific markets represented by the
business journals, so nev/spapers enable us to
specialize by territories and to coordinate our

advertising with our local sales and distribution
organizations
.
"Business publications, as I have said
many times, are fundamental to our advertising
plan. A company as large as ours naturally can
and does make use of all classes of advertising,
but it is true that business papers and news-
papers have a particul^^r value today in enabling
sales and advertising to be flexibly coordinated,
the one (business papers) by buying groups, the
other (nev/spapers) by territories."
Advantages of Trade Papers as Advertising Media
The advantages of Trade Papers as ad-
vertising media, can be summed up as follows
2
1. Reach readers of high buying power.
2. Reach practically, all of the buying pov;ers in
the field, if it is a good paper.
3. Industrial buying is done by technical men who
can be reached through some trade paper.
4. Trade papers go to a specific market, and good
trade papers can furnish a circulation list
showing the specific classes of readers it
reaches
•
5. The advertising appeal can be based upon the
Interests of the specific market.
6. Good papers build their subscriptions on the
basis of buying povv'er of their readers.
7. Readers look to trade paper advertising as their
method of keeping in touch with nev; developments.
8. "-ditorial policies are unbiased and are directed
toward building the entire industry they serve,
so they have the confidence of their readers.

9. Valuable source of trade information' v/hich is
helpful in making marketing plans.
10. Advertising rates are comparatively low, thus
furnishing the lov/est possible cost per
prospect reached with the advertising message.
11. Circulation direct to specific market, without
v/aste circulation.
12. Effective, economical media for advertising
industrial goods
.
In considering these advantages of trade
papers, it is v/ell that v/g also look for possible
disadvantages. Among the disadvantages we will
find: Carries large amount of advertising matter,
making it likely that reader doesn't have time to
read it all; publishes special issues, with in-
creased advertising, which are probably not as
effective as regular issues; too many issues of
some of the trade papers, with insufficient editor-
ial matter available to make them really interest-
ing to their readers ; too many trade papers in
some fields, v;ith some of them of little value.
In summarizing, v/e can say that trade
papers are unique in th&t they are of vital in-
terest to specific groups, and there is nothing
else just like them; they are indispensible , be-
cause they are filling a true need in their respect
ive fields; and they are appreciated, for business
men use them. That, in a nut-shell, is the story
of trade papers, the indicrtion of their value, and

the basis of their v/orth as advertising media.
Judging the Value
Trade Papers as Media
How Shall Vfe Judge Value?
Our study of important data has shown
that trade papers as a whole are the most im-
portant type of media for industrial advertising,
and the most comimonly used for carrying advertis-
ing messages to industry.
The next questions that confront us are.
How shall we judge the value of a particular trade
paper? Hov; can we compare the trade papers cover-
ing a particular market and make dependable choice
of the ones which should prove most profitable for
our use? Ho'/.' can we tell the really good ones from
the ones v/hich are not worth v/hlle as advertising
media. These are questions which must be ansv/ered
before we con proceed with the job of making our
advertising effective, for no matter hov; good our
advertising is, if it doesn't reach the prospect
by a good medium---if our messenger doesn't de-
liver his message then we shall be wasting our
money
.
PCnowledge and Experience Necessary
There are few activities of the agency
or advertising department which require a more
thorough- going knov/ledge of media than in making

up a list of business papers. In the old days the
customary procedure v/as to run down a list of
trade papers, or class papers, and use those v/hich
claimed the largest circulation. There are still
agencies who select business papers that way. But
with the coming of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
no thinking advertiser, much less his agency, bases
his decision on mere quantity of circulation. He
discards entirely any publication which is not pre-
pared to render a verified circulation ststement.
It is as unfair, as it is unscientific, to compare
the circulations of any magazines except on the
same basis. The requirements of the Audit Bureau
of Circulations are so exacting as regards "net
paid" circuletion, the percentage of subscribers
in arrears, the method of figuring the percentage
of renewals, etc., thst any other kind of a state-
ment put out by a publisher, even though it may
be sv;orn to seven times over, means little or
nothing from a comparative standpoint. That is
why nearly all the leading advertisers, and cer-
tainly all the thoughtful advertising agencies,
restrict their use of business papers to those
v/ho are willing to have their circulation verified
on a fair and uniform basis.

Factors i'^hich Determine Vrlue
There has been very little specific in-
formation written on the methods of judging the
value of trade papers, snd there has sometimes
been a great deal of lack of judgment in the
selection of these media.
With the belief thf:t there is a necessity
for a check list by v/hich a machinery manufscturer
could study the important points in choosing trade
papers for his advertising, I have made a study
of this subject.
In connection v/ith this study I felt
that the publishers of trade papers should be in
a position to tell what the qualifications of a
good trpde paper should be. Certainly, if anyone
asked us the important points about judging the
value of our particular type of machinery, v/e
would be able to tell them, wouldn't we? We v.'ould
if v/e had made a thorough study of the points v/hich
v/e set up as a check list in our study of the
Analysis of the Machinery to be Advertised. Then
why shouldn't the trade paper publisher be able
to tell us hov/ to analyze his product, the trade
paper?
I made a survey of some of the leading
trade papers in various fields v^rhere machinery is
sold. I asked the publishers this question:
"What factors do you consider important in judging

the value of a trade paper as an advertising
medium?"
Many interesting and instructive answers
were received to this question. I feel thft the
comments of these editors and managers will be in-
teresting and helpful to you, so take the privilege
of quoting from quite a fev; of them.
C. S. Baur, General Advertising Manager,
The Iron Age says, "There are several important
factors to "be considered in judging the value of
a trade paper as an advertising medium. First
there is tottl circulation. This must be consider-
ed in relation to the product to be advertised.
That is, is it in the field where the product is
sold and to v/hat extent does it cover the market.
The renewal percentage of the publication is
another important factor as it gives a good in-
dication as to the standing of the publication in
its field. ^/Vhen you have several papers in the
same field, it is important to knov/ who the readers
of these publications are, in judging their relative
value. That is to say with publications reaching
more or less the sa:.:e plants in the same field, the
readers v;hich each publication has in the plants
is the determining factor. In other v/ords with
important purchases of expensive machinery it will
be the higher executive v/ho must be sold rather

than the shopmen. Sometime the character of readers
may be determined from the A. B.C. statement, but the
best gauge is through a study of editorial contents.
From this it is apparent what the type of reader is."
Peter P. Pinto, Business Manager, The
Rubber Age, writes: "The factors I consider important
in judging the value of a trsde paper as an advertis-
ing medium are reader interest, standing in the
field, completeness of nev/s, technical and market
information and timeliness or frequency of issue.
The character of the principal advertisers in any
trade paper is also an indication of the velue of
th^t paper as an advertising medium."
A. T. Joyce of Bakers Weekly has given
a very complete analysis. He says 2
"l. Service to readers
(A) Its reader- interest should be of a
directly technical and business character,
(i.e., not sensational).
Executives read their business paper for
information, not amusement.
(B) It should build confidence by fight-
ing and working for its subscribers and
the Industry without compromise. Editor-
ial pages should be kept clean of any
"inspired" material.
(C) It must have an adequate staff of
experts trained in the industry, capable
of writing with authority and interest-
ingly.
(D) It must have friendly contacts v/ith
both leaders and rank and file of the -
industry so thtt its pages may be re-
sponsive to the live interest of its
readers
.
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(E) It raust have, besides a competent
stsff, whatever laboratory or similar
equipment may be necessary to serve as
a proving ground in the preparation of
technical articles. This also v/ill
permit it to win the confidence of its
read-^-^rs, problems through correspondence.
"ll. Service to advertisers and their agencies
(A) To provide as many prospective buyers
of as high quality &s possible .
(B) Strict adherence to ABC regulations
(C) To work with manufacturers and agencies
in determining the marketing prospects of
the product before advertising.
1. By providing laboratory tests, if
possible
.
2. By field investigations.
(D) To help build sales for the product,
1. By consultations with staff members
to develop and check material used in
copy.
2. By establishing contacts between
advertisers and prospective buyers.
3. By keeping advertisers informed re-
garding nev/s thrt may mean business
opportunities."
J. G. Brown, President, Shoe and Leather
Reporter, v/rites: "A trade paper can be judged as
an advertising medium by its editorial content
and its circulation. In the esse of the Shoe and
Leather Reporter, it was the first paper to be
started in the shoe and leather field, over seventy
years ago, and has been published continuously
since. It has the highest subscription rate of any
paper in the industry. It has a practically 100^

cir-culstion among the shoe and lor ther trade
.
There isn't a worthwhile manufecturer in the
industry who doss not subscribe to and read the
Reporter. Its editorials and market reports con-
tain the greatest reader interest."
A laundry publication which does not
care to be quoted believes thct the editorial
content and percentage of subscriptions renewed
are the im.portant factors in judging the value
of a trade paper..
James K. Taylor, Business Manager of
Automobile Topics, writes; "To our v/ay of think-
ing the most important factor in judging the
value of a trade paper as an advertising medium
is to take the publication itself and look through
its Editorial contents marking such articles or
items as you believe vvould be of interest to the
class of buyers you ere most anxious to reach and
find cut if the paper measures up to your require-
ments in th£t respect."
V/illiam K. Ryan of Hide and Leather
answers the question: "The answer to your question
#1, is circulation. The advertiser of machinery
should consider, first, the size of the circulation
compared with the number of individual rapnufr-ctur-
ing units in his m.arket. Second, he should consider
the class of reader in this market. Superintendents,

foremen, master mechanics, chief engineers and
maintenance men represent the cream of sny market
for the manufacturer of machinery and equipment."
0. A. Sharpies s, General Manager of W.
R.G. Snith Publishing Company, publishers of
Southern Povver Journal, Cotton, Southern Hf^rd-
ware, Electric&l South, and Southern Automotive
Dealer, has som.e different thoughts: "in regard
to the questions you ask, the factors to be con-
sidered in judging the value of a trade paper are
rather numerous and vary in importance, depending
upon circum.stances . These include the specific
field in question, its extent, v/hether National
or local; the buying habit in thot indiJstry; the
number of publications serving the field; as re-
flected by editorial .excellence, percentage of
renev/als, the thoroughness v;ith which their cir-
culation covers the industry, the character of
the circulation, such as position of readers by
classes, v/hich reflect buying power, and other
items
John Henry, Sales Promotion Manager of
Iron Trade P^eviev/, says: "in judging the value of
any business paper, the first consideration is
v;ho reads it end why. Bulk circulation does not
mean a darned thing, nor does bulk advertising in-
dicate universal acceptance. The editorial merits

should be carefully determined, the buying units
in the field analyzed, the balance of advertising
to editorial pages examined and the rene'-val per-
centage considored,"
L. P. Calahan, Secretary of the Period-
ical Publishing Company, publishers of Furniture
Manufacturer, writes: "The most important factors
in judging the business paper as an advertising
medium are
:
1st. Its editorial appearance and
content, which reflects the
character of its readers*
2nd. The amount of circulation as
compared to totrl desirable
possibility in the field.
3rd. Quality of advertising already
appearing in the publication,"
A. StritmKtter of the Starchroom Laundry
Journal, snsv/ers : "Number of paid subscribers and
editorial prestige are perhaps the tv/o most important
factors to be considered."
E. L. Carroll, Eastern Advertising Re-
presentative of The Journal of the Society of
Automotive Engineers, says: "l believe the factors
to be considered important in judging the value of
a trade paper as an advertising medium are first,
the type of publication itself, thf t is, is it well
edited, published by a first class organization
independent in thought and well thought of by the
industry it serves. Second, the audience of that

publication, the quality of thet audience, whether
it deals with specific information to a specific
audience or whether it is general thus reducing
the quality of its audience. I would lean tovrard
the one thct dealt with definite and specific
audiences rather than general."
Richard Veil, Editor of Autobody, comments
briefly: "Reader interest, and the reaching of
executives and engineers v;ho determine the specifi-
cations or selections of equipment."
These many letters are very much apprecist-
ed as they give us some nev/ angles on judging the
vclue of a trade paper. Naturally we v/ould expect
an editor to stress the factors in which his
publication is strong snd to go easy on factors
v/here his nublication is v/eak; th&t is only human.
But a composite check list made up of the various
factors mentioned by many editors in different
fields and com^pleted by other points from our own
experience and practice in judging media, should
give us a complete and usable guide for judging
the value of a trade paper.
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Important Factors in Judging the
Value of a Trade Paper
£3 an Advertising Iledium
I Circulation Factors
1. Total circulation
Is it sn ABC circulation or hov/ is it
verified? If it isn't an ABC verified
circulation, is it a sv/orn statement
or does it cover some special issue
with a big circulation? Is the cir-
culation statement recent? If the
circulation statement is questionable
at all, ask for a sv/orn statement
covering three or four consecutive
issues •
2. Coverage of circulation
Eow does the circulation compare with
the total number of buying units in the
field? How does it compare with the
total desirable possibilities of the
field?
3. TYpe of circulation
VJho are the readers? Bulk circulation
isn't im.portant. Vt/ho reads it and why?
Remember that for mcchinery advertising
your first interest is in reaching the
production executives, the managers,
superintendents, engineers, etc.
Character of resders is indicated some-
v/hat by ABC statement, but best gauge
is study of the editoriol contents.
4. Percent of renewals
Indicates the standing of the paper in
the field. Shows whether it is pro-
gressive and going up or unprogressive
and losing prestige.
5. Cost of circulation
What is the cost per page of advertising
for each logical prospect the trade prjper
goes to?
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II The Publics t ion
6. Type of Publication
Is it v;ell edited and published by a
first class publisher? Fighting for
tts industry builds reader confidence.
7. Editorial Content
Is it giving service to readers? Should
contain technicsl and raarket information,
not sensational stories. Executives
read trade papers for news and information,
not to be amused. Editorial content re-
flects character of readers. Check the
items you believe v/ould interest the
buyers you want to reach. Is it direct-
ing a specific message to a specific
audience, or is it general and apoeal-
ing to a general and less profitable
audience? Freedom from "puffs" about
advertisers' products is generally a
good sign of healthy editorial policies.
8. Advertising
Character of principal advertisers as an
indication of value as an advertising
medium. (Quality of advertising. Brlance
between advertising and editorial content.
III The Publishers
9. 'Quality and character of the organisation.
10, Service to advertisers and their agencies,
such as laboratory tests, field investiga-
tions, securing contacts between advertis-
ers and buyers
•
11, Special news service such as bulletins or
letters informing advertisers of news v/hich
might mean business for the advertiser.
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IvlETHODS OF HANULT^JG
THE
ADVERTISING
How Shall the Advertising Be Handled?
The Importance of Advertising Counsel
"Hov; shall the advertising be handled?"
is a question which does not particularly bother
the large machinery manufacturers. But these man-
ufacturers are the fev; outstanding ones at the very
top of the industry. They have learned to creep,
to crav/1 End then to walk. They have gained their
knov/ledge in the hard school of experience. They
are now adequately equipped with efficient adver-
tising deportments, and are making extensive use
of outside counsel through their connection with
some successful Advertising Agency.
To the large majority of machinery manu-
facturers, hov/ever, composed of the medium sized
and small organizations in- the industry, the question
of how the advertising shall be handled is of prime
importance. It is to these manufacturers that I
want to convey a message about the importance of
securing experienced advertising counsel end a
warning against being "penny wise and pound foolish",
"Don't advertise too cheaply'." is the
terse but forceful warning of a prominent New York

banker* who says, "that many industrial failures
are due to either advertising too cheaply or else
spending too much for advertising, usually the former
Successful machinery advertising doesn't
require a large appropriation if you haven't either
the money or the experience to justify it. You can
start modestly, and spend a small amount of money
to the best possible advantage, but you must not
advertise cheaply because your money v/ill be very
ineffectively used, if not entirely wasted.
Your advertising is very much like your
salesmen. They both rre selling forces represent-
ing you and your business; they both must sell
through attracting favorable attention, developing
interest, creating desire and securing action; they
both have a selling job to be done; and they both
v/ill be more successful if they are neat and attract-
ive, go to the right people v/ith an opening wedge of
strong personality, and present strong selling ar-
guments a'")pealing to the desires of these people.
You vvouldn't vi^aste much money on salary and travel-
ing expenses for a salesman whose general appearance
v/as slack and "cheap", and whose selling methods
were inexperienced and inefficient'. Y'lhj waste your
money on advertising which is slack, "cheap" and
inefficient? Don't advertise too cheaply'.
*32 - Feb.1928 - page 41

Don't Expect Too Much
There are tv/o generrl types of adver-
tising: present action advertising and future
action advertising. If you are advertising to
secure immediate sales or inquiries vtrhich can
be followed up end turned into sales, you can
very quickly check results and c£.n compare them
with the cost of advertising.
Machinery ^advertising, however, is for
the most part "future action" advertising because
of the large units it is selling and the fact that
it takes considerable time to develop the sale.
This type of advertising is "long pull" advertis-
ing and must work steadily to build up good-will
and recognition in the field to which the advertis-
ing is directed. Don't expect to get results right
av/ay. Plan on three to five years for your adver-
tising to take hold sufficiently to be measured.
Securing recognition by advertising in
the industrial field, where most machinery is sold,
is like establishing friendships; it is usually a
slow process in the grov/ing, but once established
v/ill la.'t a long time unless you make some breach
by which it is forfeited. This is particularly
true of trade paper advertising, and a large pro-
portion of such advertising could not possibly be
justified in a single year. The trade paper ad-^
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vertiser in the industrial field v/ould probably
be greatly disappointed if at the end of the
first year he tried to demonstrate by definitely
traceable business that his campaign had been
profitable. But over a period of three or four
years the results are so apparent in their effect
upon sales, if the advertising is good, that there
is no question regarding the value of this adver-
tising.
Reasons for Inefficiency
The average advertising of machinery
menufscturers who are spending sijlO,OOC. or less
each year in advertising does not anyvi^here near
measure up to the effectiveness of the larger ad-
vertisers with more professional advertising ser-
vice, end it is pretty hard to justify some of the
things these smaller advertisers do with their ad-
vertising .
The apparent inefficiency in much of
this advertising is due to a lack of knowledge as
to the proper use of advertising and the proper
place of advertising in the scheme of marketing.
These small manufacturers lack advertising know-
ledge and experience, have no carefully v/orked out
marketing plan, lack clearly defined objectives,
and are not v/orking on a basis of carefully deter-
mined advertising plans. They lack the assistance

of a seasoned advertising manager or counselor;
and the necessity of helping them learn the fund-
amentals of effective advertising, of re-educating
thera on their conceptions of expense for advertis-
ing service, and of doing an immense amount of
v/ork for a comparatively small remuneration are
factors which make their advertising job practically
devoid of appeal for attracting efficient counsel.
They are too small to furnish a reel full-time job
for an expert advertising man; and their smallness
of appropriation and of attitude do not appeal
to the average advertising agency.
Many of these advertisers have no ad-
vertising plan; they buy space in publicfi tions
as the solesmen come along and sell them, buy a
folder or circular now and then as some printing
salesman produces a clever idea, and send out
circular letters v/hen the typist or office boy
hasn't got anything else to do. As a result of
this lack of a definite policy or plan governing
the advertising, they find at the end of the year
that they have spent a considerable amount of money
which is charged up to advertising; but they cannot
justify this expenditure, cannot show very much in
the v/ay of effective advertising accomplished, and
are beginning to wonder if "it pays to advertise"
isn't just another slogan that some clever adver-

tising man got up to get their money av/ay from
them.
VlTiy should we continue to have this
state of affairs in the case of the small and medium
sized machinery advertisers? Vuhy do not these men
"follov; the leader" as they have so effectively in
production methods? Are they still so "production
minded" that they do not realize the importance of
marketing and advertising?
The Machinery Advertiser Needs Counsel
The small advertiser has more reason than
the big fellows for doing everything possible to-
wards getting wasteless and effective advertising.
If the big machinery advertiser spends $500 as an
experiment in advertising and it is wasted money
he can more than make up for it before the end of
the year. If the small advertiser spends ^500
ineffectively he has soent a sizeable percentage
of his total advertising appropriation, and he can
ill afford this v/aste . He could secure advertising
knowledge more economically from some other source
than from the bitter school of experience.
The small advertiser needs efficient,
wasteless advertising, and he ct'n have it if he
will get a true perspective upon some of his adver-
tising problems.
If you are one of these small advertisers

v^ith ineffective advertising, you should follow
some very simple but effective marketing prin-
ciples: budget the advertising like the banks
advocate budgeting home expenditures; plan the
advertising, knov; just v;hct it is supposed to
do, just what part it is to play in the sales
v/ork; knov; what territories or indu stries you
can afford to advertise to v/ithin your budget,
don't spread your advertising too thin over a
large territory, and don't attempt to adver-
tise all over the country until you have a sales
organization that can follow up your advertising.
If you haven't got the seasoned, ex-
perienced advertising m.an v;ithin your organi-
zation who is capable of making such an adver-
tising and selling plan, go out end buy that
counsel with part of your appropriation.
"If you are spending under h?10>000 a
year," says J.R. Hopkins, Advertising Manager of
the Chicf^go Belting Company,* "spend 2bfo of your
expenditures for expert counsel to tell you how
to spend the other lb% effectively.
"As you grow larger and cen afford an
advertising manager, figure that you can pay for
advertising department overhead up to 2b% of any
advertising appropriation up to your first v50,000
and not only profit by it, but also be v/ithin the
*32, page 41 - Feb. 1928

limits of successful precedent.
"Large general advertisers accept 15%
83 standard overhead for- counsel, sales and ad-
vertising guidance, copy and layouts, etc. As
the appropriation becomes smaller the percentage
goes up. For a sm.all industrial advertiser to
pay 25/; of his a^propris tion for counsel is a
sign of strength and of correct aprirnisement of
how to go about being a successful and grov/ing
advertiser and build a successful and grov/ing
business."
And the Dartnell Com.pany in v/riting on
"Who Should Employ an Advertising Agency" in the
Annual Reference Number of Spies Management*, say,
**Any concern spending upv;ards of 4?15,000 a year
should employ an advertising agent to advise v;ith
them in the planning snd preparation of their
campaign. Successful advertising, more than any
other phase of selling, demands an outside point
of view. The average advertiser is too close to
his ov/n business to be able to single out a dom-
inant selling idea around which to build a success-
ful advertising plan. The things that interest you
about your business seldom interest the public. A
capable advertising m.an brings to beer upon your
selling problem ability to interpret to the public
those things about your business v/hich v/ill catch
35 - page 107

their imagination and quicken their interest."
I have indicated the importance to
the machinery advertiser of securing adequate
advertising counsel, either v/ithin his own or-
ganization or outside of his organization. In
finding, for your particular company or particular
machinery, just what is the host answer to the
question, "\Vho shall handle the advertising?", you
will want to consider the Advertising Manager and
the Advertising Department, The Advertising Agency
The Service Agency, The Outside Counselor and the
Publisher's Service Department,
The Advertising Manager
,
His Joo and Kis Department
Changes in the Joh
The advertising manager's job has cer-
tainly changed in the past fifteen or twenty years
There was a time when it was apparently thought
that anybody could be an advertising manager, and
pretty nearly anybody was. The job often went by
favor to the son-in-lav/ of the boss, or the brothe:
in-law of the sales manager, or to some other
relative who was looking for an easy berth v/here
the duties were more or less indefinite end the
appearance of the job, and the title, v/ere somewhat
ostentatious. There was complete lack of standard-
ization of the job and in many cases the man with

the title of advertising monager v/as nothing more
than c "glorified office boy" v/ho acted as a buffer
for the boss in contacts with publication and
printing salesmen, charitable organization sol-
icitors, etc. He v/rote a little copy now and then,
v/hat there v/as v/ritten at least, and of course
"anybody could get up an ad." He also went through
the mechanical job of okaying the bills a mere
clerical job of checking them against prices
quoted anyv/ay.
The New Conception
There is now a new conception of the
advertising monrger and his auties in most quarters.
Business men have com.e to realize thnt there is a
real job in the managing of the advertising of
their companies. The modern advertising manager
is in a position of responsibility, and a casual
analysis will shov/ thct in so far as the business
is concerned, this responsibility is far greater
than that connected with the heads of any other
departments in the business.
The advertising manager interprets the
spirit of the organization to its customers,
prospects and the general public. If he v/rongly
interprets thet spirit he may do irreparable dam-
age because the damage from such wrong inter-
pretation would gradually creep up on the business.

sapping its strength like some pestilential dis-
ease •
The job of the advertising manager, as
nov; conceived, is that of managing the advertising
not merely making layouts, writing copy and in-
terviewing solicitors. This nev; conception is
"based upon the sound premise that the big thing
in advertising isn't copy and isn't design,
booklets, advertisements and other elements. The
big thing in advertising is the ability to co-
ordinate advertising v/ith the sales idea. Copy,
layout, type, art and such things as these are
merely the \"orking tools of advertising.
Real Economy and the Advertising llangger's Job
The advertising manager, like the pur-
chasing agent, is pledged to a program of economy,
but economy is waste if indulged in at the expense
of efficiency. The purchasing agent buys, at the
lowest possible price, materials which will answer
certain purposes; but he does not purchase poor
materials because they are lov/er priced. This is
false economy. - So it is also with the advertis-
ing m.anager. He is pledged to the job of seeing
that the company gets advertising that will be
efficient and profitable, and under the most ef-
ficient operation he certainly cannot do this slone,
for "a man who is his own lav/yer has a fool for a

client".
Under the most efficient operation, the
advertising manager works in close harmony v;ith
an advertising agency. He makes the most profit-
able use of his advertising agency by furnishing
them v/ith facts. The advertising manager's job,
then, is the managing of the advertising, the
furnishing of fccts to advertising specialists
who 3 re skilled in their interpretation and
presentation to prospective customers, the check-
ing of results, and the continuous study of the
product and the market from the inside standpoint
of the manufacturer. But in the final inter-
pretation, arrangement, dramatization and pre-
sentation of these facts in the form of efficient
advertising, the advertising manager leans heavily
upon advertising agency specialists with the ex-
perience and ability to do this v;ork more efficiently
and -orofitably for the manufacturer.
The work of the advertising manager and
the advertising agency are complementary, and
neither could produce the best results alone. The
advertising manager is best fitted to know the
manufacturers difficulties, advantages and possi-
bilities, and the advertising agency is skilled in
the interpretation of the manuf c- cturers product and
service to his market.
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Qualities of a 'jqoc- Advertising Manager
What are the qualities necessary for
a good advertising manager under this nev/ concep-
tion? First he should have a good education,
then the ability of expressing himself clearly
and convincingly; an everlasting urge to dig
deep for facts; a willingness to co-operate;
initiative; originality; imagination; tact, and
organizing ability.
He should, of course, have had adver-
tising training, and it v.'ill add to his ability
if he h-^ s had sales and engineering training.
The advertising manager should be "sold"
on advertising, and it will be well if he attempts
to reech fairly conclusive opinions regerding the
place and significance of advertising in the scheme
of modern business.
With the realization that the purpose of
advertising is primarily to sell or assist in sell-
ing, it is evident that the advertising manager
should not onlj be "sold" on advertising, but should
also be "sold" on the company he is v/ith and the
products they are making.
Some Hints for the Advertising Manager
The successful advertising manager will
read many books on the subject of advertising. A
short perusal of the card index of the public li-

brary will give a good idea of the books available,
and there are a lot of good ones. Reading books
is of course only part of the advertising manager's
preparation* They will give him a background, but
only experience can give him advertising ability.
In the library of the advertising manager
should be a good dictionary, "Roget's Thesaurus",
books on synonyms and all of the worthv/hile books
v/hich have to do with the particult-r Industry he
is in and the import snt industries which form his
market. And not only should these books be in his
library, but they should be read and studied. The
advertising manager who is really interested in
advertising v/ill find that he has to spend a lot
of time outside of regular office hours to dig up
and assemble facts and if he's got the 'Spirit" of
advertising, this will be more pleasure than v/ork
for him. It will be profitable, too, for facts
count in efficient advertising.
Success in his job requires that the
advertising manager should have a clerr under-
standing of the objectives of his company. Just
Y/hat is the company trying to do, and how does it
propose doing it? This is a good question for
business manager's themselves to ansv/er, for from
my experience I have formed the opinion that a
great many managers are rather hazy themselves

on this subject.
In his famous "House Divided" speech
Lincoln said: "if v;e could first know v/here v/e
are and whither v/e are going, we could better
judge v/hat to do, and how to do it."
That is a thought that both the business
manager and the advertising manager can well
meditate upon v/ith profit. Outside of the desire
to make profits, it seems that many business men
are pretty much in the dark as to whet their
objectives are snd the route they intend to tcke
in reaching these objectives. They are not sure
v/here they are or whither they are going.
The advertising manager, for his part,
can profit greatly if he will take the time to
make a thorough study of the business, the pro-
duct, snd the market, and then put into written
form his ideas as to what the sales and adver-
tising policies of the com.pany should be. These
policies can then be discussed with the manager
of the business, and although the 2/" may not be
accepted they will at least open up a subject of
vital importance to the business and will help
clarify in^ortant points in the mind of the ad-
vertising manager, Crre should be taken, of course,
that the advertising manager presents such sug-
gestions in the right soirit in order not to give
the impression th^=t he is pre-empting the rights

and privileges of someone higher up in the
organization. After all, they fre only sug-
gestions for clearing the way for more ef-
ficient sales and advertising activities.
It is obvious that the advertising manage
should have the sales figures of the company each
month or esch week, although it is surprising
how many advertising managers do not have these
figures coming to them regulsrly. These sales
figures should be broken down into individual
products and individual territories. If sales
fall down on a particular product or in a par-
ticular territory, it is unquestionably the sales
manager's job to find out v/hy, but it v;ill quite
likely be the advertising manager's job to apply
the remedy if one is needed.
The modern advertising manager spends
some time trs veiling with the salesmen in order
to visit customers using the product or dealers
selling it. Out on the firing line is the best
piece to get facts that will sell, and unquestion-
ably the average advertising manager doenn't get
out enough
.
The advertising manager who hies himself
into his corner of the office, doesn't know what
is happening out in the market and hasn't got a
record of the sales, doesn't avail himself of the

opportunity of talking vvith the salesmen when they
come in off the road, and tries to dig up his ad -
vertising ideas entirely from star-gazing at
billov/ing clouds of cigarette smoke is not an
advertising manager at all; he is more properly
classified as a special clerk or "glorified office
boy" c-.nd his v/ork and salary are usually of about
the same calibre as thc-t of a bookkeeper or
stenographer.
The Advertising Department
The advertising department and its
functions are matters of organization and pro-
cedure, and in its creation and operation ordinary
principl*'S of management v;ill apply just the same
as for any other department of the business. The
capable, efficient, modern advertising manager
v;ith the qualifications I have outlined v/ill be
perfectly able to organize and run his department.
The smaller companies in the machinery
business v;ill naturally have a small department
anyway, probably consisting of the advertising
manager v;ith an ass i stmt and a stenographer. This
department will break down its work into the most
natural divisions, taking into consideration the
individual characteristics of the manager and his
assistant
•

The Right Spirit
The advertising department shonld be
careful not to develop a spirit of aloofness or
"holier than thou art" attitude. The ncture of
the work of the department naturally brings its
members more freedom and more privileges than
other employees may have, due to the fact that
it has creative and research work to do, and the
v/ork of its members is not easily measured in
units of production. The advertising department,
however, is only one of the necessary departments
of a business, and it is not sufficient unto itself.
The whole department should be schooled in main-
taining the correct mental attitude and a spirit
of helpful co-operrition.
Co-opercting with the Sales JJepartment
The advertising department can operate
most effectively if a close contact is kept with
the sales department in order that the two depart-
ments may co-ordinate their efforts. They are
both necessary to the efficient marketing campaign,
and definite v/ays should be worked out to assure
their co-operation. This co-operetion will increase
the selling effort by having the salesmen and the
advertising driving away at the sane objective in
the same way and at the same time.
One of the common ways to help this co-
operation along is to offer a reward to the salesmen
for advertising ideas. This scheme furnishes the

advertising department with some usable ideas,
and gives them a sales slant on their problems;
but v;hat is more important, it gets the salesmen
thinking about the advertising and devising
methods whereby advertising can help him directly
in his own particular territory.
Advertising Agencies
Development of the Advertising Agency
The average small manufacturer, who has
never had the advantage of advertising agency
service, perhaps pictures an advertising agency as
a collection of copy-writers, artists and high-
pressure salesmen. This picture of the modern ad-
vertising agency is so far wrong that the impression
should be promptly dispelled because of the harm
it does to both the agency and the manufacturer.
The advertising agency of today is a
business organization v/hich does a v/hole lot more
than write advertisements and make attractive il-
lustrations in order to collect its commissions
from publishers.
The advertising agency and the advertis-
ing agent have brought to America a position of
leadership in the use and application of advertis-
ing as a business force. The advertising agent
was originally a space seller, acting as a sales
agent for all publishers. This accounts for the

system of remuner? tion which was originally based
upon a commission or definite percentage of the
gross rate for advertising in publications.
As American business men begr.n to realize
the great ve^lue of advertising as a selling force,
and noticed the difference in results obtained
from good advertising over that obtoined from just
inserting their names and the names of their pro-
ducts in their advertisements, they began to call
upon the advertising agent for assistance in pre-
paring their advertising. The advertising agent,
upon his sido, also found himself in the position
v;here he could increase his income only by showing
that advertising wss profitable, and in order to
make it profitable he had to develop ways of making
it effective. So, in this way the advertising
agent developed the technique and methods of ef-
fective advertising.
As a result of the changes in the fun-
ctions of the advertising agent, his position be-
came thct of serving two masters, the publishers
on one hand ss their selling agent; and the ad-
vertiser on the other hand, as his advertising
counsel. The be sic method of remuneration, however,
still remains to a groat extent, although in many
cases it is not sufficient remuneration for the
quality and amount of service given, and the modern
tendency is toward remuneration on a service fee
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t)8 sis
.
There are two general types of advertis-
ing agencies, the General Advertising Agency and
the Service Agency.
The General Advertising Agency
The general advertising agency is some-
times spoken of as the National Agency, and in the
field of national advertising it is safe to say
that by far the greater part of the vork is done
wholly or partly by advertising agencies.
The general advertising agency usually
specializes in the large national advertising
accounts, and because of the great amount of v/ork
involved for comparatively small remuneration they
are usually not interested in the job of handling
the advertising of the average machinery manufactur-
er. There are, of course, exceptions, as there is
no definite line of demarcation betv/een the differ-
ent types of agencies, and there are all sizes and
classes of agencies v.'ithin each type. Some machinery
"accounts", as the agency's clients, are called,
are of interest to the national agencies because
the size of the appropriation is large enough to
make the account profitable to the agency, or the
manufacturer realizes the value of a good agency
and is willing to pay a service fee large enough
to adequately cover the service involved. It is
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safe to say, however, that the average National
Advertising Agency is neither equipped to h&ndle,
nor interested in handling, the average machinery
manufacturer's advertising.
The Service Agency
The machinery manufacturer generally/'
finds the service agency best suited to his needs,
and I v/ill, therefore, give more lengthy consld'^^r-
ation to this type of agency.
The service agency has grown up witliin
the past fifteen years or so to fill a definite
need in the field of advertising service. The
service agsncy is often referred to as the
Technical Agency or the Inaustrial Agency because
of its tendency to specialize in these particular
fields. The service agency fills the niche in
advertising service left open by the general
agencies because of the unprofitableness of handling
certain types or sizes of advertising accounts on
the pure commission basis. These accounts are such
as the machinery advertiser and others whose main
advertising problem has to do with advertising to
other msnufficturers or to dealers, but not to the
general public; and also accounts iiiat have a small
appropriation, say |;iO,000 to v^^5,000 per yerr.
The main difference between the Service
Agency and the General Agency, outdde of the type
of accounts generally handled, is in the method of

compensation. For the big General Agency handling
national advertising accounts, where the adver-
tising often rims as high as $9500 per page, the
comraission system of remuneration supplies ad-
equate payment lor the service rendered. The
service agency, on the other hand, handling bus-
iness or trade paper advertising, where the page
rates run from around $50 up to ahout $500 per
page, finds the commission system of remuneration
is entirely inadequate, Iloreover, many of the
trade papers do not pay a commission on the ad-
vertising placed with them.
The tendency is for service agencies to
handle the advertising on a regular retainer fee
or a salary be sis, and in many cases they &re
entered directly upon the raanufocturer ' s payroll
and regarded in every vvay as an employee, or as
the manufacturer's advertising department. This
is a healthy mental attitude for the machinery
manufacturer to tike towards his advertising agent,
and tends to elim.inate quibbling over prices and
concentrate all of the effort upon producing the
best possible advertising for the machinery.
The service agency usually develops
from a nucleus of one man who has had considerable
advertising experience and who quite likely has
been the advertising manager for some company.

Often these agencies do not develop to o very
large size as the tendency is to give superlative
service to a fev/ accounts. There are quite a
number of such agencies in this country, often
consisting of one or tv/o men and a small office
force, and they sre doing exceptionally good work
for msnufncturers of industrial and technical
products
.
The work of the service or technical
agency is conducted along the same general lines
as that of the general advertising agency. The
\7ork includes the basic analyses necessary for
sound advertising, such as analyzing the product
and the market as outlined in former chapters;
the planning of the advertising; the preparation
and placing of trade paper advertising; the pre-
paration, purchasing and mailing of direct mail
advertising such as folders, letters, catalogs,
etc; and, of course, the supervision of all
m.echanicel production of advertising such as the
art v;ork, plates, etc.
The service agency is perhaps of greatest
service to the new advertiser. The new advertiser
often finds so many mechanical problems in getting
his advertising under way that he loses sight of
more important considerations. The "hov/" of ad-
vertising layouts, cop3> illustrations, type

becomes so importent and so close to his mind that
he does not give proper consideration to the more
important "v/hst" of advertising the important
features of his product, the most profitable
markets and the best media for reaching those
markets. He becom.Gs involved with the "tools" of
advertising, and neglects his job of deciding the
policies of manufacturing, financing and marketing
upon which sound advertising can be based. The
nev/ advertiser needs expert counsel and guidance
more than the experienced advertiser, and the
service agency, with its stafi' and the connections
it has established, is capable of efficiently and
economically supplying good counsel and guidance.
The agency also brings to the manufacturer's ad-
vertising problem a keen analytical mind, and the
outside vlev/point which is often talked about,
but sometimes pretty hard for the manufacturer to
realize the value of, until some specific case
turns up, which demonstrates its value. Manufact-
urers ere usually pretty close to the manufacturing
problems of their own business, and it is of
extreme value to have their advertising copy inter-
pret the advantages and features of their product
in terms of the buyer's interests rather than to
write copy v/hich is chiefly of interest to the
manufacturer himself. It is well to remember that

you can v/rite the kind of copy you like to v/rite,
but your prospects will also read the kind of
copy they like to read, and those are likely to
be tv.'o different kinds of copy. Buyers of
machinery are interested in advertising ad-
dressed to them in terms of their needs and
interests. That is the kind of advertising they
will read and act upon. The advertising ager>t is
a specialist in writing copy from this angle, in
order that it may interest and be refd by the real
buyers of the product. Thrt is the outside view-
point, arrived at from a careful and experienced
analysis of the product and the market; a viewpoint
which is of inestimable value to the manufacturer,
and which he rarely can see by himself because of
his prejudices in favor of his product.
The modern and efficient service agency,
contrary to the usual impression, is not most in-
terested in the amount of space the advertiser is
going to use. The present trend is for the ser-
vice agent to look upon the manufscturer ' s adver-
tising as a complete job which he is to do as
efficiently as possible for a stipulated service
fee. He wants to do everything necessary to make
the manufscturers advertising most effective, and
considers the various "odd jobs" of advertising
all as part of the job to be done for the manu-

facturer
•
Selection of the Service Arrency
How shall I pick out my agency or my
advertising agent? That, naturally, is a question
for careful consideration by f.ny manufacturer who
feels it advisable to secure advertising agency
service, v^hether the agent is to take the complete
job of the advertiser's advertising deoartment or
is to co-operate with the advertising department
or the advertising manager.
Among the things to be considered in
selecting an agency, or in making comparisons
betv/een agencies under consideration, the points
given belov/ Will serve as a check list for helping
you analyze the information upon which to base a
sound judgment.
1. Experience of the agency in adver-
tising a similar product or adver-
tising to your logical markets.
2. Has the agency an organization large
enough, and proper connections with
engravers, artists, printers, etc.
to give you good service in all
phases of advertising work?
3.1s the agency v/ell regarded by pub-
lishers and other agencies?
4. Does the agency hold its accounts
5. Is the agency attempting to serve
too many clients for its size?
6. Is the agency old enough to have
sufficient experience to handle
your advertising efficiently?

?• Has the agency a definite method
of charging for its service which
gives it fair remuneration for
doing a good and complete adver-
tising job for you?
These are some of the important questions
to be considered and points to be checked up on.
The experience of the agency in advertising products
similar to yours or to your markets is likely to
prevent some mistakes v/hich might be made through
inexperience. However, it must be remembered
that many advertising successes are made by adver-
tising men who tackle an advertising job on a
product with which they have not had previous ex-
perience. After all, there has to be a "first
time", on a type of product or in a special market,
with all advertising men, and the experienced
agency man usually has an analytical mind and care-
fully v/orked out methods of procedure which make
it possible for him to effectively advertise your
product
.
The importance of checking up on the
age, experience and connections of an agent are
of course apparent.
As to the size of the agency, the im-
portance of this question to you can best be judged
by a consid ^ration of the argument of the small
agency that by virtue of specializing upon a few
accounts, more attention c^n be given to each one.

as against the argument of the large agency that
the size of their business makes it possible fcr
them to hire more skilled and. higher salaried men.
Whether or not an agency is holdiiig its
accounts is of course very important, for the
answer to this question will indicate whether the
agency is giving satisfactory service to others
and whether it is attempting to handle too many
accounts and thereby isn't able to efficiently
serve them all.
Paying the Agency
The matter of remuneration for the agency
is one of vast importance v/hen you are making a
selection or the decision to use the services of
some agent v/ith whom, you have had contsct, and on
this subject I want to give you a viewpoint which
v/ill perhaps be new to you.
Advertising service, like so many other
personal services can be bought for almost any
price you wish to pay. With that statement before
us, it is quite evident that the main question
isn't Hov; Huch? - but, What do you get for your
money?
The advertising agent who is v/illing to
give you all sorts of free surveys, analyses and
extras isn't usually up to par. You knov/ as well
as I do that you can't get something for nothing.

and if you aren't willing to pay the going rate
for a good advertising service the chances are
more than likely th^t you'll hire an advertising
agent who v/ill give you just about what you pay
for. Gut rate services, "free" services given to
you for nothing, and such other items signify sloppy
thinking and sloppy service. Cigars, flattery
and "bull" may produce a temporary feeling of
good fellowship, but good fellowship doesn't pro-
duce effective advertising. Effective advertising
comes from good hard work based upon knov/ledge and
experience •
The advertising agent's product is his
knowledge, experience and time. Those things are
vv'orth money, and you cannot expect him to give
you a product or market analysis which takes all
three knowledge, experience and time and not
charge you for it. It is like your customers ex-
pecting you to build them individual electric
motors to go with your machines and asking you to
throv; the motors in as extras, v/ithout charge.
Wouldn't you raise "holy ruction" if a customer
had the audacity to ask you to do such a senseless
thing? Yet, when it comes to the advertising agent's
product-—knowledge, experience and time as
exemplified in concrete form in a product analysis,
a market analysis, some time spent in developing
some news articles for you or working out a few

direct mfll pieces , Well, I guess the
points clear and it isn't necessary to say any
more •
It might be pointed out, hov/ever, that
in the long run you'll pay for good service any-
way. If you don't have or hire competent ad-
vertising ability, and pay a fair price for that
ability, you'll pay much more in actual cash
through having less efiective advertising. \'/hen
you consider the rato at which the advertising
expenditures flow out, and consider the many el-
ements entering into the effectiveness or in-
effectiveness of an advertising campaign, it is
at once evident that money invested in advertising
ability is money invested profitably.
Final Analysis in Selection
In the final analysis, the important
thing in the selection of an advertising agent is
to be sure that you choose an agency or agent that
you can work v;ith, and who has the experience,
ability end frcilities to do a good advertising
job for you. Somewhere there is a Service Adver-
tising Agency that has the man you need; v/hen you
find him be sure th^ t you are giving him sufficient
compensation so thst he can afford to give you the
best of his ability and knowledge; then lay all
of your Qards down before him, take him entirely

into your confidence, and give Mm the chance to
work v;ith you in the creating of the most ef-
fective advertising campaign possible for your
product
.
Using the Service Agency
Vilhat is the advertising agency's job?
is a good question to ansv/er in order to get a
clear conception of just v/het the service agency
should do. First, the agency is supposed to know
more then anybody else about selling by the use
of advertising. Thrt is its one exclusive job.
The agency may have a lot of other abilities that
come in handy, such as research, merchandising,
and product development ability; but its primary
job is advertising, and thrt in itself is a real
man's job. The lav/yer is let alone v/ith his briefs
and the doctor with his bottles; the advertising
agency should be let alone with its advertising
if it can do this one job v/ell ond fired if
it c p n ' t
.
Selling things by advertising requires
mostly a knov/ledge of human nature, experience and
good common sense; and the only tools are v/ords
and pictures. Yet, these abilities are so rare
that there v/ill always be difficulty in getting
good advertising just as there is in getting good
stories, or greet paintings. Anybody can dabble

In advertising, even as they can in literature and
art. Anybody cen "write an ad,"; but it takes a
master to v/rite a good advertisement.
The service agency's job, then, is to
produce good advertising. Vilhat is the manufacturer
advertising job, and how shall he use advertising
agency service?
H.D. Squire, Advertising Manager of
Kinds & Dsuch Co., Sandusky, Ohio has done -some
clear thinking on the matter of how the industrial
advertiser can use the service of an agency.*
Starting with the premise thet the advertising
manager is under an obligation to deliver adver-
tising that is efficient and profitable, Mr.
Squire says thrt he believes, "the advertising
manager ought to know and understand the general
aspects of his company's affairs, so cs to balance
its advertising effort with its mcrket, its pro-
duction and its finances. A translation of this
knowledge into potent and profitable publicity is
something he would best not attempt,
"His field is in the realm of fact.
Labor he may and should to communicate his facts
to his agency, but there v^ill alv/ays be important
matters of which his industrial background will
best qualify him to judge, just as the how, where
and when of their presentstion v;ill be best under-
*32, Jan. 1928 - page 62
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stood within the agency. The equipment of the
advertising department should therefore be
specific and individual, v/hile th.: t of the agency
has its value in its breadth and catholicity.
'*The advertiser must be prepared to
furnish a thorough knov/ledge of his product and
its possibilities, v/hether the latter be developed
within his ov/n organization or from other dis-
interested sources,
"Many would-bs advertisers may, indeed,
knov/ little about their ov/n business but thrt, I
believe, is their ov;n ft-ult, and, to my v/ay of
thinking, until they do know more about it than on
agency could possibly develop for them, they are not
ready to advertise at all. We have all knov;n of
cases in which all fact finding was shirked by the
advertiser and dumped bodily upon the agency, and
I have no doubt, but thet lost accounts and agency
turnover are largely attributable to this single
cause •
**The advertiser, through his advertising
manager, should furnish the background of fact-
finding, should see that his advertising comports
with actualities, financial and factual, and should
carefully measure and v;elgh results. He must depend
upon agencies for ideas and initiative.
"Who, so well as the agent, can grade

editorial content, measure reader interest, and
so evaluate circulation? Vvho, if not he, can
best read the public mind and determine the method,
mood and manner in which we may approach it? Many
and varied are his contacts, broad and diversified
his experience, and out of all this comes the
development of thrt creative facility that no one
else, east or west of L&ramie, may hope to attain.
"Yet, to whatever heights genius may
beckon him, his legs must be of the length pre-
scribed by Lincoln, for he must stand firm upon
a solid groundwork of demonstrated facts which
none so well as the advertiser himself can pre-
pare for him. Let the advertising manager feed
him the facts. The internal economy of the agency
must be intrusted with their digestion and assim-
ilation.
"Through such co-operction a good product
may be advertised v/ell and profitably. Without it,
results are at best doubtful. Sometimes they are
even disastrous, and justice compels the admission
that in such cases the fault is rarely with the
agency. Usually it is thrt of the advertiser who
neglects or delegates his duty of fsct-finding and
so fails to contribute his proper quota to the effort
"The advertiser must finance the campaign.
The investment is his, likev/ise the profit or the
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loss. Like ever.7 other thing of value, his ad-
vertising must have adequate care. The industri-
alist employs experts who cere for his machinery
and provide his engines with proper fuel. His
advertising power plant likewise m.ust he fed and
serviced. Facts are its fuel—he must supply them,
for steam must be kept up; but if cold water is ever
needed, to prevent the overheating of the boilers,
he is the one who will doubtless have to turn it
on. That, as I view it is the advertising manager's
job."
This gives us a refreshing view of the
relation betv/een the manufacturer or his adver-
tising manager and the agency. It gives us a firm
basis upon which to judge the size of the advertis-
ing job, and a clear line of deraarkation betv/een
the service the agency should render and the ser-
vice the manufacturer should render.
Many machinery manufacturers, however,
are not of sufficient size to warrant the expense
of a full time advertising manager. In such cases
it is possible to make a somewhat different and
even closer arrangement. The manufacturer himself
or some other capable executive in his organization
takes the job of the advertising manager in part,
in order that the agency may have one definite in-
dividual v/ithin the manufacturer's organization to
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v/hom it can look for the manufscturer ' s viev/point.
Then the advertising sgency assumes the rest of
the job, acting in reality not only as the manu-
facturer's advertising agency, but also for the
most part oS his advertising department also. This
of course is outting the burden of practically the
whole job upon the agency, and asking it to assume
more than the ordinary agency service. From the
small manufacturer's viev/point this v/orks out ex-
ceptionally satisfactory. He, in effect, has a
part-time advertising manager; to v;hom he may be
paying say hpIOOO to $1500 a year for a complete
service. He gets the advantage of the experience
and ability of a $5000 to $10,000 a year man on a
part time basis, and gets much better advertising
for his investment in service fees than he could
possibly get by investing the same amount in the
services of s full time clerk or mediocre adver-
tising man.
Special Services
Specialized Counsel
There is a type of advertising service
v/hich we may designate as Specialized Counsel
v/hich differs from the service offered by the
general advertising agencies or service agencies
with organizations orepered to handle all or cer-
tain parts of a manufacturer's advertising.
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Specialized Counselors are men v/ho are
specialists in some particular phase of adver-
tising and v;ith whom the manufacturer may consult
upon problems pertaining to their speciclty. Such
counselors usually specialize in some single part
of advertising or merchandising, and the manufactur-
er may use the services of a specialist in problems
of sales, copy^ direct-mail advertising, illustrations,
catalog printing or typography.
These special counselors usually operate
upon a fee basis for each particular Job or upon
a retainer fee for the year, and they do not
usually handle the mechanical production of the
work or the placing of advertisements in the pub-
lications. Their function is thet of bringing
highly specialized knov/ledge to bear upon some
particular problem of the manufacturer or upon
some particular phase of his advertising. They
do not duplicate the Viovk of the advertising agency
in any vi'ay, but their work is supplementary to
that of the agency?'.
Printer's Service departments
During the past few years many printers
have added so called "advertising service depart-
ments." The service of this department is usually
used by the advertiser who is so small that he has
neither an advertising manager nor an agency con-

nection.
These service departments vary in size
all the way from the one man v/ho devotes part of
his time to calls for such service coming in to
the printer, up to the department consisting of a
complete staff of copy men and artists.
The v/ork of these departments is often
good, in so far as it goes, but an advertiser can-
not expect such service which is usually given
"free" to take the place of a regulsr advertising
service furnished by an advertising manager or an
advertising agency.
Usually the v/ork done by these depart-
ments consists mostly of making layouts, "dressing
up" the copy and layouts furnished by the adver-
tiser, end creating new ideas which can be used
to sell more printing to the advertiser.
.The main v/eakness of such departments
is that they deal with only one phase of the ad-
vertising, the printing; they are not usually paid
on any set basis, figuring thc-t the expense of
preparing sug'^estions
,
layouts or copy is just-
ified by the size of the printing job they will
secure at a good price, and due to this method of
payment, they cannot take the time to dig deeply
into the advertiser's problems and make the thor-
ough product and market analyses which are necossa:
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for sound advertising; the use of their service
alone, v;ith no advertising manager or advertising
agency, tends to greatly decrease the effective-
ness of the complete advertising program because
rather than being carried out as a planned, un-
ified campaign, it is carried out by fits and
starts as printers, multigraph shops and others
furnishing such services bring in new ideas which
they are able to sell to the manufacturer.
These services serve a useful purpose
in helping the very small advertiser whose total
advertising program is so very small that he can-
not secure adequate advertising service by having
an advertising mansger or an advertising agency
connection; but with the exception of these very
small advertisers such an advertising service should
be used only as supplementary to the work of the
advertising manager or agency.
Publisher's Service Department
Development of Publisher's Service Departments
Many of the business or trade papers have
an advertising service department, and inasmuch as
this department will sooner or later come to the
attention of the machinery advertiser, it is im-
portant that he have a knowledge of just v/hat he
can expect from such a department and also just
v/here it fits in the scheme of advertising in re-
r
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lation to the other advertising services we have
discussed
•
These service departments have grovm
from the natural need of their service to some ad-
vertisers, and they serve a useful purpose. Their
service is based upon the principle of specializ-
ing on particular market groups rather than entirely
upon the functions conne-cted v/ith the preparation
of advertising.
In the early days of trade paper adver-
tising, the publishers made their main advertising
job that of selling space, and the copy was given
very little serious consideration. Their main
selling argument was the size of their circulation.
The advertising v/hich v/ent into the space was
atrocious as considered from the modern conception
that advertising is a method of selling. Reference
to any of the old industrial publications shows
that the advertising v/ss mostly small space "csrds"
giving the manufacturer's name, his lines and quite
possibly a plain illustration of one of his machines.
These cards were run over and over again until the
plates were v/orn out; then quite likely the plates
v/ere duplicated and the same advertisement v/as
continued again.
Such advertising naturally didn't bring
much in the way of traceable results, but adver-
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tising was considered merely as good-will building
and the s dvertiser bought his space as cheaply as
possible and felt thct buying the space in the
publications and putting in his advertisement was the
complete and proper method of doing his advertising.
Publishers realized, however, that the
advertising could be improved, and many took a
hand themselves at writing copy for their adver-
tisers and then "hounded" the advertisers to
keep changing the copy. The natural result of
improved copy was a noticeable change in the re-
sults in comparison with results from their
standing cards, and this gradually brought about
an increase in demands upon the publishers for
copy service.
The publisher's service department
viThich usually started v/ith one man, was called an
"Ad-writing department.". Advertisers begrn to
realize that the main thing in advertising in the
trade paoers wasn't buying just space, but v/as
putting something worth while into that space,
the service of these ad-v/riting departments took
on a greater scope; they were called upon to ed-
ucate these advertisers in the methods of adver-
tising and to show them how the space could be
used effectively.
This development in the scope of the

v/ork of the publisher's ad-wrlting department
has "brought into being the modern Service
Departments, v/hich are organized similar to an
advertising agency in so far as their facilities
for handling advertising problems are concerned.
In addition to their assistance to
advertisers on their specific copy end layout
problems, the modern Service Departments v^rhich
are fully developed are able to furnish adver-
tisers and their agencies v/ith a great deal of
facts about trade conditions and especially val-
uable material with specific reference to the
market in Y/hich the publisher's particular trade
paper circulates.
This, in the main, is the history of
the development of the Service Department and an
indication of what it does for the advertiser.
Vtthy not use the publisher's service department
instead of an advertising manager or an advertis-
ing agency? Th.is might be the logical question of
a machinery manufacturer. The answer to that
question is one v/hlch the manufacturer should study
carefully, in order that he may not have a mis-
conception of the proper place of the publisher's
service department, and what he may expect from the
department in the way of effective service.

The Place of The Service Department in
Adi^ertislng
I have thought it best to let the
publishers themselves tell us about their ser-
vice departments and v/hat they conceive their
functions to be . I first selected a list of
trade papers at random, my only qualifications
in making the selection being that they should
be trade papers which would logically carry some
sort of ra&chinery advertising. Some of these
publications v;ould of course be large ones in
point of circulation and standing in their fields,
and others v;ould be small ones, as they were
selected at random.
I then wrote to the publishers of these
trade papers, asking them this question: "V/hat
corrments can you make regarding the use of a
publisher's copy service in comparison with an
advertising agency service or the advertiser's
own advertising man; just why does the publisher
have a copy service, how extensive is it, and
where does it fit into the scheme of advertising
in relation to the agenc^r and the advertising
department?'*
Replies were received from thirteen
publishers, representing sixteen different trade
papers. Here is v^rhat they said:

C. A. Baur, General Advertising
Mansger, The Iron Age, says: "The copy ser-
vice department maintained by many publishers
has a very definite place in the scheme of ad-
vertising. THE IRON AGE does considerable of
this work. Yet so far as THE IRON AGE is con-
cerned, and I am sure this is true also of
other publications, it has a definite place
along side the service offered by agencies and
does not compete with agency service in any way."
Peter P. Pinto, Business Manager, The
Rubber Age, v/rites: "l believe that the agency is
in a position to render the most satisfactory
service. I say this in full realization of the
excellent service offered by publishers and the
ability of the manufacturer to handle details of
his ovm advertising to greater advantage in som.e
cases. I believe that you will find that copy
service is rendered by publishers only to those
advertisers v/ho either are too small to employ
an agency or to maintain their own advertising
department. In some cases the publisher has in-
duced the manufacturer to start advertising with
the offer to handle all details of preparing copy
and cuts. It seldom is to the publisher's ad-
vantage to offer this service to too many adver-
tisers becGUse sooner or later his service depart-
ment will be writing copy for competing concerns
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and v/ill find it difficult to keep frora repeating
the selling points of one manufacturer's equip-
ment in the advertising copy of the other. The
advertising agency on the other hand does not ac-
cept clients manufacturing competing equipment and
can give each client the benefit of oi'iginal ideas
and of a varied experience in other fields which
can seldom be found in the manufacturer's own ad-
vertising dToartm.ent . In the latter case also
there is a tendency toward the adoption of a
certain style which after a few years use becomes
rather inflexible and is not as likely to be ad-
aptable to changing conditions."
A. T. Joyce of Bakers Weekly says:
"The value of a publisher's copy service may be
good, bad or indifferent. At its best, it can be
very helpful to manufacturers and agencies alike,
because it has peculiar advantages in its in**
timate contact with the market. Some manufacturei's,
having a very limited appropriation, offer
little opportunity for agency services. For such
accounts, an adequate publisher's department is
essential. If a manufacturer is in a position
to engage an agency on a basis that will insure
a thoroughly adequate service, this is frequently
the ideal arrangement. Except in such circum-
stances agencies cannot afford to run an efficient
specialized service to companies selling a

particular industrial market."
J. Brown, President, Shoe and
Leather Reporter, writes: " A publisher's copy
service is not maintained for the purpose of
competing with the agency service or with the
advertiser's own advertising service. The pub-
lisher has to have his copy service because
there is a certain proportion of small adver-
tisers - and there are a few big advertisers -
who do not place their advertising through an
agency and cannot afford to have an advertising
man in their employ. Therefore, the publisher
must take care of his client in the matter of
copy. It is for the benefit not only of the
advertiser but of the publisher to do this, as
the better the copy the more effective the ad-
vertising is."
A laundry publication which does not
care to be quoted believes that the Advertising
Agencies that endeavor to serve clients with
technical or semi-technical cop:/, can best serve
the purpose as against publishers,
James H. Taylor, Business Manager of
Automobile Topics, writes: "We do not maintain
a publishers copy service although we have pre-
pared copy for quite a number of advertisers.
We feel thst an advertising agency who can take
the time to study the product, its merchandising

appeal, etc., is better qualified to prepare
advertising copy than is one v/lio has never seen
the plant, knows very little about the product
and is getting his information from catalogues,
pamphlets, etc."
Williom K. R:.an of Hide and Leather
ansv/ers the question: "in discussing the re-
lative merits of an advertising agency's copy
as compared with a publisher's copy and copy
service, we v/ould say that a good agency is most
often in a position to do the client greater good
than is the publisher, despite how much the pub-
lisher may knov; of his own market. After all, the
agency and the publishing firm, are in two differ-
ent lines of business and we believe thrt the
agency should prepare all the layouts and copy
for the client. Nevertheless we, like cost
publishers, maintain a copy and layout service;
first, because many accounts have no advertis-
ing department or agency connections, and secondly
because so many agencies do not properly handle
their clients' publicity. We do believe that the
publisher should maintcin a business research
department which should be in a position to fur-
nish the advertising agency v/ith the data nec-
essary for the preparation of intelligent and
sales producing copy. One of the great dangers
of the publisher's prcoaration of all copy and

layout v/hich appears in his publication is the
similarity that v/ould. creep in between the copy
end layouts of competing advertisers. Regard-
less of the merit of individual advertisements,
a great deal of their pulling power lies in
their dissimilarity to competitors' advertising."
0. A. Sharpie ss. General Manager of
W.R.C. Smith Publishing Co., publishers of
Southern Power Journal, Cotton, Southern Hard-
ware, Electrical South, snd Southern Automotive
Dealer, has some different thoughts: "Origin-
elly publishers' copy service departments were
inaugurated because a very large percentage of
advertisers in business papers dealt direct
with the publishers, few of them v/ere in a
position to prepare good copy and would thus
repeat a standardized form month after month.
By inaugurating a good copy service the publisher
enables his advertisers to make much better use
of the space they use and this naturally gives
the publisher an opportunity to increase his
volume of advertising. Today, industriel ad-
vertising has increased to such volume that a
good proportion of industrial accounts are v/orth
while to a business paper agency, but there are
still a very 1-orge number of industrial adver-
tisers who find the publisher's service depart-
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ment a valuable service. Particularly, with
reference to the smaller accounts the publisher's
service department v;ill, as a rule, render a better
service than the small industrial advertising
agency. This is due to the fact that in the
publisher's organization there is a greater
knowledge of trade conditions, buying habits,
etc., in thet particular field, than the average
agency is likely to possess and the account being
small they cannot afford to do very much invest-
igative work.
'SVhere the account end the appropriation
of expense v;lll permit the employment of a com-
petent advertising manager, or \Yhere it is large
enough to appeal to a good industrial agency,
there is no reason why the publisher's service
departm.ent should come in on the picture, except
for that occasional circumstance Y/here the pub-
lisher, through his intimate knowledge of the
field is in a position to offer constructive sug-
gestions to the advertising manager regarding copy
appeal or distribution methods."
John Henry, Sales Promotion Manager of
Iron Trade Revievj says: "The publisher's copy
service does not compare v/ith agency service at
all. It is not intended to compete in any way
v;ith the legitimate agency. There are a great
many plants, however, who cannot afford agencies.
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v;here the publisher's copy service is of
inestimable value.
"Building up of accounts is the
publisher's first job and when the account is
built up you will find that the majority of
business papers v/ill seek to turn it over to
an agency with their greater facilities for
service. In our opinion advertising should
have both an advertising manager and an agency,
where the account justifies the expenditure of
any respectable sum, . The agency can never ob-
tain the inner, intimate viewpoint of the organ-
ization trained man, nor can the advertising
manager obtain -nd maintain the necessary out-
side viewpoint and at the same time carry on all
the necessary details of advertising. The two,
working together, are the best possible combin-
ation for effective advertising. It is all a
matter of determining the job to be done, the
amount of money necessary to complete the job,
or available funds. Each case must be considered
individually."
L. F. Calahan, Secretary of the Per-
iodical Publishing Co., publishers of Furniture
Manufacturer, writes: "We believe particularly
in so far as industrial publications are concerned
that wherever possible the advertiser should have

his ov/n advertising man. Some agencies are ad-
mirably fitted to serve industrial accounts,
but there are a great many of them that are not.
Frankly in many instances the copy service
department of an industrial publication is better
fitted than is the agency Vv'ho handles general
advertising for the most part, and takes on in-
dustrial accounts merely as feeders, or as an
additional source of revenue. In cases like
this the agencies have no personal knov/ledge
of the field and for the most part rely upon the
business paper v/here they are placing the account
to supply them v;ith data and information, v/hich
they need. Some business papers can and will do
this, and some would if they could but cannot.
However, a reputable and established business
paper that upholas the standards of practice of
of the A.3,C, Incorporated and maintains a
Service Department can help an advertiser very
definitely, or can assist the service agency
handling industrial accounts in the same manner,
"There are two reasons why a publisher
has a copy service department. Many advertisers
do not have their own advertising departments,
and do not want to take on an agency. For that
matter the good agencies are not interested in
the small accounts, and the agencies th-'^t will

take these accounts can do these accounts more
harm than good. The elimination of agency
commission largely does away with the latter
tjipe of agency, inasmuch' as they cannot demand
or command a service fee, which most of the
service agencies of the count r2r today v;ork on.
Our experience has been thc':t very often we have
taken an account in hand, and worked with it
very much the same as an agency would work,
charging the account on a service fee "b&sis,
until it reaches the point v;here it can make
a connection with the sort of an agency which
can definitely aid it. At that time we very
frankly tell these accounts that it would be
to their advantage to make agoncy arrangements,"
A. Stritmatter of the Starchroom
Laundry Journal, says: "Some agency copy hich
the publisher gets is very poor, Sone publishers
copy is no dou'^t equall^r as poor. Some part de-
pends on the amount of cooperation received from
the advertiser in either case. '.Ve do not main-
tain a very substantial advertising service, but
where an advertiser is unable to take cere of the
matter himself and is unv/illing to secure an
agency, then we undertake to furnish him the best
service v;e can under the circumstances,"
E. L. Carroll, Eastern Advertising

Representative of The JournQl of the Society
of Automotive Engineers, ansv/ers : "I do not
believe thct publishers copy service in com-
parison v/ith advertising agency service is as
valuable as the latter. The agency man v/ould
have a broader viewpoint than the publisher
and the publisher v/ould be prejudiced towards
his own publication and kindred publications
whereas the advertising agent v/ould be unpre-
judiced in this connection inasmuch as he makes
a business of this kind of service whereas the
publisher makes a business of publishing. It
seems to me it v/ould be better to use a special-
ist. As publishers v;e do not have a copy ser-
vice and hence I cannot talk intelligently on
this relationship."
Richard Vail, Editor of Autobody,
comments briefly: "V/e regard publisher's copy
service as superior to many— not all-- adver-
tising agencies' service because agencies can
only afford to prepare special copy for national
media, the agency fee being too small to permit
them to give proper time to technical-advertising
copy."
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Conclusions About the Publisher's Service Department
An analysis of the publisher's state-
ments submitted here V'Jill bring the following
natural conclusions: The Publisher's Service
Department is operated because of the necessity
of helping out advertisers whose appropriations
are so small that they do not maintain adver-
tising departments and their accounts are not
profitable to the average agency. The publishers
are willing to do all they can to help these small
advertisers make their advertising effective, but
they realize that they cannot give these adver-
tisers as good service as could be furnished by
an advertising agency, Vi/hen advertisers use
the publisher's advertising service there is a
danger of similarity of the advertising of com-
petitive companies. The publishers do not con-
sider that their service departments compete v/ith
advertising agencies or with the advertising de-
partment. They consider their departments as
performing ordinary agency functions only for
the very small advertisers who cannot secure other
advertising service, and being complementary to
the advertising agency in the c?se of all adver-
tisers except these very small ones. The pub-
lishers feel that these small advertisers should
turn to the advertising agency or secure an ad-
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vertising manager as soon as they develop so
they csn afford these services, because of the
probability of securing more efficient service.
The publishers conceive it to be their job to
publish a good paper and the advertising agencies'
job to create effective advertising. The pub-
lisher's service department is in a similar position
with reference to trade paper advertising as the
printer's service department is v/ith reference
to printing.
One of the greatest services of the
Qublisher's service department is furnishing
the advertiser and his agency with specific
market information and news of the trade cover-
ing the particular field which his publication
serves
•

VIII
THE ADVERTISING CMPAIGN
What Is an Advertising Campaign ?
Some people call any series of advertise-
ments a campaign, regardless of whether the ad-
vertisements are part of a planned marketing program
or whether they are merely prepared individually as
the urge is felt to "get up an ad,"
An advertising campaign may be a series of
advertisements; but to consider amy collection of
advertisements of a product as an advertising campaign
is just about as correct as considering "pretty messes
of words" sound advertising.
An advertising campaign is a complete plan
of action, and it employs the medium or all of the
media which can be most profitably used in accomplish-
ing its objectives. Napoleon is quoted as saying,
"In campaigns every move must be analyzed and prepared
in advance and in relation to every other move; all
must be directed toward the common goal. Groping
tactics, halfway measures, lose everything." *
Reasons for the Campaign Method of Advertising
Modern advertising is most effectively con-
ducted in campaigns, rather than as individual units
bearing no particular relation to each other or to
the marketing program as a whole. Good common sense
•8 - page 209

immediately makes it apparent that advertising can
most effectively be conducted in campaigns be-
cause this method is based upon thorough analysis
at the start and is conducted as a definite, co-
ordinated and continuous attack upon the market
to reach predetermined objectives*
Advertising sometimes seems to lead a
giddy dance. Actually, however, good advertis-
ing rests on facts and figures, on principles and
procedures that have long been tried and are surely
known to produce profitable results.
We are living in an era of swift change--
air-ways, television, "talkies", radio-directed
ships, voice controlled robots, new fields, new
needs, new methods, new conceptions, new dimensions*
Swifter, swifter, swifter, moves the hand of change.
A scant year seems to record a century's progress.
Yesterday's standards will not fill the bill today.
And, as with all other things, advertising
has also changed and developed. It has become
deeper, harder, more direct and more specific; new
techniques of advertising have been devised to
meet the new conditions. New practices have be-
come essential factors in many comprehensive market-
ing programs.

The modern trend toward conducting all
advertising in definite campaigns designed to
accomplish definite objectives is a distinct man-
ifestation of advertising's advancement, and change
to meet new conditions in business.
I cannot place too much emphasis upon
the fact that to reach its highest stage of ef-
fectiveness, advertising must be thoughtfully-
planned, ably executed, and followed through.
Practically every advertising failure can be traced
to the failure of the advertiser to appreciate
these vital essentials. Advertising's closet of
family skeletons is filled with companies who have
"ti?ied" advertising. They have appropriated money
and have conducted what they considered to be an
advertising campaign. They have "taken a shot"
at advertising and missed. Successful adver-
tising is not conducted by "taking a shot" at it.
Successful advertisers make advertising a definite
part of their marketing program, engage the best
advertising talent available and consistently keep
on advertising year in and year out, increasing thei
appropriation as their business permits and holding
fast toa charted course.
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Don*t Expect Immediate Results
Success In industrial advertising does not
usually become apparent immediately. Building good-
will and recognition for a product are matters of
years, not months. It is unreasonable to suppose
you can spend money for advertising and secure im-
mediate increases in sales. In exceptional cases
such a reaction does take place, but it is not ord-
inarily to be expected.
Advertising cuts down the length of time
necessary to build good-v/ill or recognition. It
shortens the selling process by breaking down sales
resistance. It usually goes a long way in complet-
ing the first tv/o steps in selling attention and
interest. It often completes the step of creating
desire and sometimes completes the selling process
by causing the buyer to act upon his desire and
order the advertised product or send for a salesman
whose job may be nothing more than order taking on
this particular sale.
But advertising should not be expected to
accomplish wonders, and the advertiser who recog-
nizes advertising as a business tool will lay out
an advertising campaign a definite program, with
a definite objective and an appropriation large
enough to do a good job.
/
The principle of advertising in campaigns
gives clear thinking and eliminates waste and in-
effectiveness, I doubt that there is any advertis-
ing, selling or merchandising problem for which a
common- sense solution can't be found without extrav-
agant experiment,
A plan, a policy or an advertising medium
is either sound or is not sound in a given case.
The science of marketing has established principles
that supply the answers, and the principle of adver-
tising in campaigns gives ample opportunity to
apply these principles most effectively.
All advertising, I firmly believe, can be
conducted more effectively and more profitably in
carefully planned campaigns.
All Advertising Should be in Planned Campaigns
It is Just as important for the small ad-
vertiser with limited sales and capital to plan his
advertising in campaigns, as for the big advertiser.
Perhaps it is more important, for the mistakes the
big advertiser may make can be charged to profit and
loss, while inefficient marketing due to an un-
economical use of advertising may put the small ad-
vertiser out of business.
Small campaigns in trade papers or in
direct mail advertising offer the small advertiser
a means of securing inquiries that can be turned

Into sales if quickly followed up by a salesman.
His limited expenditures should be made, however,
only after a thorough study and analysis have been
made of his marketing and advertising problems, so
his campaign can be based on facts, and be effect-
ively conducted.
In laying out an advertising campaign,
we use all of the known principles of advertising,
and plan to gain our objectives in the shortest
possible time with the least expense practicable.
A careful study and analysis must be
made of all data at hand and all the facts that
can be established in the field. Advertising prin-
ciples are general, but their correct application
demands special consideration for every product in
connection with each of its markets.
A Sound Basis for the Advertising Campaign
Advertising, as previously pointed out,
is only a part of the complete marketing program.
As a sound basis for an effective advertising cam-
paign, it is first desirable that we have definite
manufacturing and financial policies and a care-
fully planned marketing plan.
In an editorial in "Class & Industrial
Marketing", headed "A Marketing Plan or Just Ad-
vertising", G. D. Crain, Jr. says in part:*
"Usually, Defore advertising appropriations
are okayed, the manager of the advertising department
32
,
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is required to submit a complete and detailed re-
port showing both why and how he is going to spend
the money he is asking for. In other words, the
advertising expenditure, while it may be looked
upon as a legitimate and necessary part of the cost
of running the business, is required to justify
itself. This attitude on the part of business is
entirely right and proper.
"The only question to be raised in this
connection is whether or not, in view of the fact
that advertising, after all, is merely a part of
the larger operation of marketing, it would not
be wise to require similar detailed working plans
for the complete job,
"it is rather strange that many large
manufacturing companies, spending a substantial
amount for advertising, and several times as much
for selling, do not see to it that the sales de-
partment also has a specific plan for moving the
goods to the user. To get the most out of the
advertising, it must be geared into the general
selling scheme of the company. Putting it con-
versely, the selling plan, to make the most of
advertising, should mesh with it exactly and con-
tinuously. Many times this is not the case.
"An advertising program is judged by the
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final result in terms of sales. If the company
got the business, it was a good plan; if it didn't
get the business, it was a poor plan. Yet, in
fact, whether it did or did not get the business
may depend not upon the excellence of the plan,
but upon the degree of success with which it was
assimilated in the actual, day-to-day selling act-
ivities of the house in whose behalf the advertis-
ing was published.
"But there should be a plan, and it should
include all of the factors that appear in the picture
of getting the product into successful use by the
ultimate purchaser,
"V/e hope that those responsible for the
marketing policies of these companies, who have
okayed the advertising program as submitted, are
examining with equal care the entire scheme of
distribution and sales. Then, and only then, will
there be real and complete assurance that the ad-
vertising will be not only well planned, but
profitable in results."
Probably 99% of the advertising difficulties
of modern business overflow into the wider realm
of marketing for their profit producing answer. It
is of utmost importance, therefore, that the market-

ing plans be made first to give a sound basis
for planning the advertising campaign.
Co~ordination of Advertising and Selling
Successful marketers are applying a new
force to their sales activities, that of the co-
ordination of all of their marketing efforts. They
are aligning their advertising to reinforce all their
other promotion and sales work. They are giving
their salesmen all possible assistance in the
specific markets and among the specific executives
where the bulk of their sales originate.
The importance of co-ordinating the two
marketing efforts of advertising and selling is
strongly brought home by the statement of John
Willys, outstanding American manufacturer and
merchandiser, who says: "The commodity must be
at least two-thirds sold before the salesman closes
the purchase."
Preceding the salesman's call there is a
great chain of information. The editorial pages of
trade publications bring the buyer information
about changes in practice as well as new ideas and
policies in manufacturing and marketing, pointing
out new methods and new opportunities of cost-
saving or profit-making. The advertising pages of
the same publications reinforce the editorial content
*31 - 12/26/28 - page 85

with specific information on products, commodities
or services that will put the new ideas to work in
your business.
Salesmen and salesmanagers sometimes do
not realize the extent to which advertising helps
them in their selling, but this is all the more
reason for a close co-ordination between the sales
and advertising activities, in order that both the
sales-manager and the advertising manager may check
the effects of each upon the results produced by
the other.
Definite steps should be taken to assure
a continuous contact between the tv/o departments.
It has already been pointed out that this co-ordin-
ation can be helped along by holding contests among
the salesmen, giving prizes for those who send in
the best advertising. This brings in some good
Ideas for the advertising department, is helpful
in giving the department the sales slant for their
advertising copy and also tends to get the salesmen
interested in advertising and thinking of ways in
which it can help them in their individual territories
The sales department should be supplying
the advertising department with sales figures by
products and by territories, and the advertising

department should be working with the sales depart-
ment to get the same selling argiiments into the copy
as the salesmen are using. Together the two de-
partments should dig up the best selling arguments,
and an effort should be made to have the advertis-
ing and the salesmen presenting the same selling
points to the same prospects at the same time. This
co-ordination of marketing effort with concentration
of all selling forces in concerted action, will
increase the effectiveness of both selling and ad-
vertising.
Concentrate on Main Markets
You should analyze your markets, and do
that job right too. One of the sanest, surest
trends in present day industrial advertising is
towards greater market analysis. So called "blue
sky advertising" is on the v;ane. The progressive
industrial advertiser, today, considers precise
"range-finding" activities one of his most valuable
prerogatives. Kis whole advertising plan is geared
accordingly. You should study your markets for that
is one of the basic principles of advertising in
campaigns, but dig deep, and avoid anything that
smacks of a "blanket industrial analysis."
Once you have discovered your main markets
go after them hard. In planning your campaign,
follow the example of seasoned industrial advertis-

ers and concentrate. The well planned industrial
campaign has for its focal points, industries which
offer the greatest markets, and these markets are
singled out for intensive cultivation.
Don't make an anemic thrust at your main
#
markets. Mr. George Kirkgasser, in a recent address
before the Cincinnati Association of Industrial
Advertisers hit the nail on the head v/hen he said,
"spread shot methods must he eliminated and the best
markets selected."
The time is coming when the thinly spread,
all inclusive industrial campaign will be as ob-
solete as the three v/heeled automobile. One of the
ear-marks of a good industrial campaign is that it
goes after its specific markets strong, with a rifle,
not a shotgun.
Factors Affecting
the
Advertising Plans
Check List of Important Points
There are so many factors affecting the
advertising plans that it is well that we have some
sort of check list which we can use in making a
J**
complete study of these factors.* Sloan & Moody have
worked out the follov/lng excellent list of points
which will effectively serve our purpose:
51, 12/28/27 - page 10
**1 - page 79
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Points to be Considered
in
Planning an Advertising Campaign
!• Capital available
1, Capital available for marketing
2, Capital available for advertising
II Production facilities
1, Capacity of the plant
2, Facilities available for expanding
production
III The distribution
1« The product and its component markets
2, Channels of distribution
3, Distribution territorially
IV The objectives
1. The general purpose of the campaign
2. Direct sales objectives
3. Other objectives
V Special market conditions
1. The adaptation of the general campaign
to various local or specific conditions
2. Special campaigns on particular appli-
cations of the product
3. Special territories to be concentrated on
VI Time elements
1, The period of time during which the
campaign shall be operative
2, The delivery of advertising messages
quantitatively in proportion to the
volume available in the market at
various times during the period covered
by the campaign.
VII Buying influences
1, The buying Influences to be reached
2, Relative Importance of various buying
influences
VIII Choice and co-ordination of mediums
1. Choice of mediums for delivering the
messages
2. Co-ordination of all of the mediums v/lth
one another
3. Co-ordination of all of the advertising
forces with all the sales forces
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IX The dealer
!• The dealer
2. The dealer co-operation
X Competition
!• Competition
2, Competitors* advertising and campaigns
XI General specifications for the advertising
!• Common characteristics of form and
appearance in all of the advertising
2, Continuity in the substance of the
advertising
Z* Suiting the characteristics of the
messages to the groups of prospects
to be reached.
4, Identification of the product
XII Organization considerations
!• The effect of the csmpaign on the man-
ufacturer's organization
2. The effect on the manufacturer's sales
organization
3. The advertising organization available
for executing the campaign
XIII Costs and records
1. The cost of the campaign
2. The means of recording the results of
the campaign
3. Means of recording the results accomplished
by each medium
4. The possibilities of testing the campaign
in a small way before extending it in a
broad, expensive way.
Some of these points may not be important
in connection with your particular machinery and
with your methods of distribution. The wisdom and
methods of checking up on some of the other points
are so apparent that we need not discuss them fur-
ther than we have already; so we will proceed with
a discussion of the most important of the factors
affecting the planning of a campaign.
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The first three sections of this check
list. Capital Available, Production Facilities,
and Distribution, have been discussed in preceding
chapters.
Determining Objectives
Much advertising is ineffective because
it has no definite objectives. The advertising is
not based upon a well built advertising plan and
does not seem to be driving away at the job of
accomplishing certain definite tasks.
One of the first important steps in planning
an advertising campaign is to determine just what you
v;ish to accomplish. Just what is the advertising
campaign supposed to do? Ask yourself this question,
set up definite objectives or things which you de-
sire to accomplish with the advertising, then build
an advertising plan to accomplish these things.
The check list which we have just gone
over speaks of the objectives in three groups, the
General Purpose of the Cairpaign, Direct Sales
Objectives, and Other Objectives.
In deciding upon the general purpose of the
campaign, it may be well if we do a little clear
thinking on the many purposes for which advertising
Can be used by the machinery advertiser. The number

of these purposes of advertising is so great that
a list of them all would make an Imposing array.
Listed below are a few of the more important ones:
Important Purposes of Advertising
1. To increase sales and volume, thereby reducing
the production cost of each machine.
2. To secure a position of leadership in the
market
•
3. To increase the percentage of net profit.
4. To stabalize the business,
5. To establish the reputation of the company in
the buyers* minds.
6. To sell the company as well as the machinery.
7. To protect a company from slump due to
revolutionary competitor tactics.
8. To create new uses for a machine.
9. To assure ready acceptance of new machines
added to the line.
10 • To protect the value of patents about to expire
and even after expiration because of established
name
.
11. To teach value to those who are not trained buye
12. To develop new markets and control old ones.
13. To keep users "sold" on the machinery.
14. To hold customers when the salesman transfers
to a competitor.
15. To gain good will.
16. To educate buyers in the proper use of machines.
17. To reduce selling expense by making it easier
for salesmen to close sales.
18. To give salesmen confidence and pride in their
company.
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19. To make it easier to secure and hold distributors.
Your advertising campaign may have several
of these purposes as its objectives. It is usually-
best, however, to select one or two main or direct
objectives and also have some other less important
or indirect objectives in mind.
You may make your main objective that of
securing leads for salesmen to follov/ up, or you
may decide that your main advertising job is to
establish your company as a leader in the field.
It is obvious that your advertising would
be different in these two cases. If securing leads
is your objective^ you may place coupons in your ad-
vertisements or may feature some helpful and in-
structive booklet which the prospects may send for.
On the other hand, if your main objective is to
establish the leadership of your company, your ad-
vertising will quite likely feature installations
of your machines in well knovm factories.
The objectives of your advertising campaign
are a deciding factor in determining the type of
advertising you can use most effectively. First
you must know your objectives —- just what you
are trying to accomplish then you can decide
just what methods will be most effective in reach-
ing these objectives.

Approach to the Market
A Difficult Job
Determining the approach to the market
is one of the difficult jobs in planning an adver-
tising campaign. From our Analysis of the Market
we know pretty well what our Important markets are,
and who it is in those markets that we wish to
reach. How shall we approach these prospects?
What methods and media shall we use to reach them
with our advertising messages?
What Kind of People Are the Prospects ?
It will be a great help in determining the
methods of approach to first give careful consider-
ation to the kind of people who are the prospects
for your machinery. You can go a long way in
making your advertising effective if you will do
everything possible to get acquainted with some of
your prospects, and make a careful study of them*
Time, thought and money invested in getting acquaint-
ed v/ith your prospects is well spent. Find out all
you can about the kind of people your machines sell
to, their general station in life, their attitude
toward their jobs, their general business habits,
and how they usually respond to the appeals of ad-
vertising •
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The Method of Approach
Advertising principles and fundamentals
are well established "but their application to
particular cases must he determined in the light
of facts concerning each particular case. "My
business is different" is fairly true in so far as
the conditions under which advertising principles
must be applied, for the variety of conditions is
almost as numerous as the number of advertisers
•
The most direct method of approach to
your prospects is by direct selling, for this is
highly personal. It is not advertising, however,
but a mention of it here calls attention to the
fact that one of the fundamental principles of
good advertising is that it shall be made as per-
sonal as possible. The advertising should be
directed to the specific class of prospects, in
their language, and appealing to their buying in-
stincts.
The method of approach which is best for your
particular machinery is the one which gets you and
your seller as yiear together as possible, and the
nearer you can get your advertising to a personal con-
tact, the more effective it will be*
Channels of Approach
The machinery advertiser can study his

approach to his prospects by making a study of the
various channels of approach—the media which will
carry his advertising messages.
In our study of our market we found that
the tv;o main channels of approach for the machinery
advertiser consist of trade papers and direct mail
advertising, with trade paper advertising being the
more important of the two in the majority of cases.
The study of trade papers reaching your
various markets will indicate that different groups
or component markets may be approached in a differ-
ent way through the advertisements in those papers.
Some advertisers use the same advertisement in all
trade papers, indiscriminately, but this is bad
policy because it is at once evident that differ-
ent market groups should be appealed to in differ-
ent ways.
The advertisement designed to sell to one
of your market groups may not appeal at all to some
other group which is a logical market for the same
machine. It is evident, then, that the advertising
should approach different markets in different ways,
and a careful study must be made of each market,
separately, in order to determine the best method
of approach.
Consider the Buyers
The advertiser should consider his buyers

or prospects carefully in deciding his method of
approach. Some manufacturers find it advis&ble
to have members of the advertising department
make personal calls upon prospects in each market.
The calls are made by members of the advertising
department because they are most likely to be im-
partial and unprejudiced, especially more so than
the salesmen. Calls are made upon responsible men
in plants typical of each market and the buyer is
sounded out on his problems and his methods of
obtaining information. This gives the advertiser
a valuable clue to his best method of approach both
as to media and as to types of copy, and makes it
possible to prepare a balanced advertising program
with the correct approach to the market.
Reaching the Buyers
We reach our machinery buyers through
various media, such as the trade papers and direct
mail. An advertising medium is any vehicle which
can effectively convey our advertising messages to
our prospects. In studying the approach to markets
through various media, it will help if we first de-
fine our prospects and then define the various media
available for reaching them. These definitions may
be made from the following viewpoints:

I. The definition of the group of prospects to
"be reached:*
!• Defined by type, (Note: No "Class"
distinction is necessary in advertising tech-
nical products, because the assumption can be
made almost universally that the prospect has
the money to pay for the product that is eco-
nomical in operation.)
2. Defined by their point of view in re-
lation to the product to be advertised,
5, Defined by their point of vievv' in re-
lation to the service of the product,
4. Defined by the weights of their re-
spective influences governing the purchase of
the product,
5, Defined territorially,
II. The definition of the various mediums In re-
lation to the respective groups of prospects
to be reached:
1. The sales effectiveness of the medium,
2, The directness of the medium in reaching
the group,
3. The moral weight of the medium.
4, The cost per unit of prospect (not
reader) reached. (The entire cost of the
message divided by the total number of pros-
pects reached.)
The "Sixth Sense" in Advertising
In writing about the difficulty of deter-
mining the form of approach. Tipper & French speak
of a "sixth sense in advertising." ** They say:
"In thinking about this problem of the
application of the right method of approach to a
specific problem, it is well to have in mind the
assistance that a trained and experienced advertis-
*1 - page 84
*»4 - page 258
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ing agent may render,
"a good advertising agent, who has become
seasoned by much work in the field, acquires a vast
store of dependable knowledge which he manifests al-
most as instinct. If, for example, we had a nev;
toilet preparation to market largely by advertising,
and were to apply to an agent who has handled that
line of goods, we would get a condensed body of the
most valuable and dependable advice, as the saying
is, 'right off the reel.'
"The agent would not consciously consider
anything in particular, but the sum of his ex-
periences v/ould come to the surface in the form of
dicta about the handling of the ne?/ account. Without
giving the matter thought he would unhesitatingly
name a method of approach, how it should be applied,
all of the different forms of advertising that might
safely be used, the general lines of mediums to be
used, the character of the supplementary direct ad-
vertising to be used, the amount of money which would
be needed, and other practical details,
"And what this practiced agent would specify
out of his experience would be about what the
scientific advertising researcher would conclude
after months of labor and the expenditure of large
sums of money.

"The conclusion Is, of course, that it
is well to ask the assistance of experts in any
phase of advertising, but that it is not safe to
assume that an agent who had made a great success
in advertising men* s clothing is able expertly to
advise about the advertising of toilet articles.
Generally he is not, and herein lies the argument
for research in the advertising field and for a
body of results that is always available to all
advertisers."

IX
BUYING MOTIVES
AND
ADVERTISING APPEALS FOR MACIilNERY
Motives and Appeals
The study of buying motives and selling
appeals is one of the most interesting as well as
one of the most important parts of the job of
planning the advertising campaign. First it is
desirable to have a clear understanding of just
what appeals and motives are. A motive is a
fundamental desire or want. A man will buy only
that which satisfies a real want or inherent desire.
An appeal is a selling argument with v/hich we in-
fluence our prospects to buy. The first step in
deciding the appeals to use in machinery advertis-
ing is to determine the buying motives of the pros-
pects. Once we know their buying motives, i.e.
the reasons why they buy, we can determine the best
appeals with which to react upon their buying motives*
The study of appeals and buying motives
for a consumer product is very complicated when
compared with the study of these subjects with
reference to machinery which is an industrial pro-
duct. This is due to the fact that machinery is
bought for business purpdses, whereas consumer goods

are bought for personal use. The buyer of
machinery does not buy to please his ov/n personal
tastes, but selects machinery which will reduce
the operating costs of his business or help him
in selling his goods at a greater profit.
The buying motives for machinery are
predominantly rational motives; and comparatively
simple as compared with the buying motives govern-
ing consumer goods, which are largely emotional.
Buying Motives
The student of advertising is continually
confronted with the statement that he should have
the "you" attitude and should "take the buyer* s point
of view." This doesn't mean that you should fill
your advertising with "you this" and '^rou that," but
that you must look at your machinery from the point
of view of the prospective buyer. Industrial buyers
don't buy machinery for what it is, but for what it
does. It is a means to an end, and if you will keep
this in mind you will not find yourself neglecting
that first principle of advertising to "take the
customer's point of view." It will help you to keep
the right point of view if you will plan your adver-
tising v/ith two questions in mind, \1/hy should users
buy my machinery? Vyhy should they trade with me?
Buying motives for machinery are not always
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the same. These motives are different for different
machines and they are also different for different
market groups. The paper mill superintendent may-
buy a particular make of paper machine because he
feels sure it will give him dependable service at
a fast rate of spped. He knows that his expenses
are running up at the rate of |200. to $300. an
hour every time that machine is shut down, and his
buying motive is dependability. He may, however,
buy a calender or some other finishing machine be-
cause it gives a superior finish. The buying motive
centers around the ability of the machine to enhance
the value and saleability of his product.
The difference in buying motives for the
same machine in different market groups may be il-
lustrated by conveying machinery. The buyer in the
coal mining industry buys such machinery on the basis
of the cost per ton of coal it will handle. His
buying motive is economy in use, and he wants def-
inite facts about what the machinery v/ill do in
handling coal. The buyer in a manufacturing industry,
where handling isn't a major problem, as it is in
coal mining, may look more to the durability of the
conveying machinery, or to its ability to facilitate
plant operations by taking the place of hand convey-
ing methods now used. The buying motives for the
same machine may be different in the different market

groups.
The main buying motives for machinery
include such reasons as follows;
1. Means of enhancing saleahility of
the buyer's product. This is a
strong buying motive which adver-
tisers frequently neglect.
2, Economy in operation.
The buyer of machinery is always
interested in arguments appealing
to this motive. The advertiser
should emphasize the economies in
operating costs, rather than first
cost.
3.Durability
He wants to know how long the machine
will last, in order that his depre-
ciation costs will be reduced.
4. Dependability in use
A dependable machine gives less trouble
and costs less to operate in the long
run.
5. Protection against loss
He wants a machine which will protect
him against loss by spoilage, etc.
6. Facilitating plant operations
Machines which will aid in the smooth
running of his factory appeal to him.
7. Safety
He wants his machines properly equipped
with guards and safety devices in order
to protect his employees.
Other buying motives may also have some
effect upon the buying of machinery such as the
flexibility of the machinery in use, simplicity of
its design and operation, the ease with which it is
installed, the repair service available and the
engineering service which the machinery manufacturer

will furnish.
Advertising Appeals for Machinery
Advertising appeals are the selling argu-
ments v;hich we work into our advertising and they
are the real "meat" of good advertising.
We have made a study of the "buying
motives" or the reasons why prospects buy machinery*
Our next step is to study the "appeals" or selling
arguments which will make our advertising appeal to
these buying motives, and set in motion, in the
prospect's mind, the train of events which will
cause him to act upon the suggestions of the ad-
vertising.
Advertising appeals, like buying motives,
are obviously different for different machines; and
also for the same machine when advertised or sold
to different market groups.
In deTi^oping the advertising appeals for
a particular machine, it is natural that we first
jot down all of the possible selling arguments we
can secure for the machine. This may be done hap-
hazardly, as the arguments or appeals come to mind,
but a much more thorough and systematic method is
desirable. The advertiser will find it much easier
to use the check list which we discussed in the
chapter on Analysis of the Market, With this check

list a systematic study of the machine may be made
In order to determine all of the possible appeals
available for use in the advertising. It is help-
ful to follow this outline closely and set down
every possible selling argument. Then the appeals
may be evaluated and the strongest ones selected
for use in the advertising.
Evaluating the Appeals
The placing of values upon the various
appeals, so that we may use those which are strong-
est and most effective, is the next step after we
have determined all of the appeals possible for
the particular machine in the particular market to
which we are advertising.
In selecting the strongest appeal it is
well to keep our "buyer* s viewpoint" in mind. It
is obvious, then, that the strongest appeals will
be those which present the advantages of the
machine in the light of the buyer's self-interest.
IWhat is the buyer's viewpoint and self-
interest with regard to our machinery? What does
he want to know about our machinery? The answer
to these tv/o questions will give a measuring stick
with which we can evaluate our various appeals.
An investigation into the advertising
requirements of industrial buyers, made by Ernst
and Ernst* will give us an indication of the
9 - page 53
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answer to these questions. In their Investigation
they asked industry, "What type of information do
you find most necessary in selecting equipment?"
The results of this investigation showed
that 100^ want Performance facts; application, per-
formance, working and cost data; about Z>1% specified
an interest in I>esign and Construction Details; and
about 28% were interested in Service Facilities,
Performance facts, then, are most import-
ant to the industrial buyer. He is more interested
in what a machine will do than in how it is made.
He wants to know all the possible uses of the machine;
he wants descriptions of installations with perform-
ance and cost data; he wants the news about new
features from the standpoint of the service they give.
He is chiefly interested in our machines only from
the viewpoint of whether or not they will give him
increased production efficiency. Our advertising,
then, must appeal to the industrial prospect from
the viewpoint of the performance possibilities of
our machines. The importance of directing our ad-
vertising to each market group in terms of its own
particular production problems is at once apparent,
and this calls for specialized copy talks to the
buyer in the language of his own job.
Advertising appeals to be effective must
be specific. The industrial buyer purchases machinery

as a means to an end; he wants facts and proof,
not weak and tiresome generalities.
The machinery advertiser easily can
determine his strongest selling and advertising
appeals by a simple market study. All he needs
to do is to send a competent man to talk with
typical buyers in the market to find out what in-
formation they most desire when considering that
particular class or tjpe of machinery. This man
should bring to light the important appeals for
the particular machine in relation to the particular
market; and should dig up helpful information bear-
ing upon the "copy angles" to be used.
Presenting Performance Facts
There are twelve established methods of
presenting performance facts in industrial advertis
ing :*
1. Show new uses for the equipment.
2. Feature installation photographs and figures.
3. News stories of performance.
4. Time studies on piece v/ork.
5. Performance testimonials from the field.
6. Dramatic comparisons with manual labor.
7. Present records of length of life.
8. Demonstrate the return on investment.
9. Submit independent engineering reports.
10. Discuss improved operating conditions.
11. Furnish actual maintenance records.
12. Stress service guarantees.
9 - page 54
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The Time Appeal
The machinery advertiser should also
consider the "time appeal" for it is important "to
strike when the iron is hot." It has been said:*
"in advertising we are obliged not only
to strike when all conditions are right, but we are
equally obliged to refrain from striking until all
conditions are right,
"The nature of advertising is such that we
are almost never justified in waiting for people to
get in a humor to buy. We have got to 'Take time by
the forelock,* arrange for ourselves timely opportunity.
Were we to wait for buyers to come knocking at our
store doors, we would sell but small quantities of
advertised goods, or any other goods..
"Merchandising, in the modern sense, is
more truly the art of determining for people what
they want, or what they need.
"Like many other factors in advertising,
the time appeal has been overv/orked, and ignorantly
applied.
"There should be some real time element
in the advertising problem, or there should be some
legitimate time factor injected into it."
"standardized" and "Specialty" Machines
In analyzing the appeals to be used It
will also be helpful to consider whether the machine
is "standardized" or a "specialty."
4 - page 284
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A "standardized" machine is one whose general
design, construction and operating characteristics
conform to the standard practice governing like
machines used in the applications for which the
machine is sold. A "specialty" machine is one that
is new to the industry, application, or territory;
it is considerably different in design, construction
and operating characteristics from the machines
being used to accomplish similar purposes; it serves
a purpose that is peculiar to its own design and
construction.
The Norwood Engineering Company have for
years made calender machines for sale to paper mills.
These are "standardized" machines" being similar to
calenders made by other manufacturers. Recently the
Norwood people brought out a new Roller Suction Box
for use on paper machines, selling to the same
market. This is a "Specialty" machine being based
on entirely new principles from those employed in
other suction boxes.
The standardized machine must win out
against all its competitors. The advertising must
induce the prospect to select one particular make
of machine from a group of similar machines. The
copy appeal must present proof of superiority.
The specialty machine, on the other hand,
is an innovation. It has new methods, new theories
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and probably has very little definite performance
data to fall back upon* The advertising for a
specialty machine must influence the prospect to
experiment. The copy appeal is based upon proof of
the advantages of using the specialty machine rather
than the old or usual type of machines. The specialty
machine requires educational advertising concentrated
on the service it will perform. Prospects must be
convinced that they need the new machine or that it
will be profitable to replace machines of the old
type with this new type machine.
The machinery advertiser who fails to
consider the difference between the advertising re-
quirements of a standardized machine and a specialty
machine is apt to make a grave mistake in advertis-
ing the specialty by placing emphasis upon con-
struction and quality when he should be showing the
service the machine can render and pointing out the
economies it makes possible.
Advertising to I>'ealers
In advertising a machine to machinery
dealers for resale we have other appeals. It is
often said that dealer copy should appeal to only
the dealer's desire for profits, as this is the
only thing he is interested in. This is not liter-
ally true, for other types of copy can be used ef-

fectively.
The profits appeal Is one of the most
frequently used, end is often abused. The adver-
tising does not need to be filled with dollar
signs to indicate profits; it will be more effect-
ive if it talks about sales and profits just the
same as a salesmen would talk in a personal inter-
view v/ith the dealer.
Other types of copy which may be used in
advertising to dealers are: consumer copy, giving
performance facts the same as when advertising to
industrial buyers, and intim.ating that for the same
reasons dealers will find it profitable to handle
the machine; copy about dealer policies; catalog
type of copy, showing several machines in the line;
and dealer help copy, featuring various aids to
the dealer such as advertising direct to the buyers
to help the dealer make sales •
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X
DETERMINING THE THEME,
GETTING THE FACTS,
AND
LAUNCHING THE CAMPAIGN
Modern Advertising Built Around
a Central Idea
Central Theme
Modern trends in advertising point strongly
to the advantage of having an underlying theme or
copy idea. Advertisements are a physical form of
presentation, and are used to keep a dominant theme
or central idea before the advertiser's prospects.
This central idea is used over and over again in
slightly changed but readily recognizable forms. As
the central idea pervades the entire advertising cam-
paign, it impresses itself upon the minds of the
readers
•
The underlying theme or central idea is
the important link that chains all of the various
advertisements and direct mail pieces together. The
theme may be presented in many varied forms, but it
is always the central idea back of each advertisement
and is the one part of the campaign which readers
will remember distinctly.
The theme to be selected should be the
leading selling point in connection with the machine
to be advertised or the company which is selling the
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machine. The best theme to use can often be found
by studying the machine to discover the news in it.
Finding and featuring the nev/s is more important in
advertising than in journalism. Your machine may
have several selling stories that could be told
about it, and among these there is usually one big
story that stands out above the rest. It is im-
portant that you select the big story about your
machine as your central copy theme, for this big
story will have greater reader interest and greater
effectiveness in making your advertising profitable.
Advertising campaigns which ate the most
profitable are those guided by men with the instinct
for unearthing the feature about a product which is
most interesting to the greatest number of prospect-
ive buyers; and the selection and use of this central
theme or motif is largely the difference between ad-
vertising that pays in a big way and advertising that
merely "pays,"
The "big idea" in advertising, or the central
theme which forms the basis for the campaign, is not
always a clever idea. Clever ideas are usually not
good advertising, especially for a machinery adver-
tiser who is selling to the industrial market, which
buys largely on rational motives.
The central theme which you hear laymen
critics acclaim as a "Great Idea" frequently isn*t

a great idea at all. The big ideas for central
themes are not usually clever ideas, nor ideas that
look clever or great; they are usually so sound, so
reasonable, and so cornmon sense in their logic that
they do not appear to be great ideas at all. Clever
ideas have showmanship like the ideas of Barnura's
circus days. In advertising they usually attract
the attention and possibly the admiration of the
readers, but they do not seem to have much down-
right ability when it comes to changing buying habits.
Big selling ideas, the important central themes or
motives for advertising campaigns, are usually clever
enough so they don*t look that way at all, but they
go quietly about their business of selling the ad-
vertisers product at a profit.
The central theme must be a selling point
of real value. Simply repeating some such phrase as
"Established in 1884" is not likely to make very much
impression. The central theme is often found in some
similar phrase or in a slogan, but of course, it is
carried out in the rest of the copy and not merely
in the phrase or slogan.
It may be easier for the machinery adver-
tiser to get this central theme idea clearly in mind,
if examples are taken from everyday advertising
of consumer products. Ivory soap for instance, has
been consistently advertised for years as being

99-44/100^ pure and as being a soap that floats
•
Another striking illustration is found in the big
co-opsrative campaign by the National Laundry-
owners Association. The central theme of the cam-
paign is contained in the slogan, "The Laundry Does
It Best," and this is carried out in the copy and
illustrations in a variety of ways, demonstrating
why the laundry does it best* It is an effective
"big idea" and the campaign is tremendously success-
ful, yet the basic idea does not strike one as
being "clever," and to the layman, it would probably
have looked quite commonplace upon its first pre-
sentation.
In the industrial field one may find the
big idea or underlying theme of the well organized
campaigns by a reference to the current advertise-
ments. The Owen Bucket Company builds its adver-
tising around the theme that Owen clam shell
buckets take a "Mouthful at every bite;" one of the
electric motor companies uses a theme based upon
a comparison of the old with the new, and features
an old man and a young man arguing about the old
methods and the new; the old man is called "pop"
and represents the old methods, while the young man
is called "son" and represents the motor company with
its new methods. This campaign has created a great
deal of comment, and no doubt is very successful.
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The central theme for machinery advertis-
ing may be built around some of the buying motives
which we have spoken of, such as increased profits,
economy in operation, durability", and dependability
of the company or the machine. The central theme
may be based upon some selling feature in connection
with the machine or some selling feature in con-
nection with the company producing the machine.
Getting the Facts
Importance of Facts
No mistake, among the many made by novices
in advertising, is more unforgivable or more fatal
than the mistake of failing to get facts. Industrial
buyers, especially, demand facts, and the advertising
campaign should be planned with plenty of sales facts
and sales points of view at hand. It is hard to
create advertising without a firm foundation of facts
to work with; and advertising created without facts
as a basis is pretty sure to be full of weak and in-
effective generalities. "Best" - "high quality
materials" - "economical" and such similar gener-
alities help make "pretty messes of words" or "chatter"
to fill the space, but their ability as selling
forces is nothing as compared to the results to be
secured by virile statements of fact giving proof
of the high quality materials and the economies ef-
fected by using the machines advertised.
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It is surprising how much advertising is
done v/ithout the firm foundation of facts. American
business can often be properly criticized as being
too superficial. Trade paper advertisements, cat-
alogs, folders and other advertising too often fail
to give their readers the specific facts and in-
formation which they require before they can possibly
make an intelligent decision regarding the value of
the product advertised.
Effective advertising does not replace
facts with meaningless superlatives; that is the
smoke screen of inefficiency, inability and ignor-
ance. Effective advertising must be worth reading,
and to be v/orth reading it must present real facts
in a way which will show the reader that these facts
are advantages from his own viewpoint of self-interest.
It doesn't pay to play "hunches" instead of
securing the facts; and it may be easier to guess at
facts than to go out and dig them up from the sources
where we are sure to find them, but it is decidedly
unprofitable to make such guesses.
Financial ventures are based upon definite
facts corporate earnings, dividend records, assets,
liabilities, unfilled orders, business and trade con-
ditions, and similar facts and figures. Advertising
investments should be made upon the same firm found-

at ion of real facts and figures, not upon hunches
or guesses. The machinery advertiser should first
find the facts, then use them as a basis for good
judgment in planning his advertising campaign.
Securing the Facts
The effective advertising campaign is
built on a basis of facts, and v/e have already dis-
cussed the securing of facts somewhat in the pre-
ceding chapters on Analyzing the Market and Analyzing
the Machinery to be Advertised.
Facts may be secured from surveys, in con-
ferences with the sales manager and salesmen, from
production executives, and most important of all,
out in the factories where the machines are being
used.
The machinery advertiser will find it
helpful to use the outline presented in the chapter
on Analyzing the Machinery to Be Advertised, as a
guide in jotting down all the possible facts he can
secure regarding the machine, the company and the
market
•
The importance of the advertising copy
v/riter getting out into the field where the machines
are used cannot be too strongly emphasized. Copy
created out of thin air while seated in a swivel chair
is almost sure to be thin copy; while copy created
after a visit to a factory where the machines are in

actual operation and where the copy writer has a
chance to talk with the users of the machines, is
pretty sure to be full of live, vital facts presented
from the viewpoint of the machinery buyer and user.
Such copy is sure to be effective advertising v/hen
presented to the right prospects at the right time.
Youthful copywriters are grasping the
spirit of getting out into the field where the pro-
duct is used; they are interested and enthusiastic,
and the copy they can turn out after such visits is
usually infectious, interesting and productive.
Launching the Campaign
Checking Up
Before we launch the advertising campaign
and get it into action on the firing line, it is vi^ell
that we check up on all of the considerations dis-
cussed in the planning of the advertising.
We should be sure that we have selected
the right media to carry the advertising message,
that we are going to drive away towards definitely
determined objectives, that v/e are familiar v/lth the
special market conditions, and that we are prepared
to present our selling arguments in terms of buyer-
interest and to appeal to the buying motives of our
prospects. We want to be sure that we have selected
a strong central theme and that our advertising and
selling efforts are completely co-ordinated. These

are all important considerations which will bear
directly upon the effectiveness of the advertising
campaign. We should then tes* the campaign, if
possible, by trying it out first in a limited
territory, so that v/e may watch the results and
revise the campaign if necessary before "shooting
the works."
Haste Makes Waste
Much of the ineffectiveness of advertis-
ing is due to too much speed and too much desire to
rush into print. It is important that the basic
factors outlined have consideration first, in order
that the advertising will be based upon a logical
and well organized plan. Advertising cannot attain
its maximum effectiveness if it is sent off on the
spur of the moment when it is only half prepared.
In speaking of this tendency to get the
advertising into action before it is fully ready,
one writer recently said:* "The recent exDericnce
of a company that went off half-cock in its adver-
tising reminds us of Lord Northcliffe * s sagacity at
the time he started the London Daily Mail,
"Having invested something like tv/o and
one-half millions of dollars in laying the founda-
tion for his nev; newspaper, it may fairly be assumed
that he was impatient for it to begin making money
for him
I
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"Yet his natural impetuosity was over-
ruled by his better judgment, with the result he
set out methodically to make very sure that the
paper's policies were right and the machinery of
its organization was in good working order by
having the paper published daily for three months
before a single copy was put on sale*.
"The news was gathered; the type was set;
the cuts v/ere made; the forms were stereotyped; the
paper was put to press and a few copies were run
off. But not a copy was circulated outside the
office. For three months he subjected every issue
to the same rigorous criticism that it would have
received had it been placed in the hands of the
public. During that period he appraised material
and writers, sounded public tendencies, studied,
changed, improved, built up a staff of the ablest
newspaper men he could find. When at last the new
morning paper was presented to the British public,
the organization behind it was functioning as smoothly
as the great presses which printed it, and the Daily
Mail had a real individuality. Its publisher had
deliberately 'wasted' three months to gain six*
"A little more of this kind of time
'wasting' in connection with advertising programs
would result in swifter progress and a considerable
saving of dollars. It is not how soon one starts
that counts, but how quickly one arrives,"

is worth a lot more than perfection or near-perfection
that never gets a chance to show what it can do,"
Time for Increased Effort
The time of launching the campaign is not
the time to fold your hands and say "Well, that job's
done." It is really just started, and this is the
time to give serious thought to the fact that adver-
tising isn't the whole selling end of the business,
but is merely one of the business tools of marketing*
V/hen the campaign is launched there should be a re-
doubling of effort instead of depending upon the ad-
vertising plan to do the entire selling job unaided.
Matters Of Preparation
We have given thorough consideration to
the many factors to be analyzed and considered be-
fore we actually prepare the design and copy for
the advertisements. The preparation of the adver-
tising will naturally include the idea, visualizing
the idea, making the layout, writing the copy,
choosing the art work and type faces, and other
similar details.
Other work will have to be performed such
as scheduling the advertising, mailing the plates,
checking appearances of the advertising in publica-
tions, paying the bills, etc.
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The machinery advertiser, on the other
hand, should clearly get in mind the fact that de-
lays should be tolerated only for the accomplish-
ment of important preparational v/ork. Delays should
not be countenanced for mere haggling over details
of layout or copy where the entire argument is us-
ually over a difference of opinion regarding the
point in question and it is likely th&t either
opinion is correct. In the v/ords of a writer in
Printer's Ink*: "Use Advertising, Don't 'Fiddle' With
It The way to save money by using good engineer-
ing materials is to use them; the way to make money
by using advertising is to use— not to fiddle with
it.
"if every employer of advertising had It
constantly in mind that every day of delay in its
use is a day of lost sales power, there would be far
less fussy revision of plans, far less weighing in
jewelers' scales of the respective merits of agencies,
far less agonizing over copy and far less playing with
layouts
•
"Nobody has yet, to our knowledge, achieved
perfection in advertising
—
perfection in plan, in art,
or in copy, let alone perfection in all combined. But
perfection doesn't happen tn be necessary. Reasonably
good advertising, reasonably well planned and written
and illustrated, put promptly to work and kept at work.
34 - 5/31/28
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Reasons for Failures In Advertlslnp; Campaigns
In concluding our discussion of the
advertising plans, it Vvill be well if v;e briefly
consider some of the reasons v/hy advertising cam-
paigns fail. Prof. V, G. Reed, of Boston University,
has prepared a tabuls-ted list of these reasons which
will appear in his book on marketing which is to
be published this year. This list is so comprehensive
and useful to the machinery advertiser, that I have
taken the privilege of quoting it here:
"Why Advertising Campaigns
Fail Sometimes "
"Omissions
Some of the most common errors of omissions
v;hich contribute to the failure of advertising cam-
paigns are:
1. The advertiser has no definite idea of what he
wants to do.
2. Entire absence of long time policies.
3. Failure to reckon with human inertia or the
inability to "unlearn" the old way.
4. Lack of coordination of all the factors concerned,
sales, advertising, production, distribution,
and financing,
5. Muddling throu^ without a plsn,
6. Failure to improve the product to meet an improved
competitive product,
7. Failure to study and analyze the market.
8. Inadequate service and ignoring complaints.
9. Failure to find new uses for the product or to
properly promote new uses discovered.

10. Poor or inadequste distribution. The consumer
cannot find the product.
11. Failure to merchandise the plan to distributors.
12. Failure to properly "sell" the campaign to
salesmen or executives of the company.
15. Failure to find and use an underlying theme or
motive throughout the campaign.
14. Failure to study space requirements, or in-
effective use of space.
15. Failure to analyze media.
16. Failure to find effective selling points and
sales appeals.
17. The test campaign omitted.
18. Failure to tie up advertising and selling at the
point of sale.
19. Failure to realize that advertising is sometimes
unnecessary and unjustifiable in any particular
case. All business successes are not the result
of advertising.
"Commissions
The errors of commission which take a
heavy toll upon advertising campaigns include:
!• The advertising campaign is assumed to be the
marketing plan when it is but a part of it.
2. The company is under-financed.
3. Executives refuse to give the necessary informati
to the advertising agency or manager.
4. Pleasing the "boss" or appealing to his whims
instead of using common sense in advertising
copy.
5. Interference of executives or directors who
know nothing about advertising.
6. Completely changing the plan before any
objectives are reached.
7. Promotion of a product that has neither quality,
a real need, nor any other merit to justify its
existence
•
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8. Imitation of a product which already has pre-
empted the market.
9. Poor packaging.
10. Names that can neither be remembered nor
pronounced or are unpleasant.
11. The campaign is directed at prospects v;ho
cannot buy either because they have no use
for the product or cannot afford it.
12. Effort is restricted to a very small portion
of the logical market.
13. Insufficient follow-up to reap benefits of
campaign.
14. Appropriation too small.
15. Media are poorly chosen.
16. A large percentage of the appropriation is
spent for other than real advertising purposes.
17. Radical changes in style of advertising destroyed
the continuity of the campaign.
18. Poor and ineffective copy.
19. Excessive use of advertising under extremely
competitive conditions.
20. Advertising stopped or suspended before it has
had a reasonable chance to "soak in" or prove
its value.
21. Advertising with no other justification or
purpose than that of keeping up with compet-
itors or gratifying vanity.
22. Attempts to substitute advertising for quality
in the product, sales effort, and profit to
distributors
.
23. Advertising stopped in a company crisis or a
business depression - advertising funds lacking
for emergencies.
24. Treating advertising as an added expense instead
of an investment.
25. Campaign launched at an unfavorable time or
under decidedly unfavorable conditions.

26. Too short time allowed for preparation re-
sulting in rush, expensive errors and poor
presentation.
27. Emphasizing untested uses and recipes,
28. Stretching the appropriation over too many
media or too much territory.
29. A poorly built and unchecked mailing list for
direct mail advertising,
30. Making misleading or unreasonable claim-S and
promises, or promoting impractical uses of the
product.
31. Poor and insufficient records preventing a
proper analysis of results,
32. Constant changing of advertising agencies.
"All of these are not merely possible
causes for the failure of campaigns but are usual
causes for failures, - failures which are constantly
being charged against advertising when ignorance
of advertising and the basic principles of marketing,
along v;ith inability to put these principles into
practical use, are the real reasons for the many ad-
vertising wrecks which are constantly occurring."
A few of the reasons for advertising
failures included in Prof. Reed's list do not apply,
of course, to machinery advertising. The list is
most complete, however, and it will fulfill its duty
here if it starts you thinking about reasons for in-
effectiveness of your advertising before your adver-
tising money has flowed over the dam.

Sec. Ill
EXECUTING
THE "TCSVeI^tTSing
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ADVERTISING DISPLAY FOR MACHINERY
The Layout
What a Layout Is
The term "layout" is used to mean two
things in advertising. First, it is used to mean
a diagram or plan which shows the way the adver-
tisement is to be designed; second, it is used to
mean the arrangement, features and typography of
the finished or printed advertisement.
The layout serves the purpose of a working
drawing which the printer can follow in setting up
the advertisement, and it is usually drawn to the
exact size of the advertisement. The layout will
shov/ the printer the size and shape of the adver-
tisement, the size of the cuts and their location,
width of the lines of type, style of the type to be
used and often its size also, the width of the margins
of white space, the borders, and other similar
features which will aid the printer in setting up
the advertisement just as is intended by the man
who created or designed it.
Functions of the Leyout
The first and most important function of
the layout of the printed advertisement is to attract
favorable attention, for if an advertisement isn't so

designed that it will attract favorable attention,
it will not be read, and will therefore be time and
money wasted.
The layout should first secure attention
to the advertisement as a whole; and it may be de-
signed so it will also secure attention to the im-
portant individual parts of the advertisement, as
well as direct the attention of the reader from one
part of the advertisement to another, in the order
desired •
The layout should also be so designed that
it will convey the advertiser's qiessage with ease and
effectiveness, so that readers may read it and grasp
the selling story with the least possible effort.
The layout is also the means of giving the adver-
tisement &n appearance which makes it pleasing to
look at.
The advertiser, then, should make his layout
or design of the advertisement so It will attract
attention effectively and favorably, so it will be
easy to read and to comprehend, and so it will be
pleasing and attractive.
Attention is of first importance, for if
the attention of the reader is not first obtained,
all is lost, no matter how interesting or desirable
the thing advertised may be. Attention is the first
step in making a sale, and without first attracting
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favorable attention the other natural steps of
interest, desire and action cannot be completed*
Attention value may be built into the
layout of an advertisement by the sise or intensity
of elements, by making one main point of attraction
and subduing other elements, by suggesting motion in
the illustration or layout and by striking contrast
between various elements.
The Value of First Impressions
Salesmen are being constantly drilled with
the fact that it is important to consider the value
of the first impression they create upon the pros-
pect. It has been said that "a favorable first im-
pression is half the sale."
The first impression is equally important
in connection with an advertisement. Attention and
first impression are closely related, and it is ob-
vious that after we have secured attention by a
striking illustration or headline, it will be the
favorable impression of the advertisement as a whole
which will continue to hold the reader's attention.
The layout or design of the advertisement, of course,
is what makes the favorable first impression and
helps to influence the "glancer" to become a reader
of the copy.
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Atmosphere in the Advertisement
Atmosphere is a somewhat intangible, yet
very important quality which can be given to an
advertisement by the layout. The atmosphere may be
the very thing which attracts the reader* s attention
and holds his interest. Atmosphere is common to
many consumer advertisements, such as the automobile
advertisements, for instance; and it is a quality
which can advantageously be brought into the adver-
tising of machinery to industry. Atmosphere might
be described as a certain quality which gives the
reader the "feel" of the product. In the case of
the automobile it gives the reader the "feel" of
high quality, luxury and "class." In the advertising
of machinery, atmosphere may take the form of strong
type, pictures of the machine in actual use in the
factory and similar things which give the reader the
"feel" of strength, stability, and dependability.
Location of Features
When you first see an advertisement your
eye usually rests at a point slightly above the
actual center of the advertisement. This is called
the optical center of the advertisement.
It is a natural conclusion, therefore, that
the best place for the most important feature of the
advertisement, from the viewpoint of attracting favor-
able attention, will be at or near the optical center.

In looking through the current issue of
any publication where you will see several adver-
tisements, notice how a great many of the ones which
seem really strong in attention value have the major
illustration at the top and extending well dovm to
the center, with the main headline near the optical
center of the advertisement.
The strongest advertisements have only one
main feature, consisting usually of the illustration
and headline, for the reason that when there is more
than one main feature they compete with each other
for the attention of the reader. The minor illustra-
tions and small masses of type may be worked around
the major feature wherever they best fit, with proper
consideration for emphasis and good balance.
Balance
Proper balance is one of the first essentials
of an advertisement which is to have a pleasing aopear-
ance. When an advertisement is in balance the masses
of type and cuts seem to be in equilibrium with re-
spect to the optical center, which is slightly above
the actual center.
Correct balance is secured by the proper
placing of type and illustration masses, and by
varying their size and density. You may readily
understand the principle of balance by studying
current advertising and thinking of two boys on a

see- saw. Two boys of equal weight will balance at
equal distances from the center, while a small boy
can balance a larger one by moving farther away from
the center. In advertising our boys are the masses
of type and illustrations and we vary their weights
as we vary their sizes and tone or blackness.
If we have a heavy illustration on one
side of the advertisement, (heavy because it is
large or dark) we can balance it on the other side
of the advertisement in three ways: by using a cut
or mass of type of equal size and blackness, an
equal distance from the center; by using a larger
mass of lighter weight and placing it the same dis-
tance from the center; or by using a smaller mass of
type or illustration and placing it in balance by
moving it farther away from the large mass of the
illustration.
The small mass may balance a heavy one,
if it is a sufficient distance from it, just the same
as a small boy balances a large one on the see- saw.
Balance is not usually worked out math-
ematically by the experienced advertising designer,
but is handled subconsciously as a matter of good
taste in arrangement.
Some of the fundamental principles of good
balance as listed by one writer are:*
*5 - page 345

"The weight of display should be above
the center of an advertisement rather than belov; it.
"An advertisement does not seem unagreeable
if it is top-heavy, but a bottom-heavy advertisement
looks crude.
"if strong display units must be placed on
the left side, try to arrange for a balancing display
to be somewhere on the right side, though it may be
below the other display.
"strong units of display, such as large
display type, dark illustrations, etc, require larger
areas of text type to balance them.
"The 'golden oblong,' generally considered
the most pleasing of all rectangular forms, is of
such proportions that the ratio of the short side to
the long side is equal to the ratio of the long side
to the sum of the two sides. This proportion is
approximately 1 to 1.6.
"The rectangle having the proportions of
1 to 2 is also effective and is widely used.
"The most pleasing oval conforms to the
proportions of the 'golden oblong.'
"The best positions for display features
are, in the order of their preference: (a) the op-
tical center; (b) a point about two-fifths of the
page's height from the top; (c) a point about
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two-fifths of the page*s height from the bottom;
(d) a point very close to the top; (e) a point very-
close to the bottom.
"'lAfhile a knowledge of such fundamental
principles serves a good purpose, after all, the
best study of balance is found in the close ob-
servation of advertisements themselves."
Gaze Rhythm
Gaze Rhythm is a principle of advertising
display which is often violated by both the novice
and the experienced advertising men who do not under-
stand the principle. By gaze rhythm we mean the di-
rection in which features of the advertisement
naturally carry the eyes. If you see an arrow in
an illustration your eyes naturally travel from the
back of the arrow to the point, and whatever is op-
posite the arrow point is pretty likely to gain your
attention. This is why a great many of the old ad-
vertisements had arrows, but modern advertising has
eliminated the old sign post arrows and substituted
more natural and beautiful pointers
.
If you have a man on the side of your ad-
vertisement, have him turned in or facing in towards
the rest of the advertisement, so that he naturally
directs the reader's attention into the copy or towards
the main feature of the advertisement. If the man is
looking out of the advertisement he will naturally

carry the reader^ s attention out of the advertise-
ment in the direction in which he is looking.
The man gives us a simple example of gaze
rhfthm* Now let us take something mechanical that we
are all familiar with and apply the same principle.
Suppose we take a derrick, because we all know what
a derrick looks like. If we put the derrick at the
top of our advertisement and the boom is pointing
upward, it is acting just like a pointer and carry-
ing our eyes right up out of the advertisement. If
it happens to be only a half or quarter page adver-
tisement, with some other advertisement above it,
the reader's attention is naturally carried right up
into the other advertisement. The other fellow is
getting the advantage of our illustration, although
he isnH paying for it.
Now, suppose we want to leave the illus-
tration at the top of the advertisement. What are
we going to do to keep that derrick boom from carry-
ing our readers out of our advertisement and into the
next one above it? First, we can place a double rule
at the top of the advertisement, with the top rule
fairly heavy and the rule under that a light one.
That acts as a sort of stopper and the light rule
under the heavy one has a tendency to bring us back
into the advertisement. Then also, we may place a
small mass of important reading matter up above the

end of the derrick boom where the boom will carry the
reader* s eyes right into this copy. Then we can
naturally direct their eyes back into the main ad-
vertisement by having clouds, other type matter, or
the pulley ropes and parts of the illustration so
designed that they form a natural chain of direction
pointers back to the base of the derrick and the main
copy.
We could probably make a still more effect-
ive advertisement by placing the derrick illustration
at the bottom, so the boom would lead us naturally
right up to the headline, and this in turn would bring
us back down again through the copy.
You will find that the machines you are ad-
vertising probably have some outstanding points or a
tendency to carry the eyes in certain directions,
or the backgrounds in your illustrations can be so
designed that they will act as pointers. You should
take advantage of every possible chance to make use
of these features to lead the reader* s eyes naturally
into your copy, and should be constantly on guard
against mistakes in gaze rythm which will carry the
reader* s attention away from your message.
Gaze rhyihmor direction may also be used
to carry the reader's attention naturally from one
point to another of an advertisement, booklet or
folder, so that each section will come to his

attention in the order desired.
Harmony and Borders
Harmony in an advertisement is another
feature which tends to create a favorable im-
pression. By harmony is meant an agreeable com-
bination of all of the parts or elements of an ad-
vertisement such as borders, type, illustrations,
shapes and colors. The elements should give the
impression of belonging together, and they should
create a unified impression which is favorable.
Borders should be used to harmonize with
the rest of the advertisement. When properly used
they serve to increase attention value and to hold
the advertisement together as a unified whole. They
serve the purpose of separating small advertisements
appearing on the same page, and may also add decor-
ative value to advertisements where such decorative
value is advisable and valuable. Borders on machinery
advertisements, for the most part, serve the pur-
pose of holding the separate elements of the adver-
tisement together, and thus present it as a unified
composition.
Simplicity
Machinery advertising should have simplicity
in all of its art work and must have simple decoration.
Extravagant hand lettering seems out of place in
such advertising. The value of art work, or illus-
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trations, in advertising often lies in what is left
out of the illustration rather than what is put in.
The same holds true for the whole design of the ad-
vertisement. Too many elements such as little masses
of trade marks, slogans and other things that some-
body wants to "get in somewhere" will overpower the
big idea of the advertisement so it won*t have a
chance to get across. Machinery advertising should
have one dominating thought, and this should be
treated simply. It will pay to cut out the "deadwood"
and make your machine, name or trade mark stand out;
eliminating the numerous vivid but unnecessary
elements
.
Continuity
Continuity in the design of advertisements
is that feature which seems to tie the v/hole series
together, so that the reader associates each adver-
tisement v/ith others he has seen and with the man-
ufacturer who is doing the advertising. In other
words, the advertisement has a face or appearance
which the reader recognizes after he has seen it a
few times, but which he wonH recognize if the face
keeps changing drastically in its aapearance.
Certain features of the advertising can be
standardized to give a certain appearance and character
to the series. You can standardize on the name of the
machine, the trade mark, the company signature, the

style of type, the general type of illustrations,
the borders, style of copy, color schemes and the
general type of layout.
Do not take continuity to mean that you
should make the effectiveness of one advertisement
dependent in any way upon others, as this most cer-
tainly should not be done. Each advertisement should
stand upon its own feet, yet they should all be
standardized in certain features so that the reader
will recognize them as being related and so that
the v/hole campaign will be united in a concerted
drive against the objectives which are to be reached.
Making Layouts
The advertiser of machinery who has not
had experience in making layouts may find a few
suggestions useful. You will find it easier if you
v/ill first mark out the size of the advertisement.
Then determine the various elements that are to go
into the advertisement. These may consist of an il-
lustration, headline, text, trade mark, and the sig-
nature or name of the company.
Experiment with these different elements,
arranging them in different v/ays to see which way
appears to look the best, with due consideration for
attention value, balance and gaze rythm.
Many advertising men first m.ake a lot of
rough "thumb nail" sketches with different arrange-

ments of the elements. These are merely small
pencil sketches done roughly in any size that is
convenient, but having ahout the same general
proportion as the size to he used in the finished
advertisement.
After you have tried out several of these
rough "thumb nail" sketches, pick out the two or
three that look best to you and lay them out roughly
on the size to be used in the finished advertisement.
For these layouts you will probably find it more
convenient to use tissue paper, as this is handy to
work on and you can trace the outline of the various
elements from one layout onto another.
In making the completed and final layout
you will find it very satisfactory and much quicker
if you will paste in proofs of the various elements
which are used in several different advert isem-ents,
such as the trade mark and the signature. You can
also past in a proof of the illustration if you are
using an illustration for which the cut has already
been made. Lines can be drav/n in to represent the
type and you should be sure that the copy will fit
In comfortably without being obliged to set it in
type Vv'hich is small and difficult to read. And,
last of all, let me v;arn you not to be afraid to use
plenty of white space. The day is gone when we
figure that we pay so much for space and want to say
everything we possibly can in that space. Vilhite space

is worth its price because of its ability to attract
attention; and it's much better to say less and be
sure that it is so arranged that it will attract
attention and be read. One good selling argument
put across is better than a whole story that doesn't
get read*
Illustrations
The Job of the Picture
The job of the picture or illustration in
a machinery advertisement is to attract attention,
and to help do the actual selling work of the adver-
tisement. The illustration may show the machine,
the results of using the machine, or some particular
feature of the machine.
Advertising space is too valuable to be used
as a picture gallery and beauty for the sake of art
must be dismissed as not sufficiently pertinent. The
advertising illustration should be kept to its job
of attracting attention and helping sell the machinery
advertised. Cere should be taken, of course, not to
have the picture attract attention to itself as a
picture and distract the reader's attention from the
sales message.
The Cost of Art Work
Many advertisers look too closely to the
cost of a single illustration and feel that most
any illustration will do if they can have it made

cheaply enough. It has been previously pointed out
that It pays to secure good illustrations, and that
in industrial advertising it is common prnctice to
pay as high as 10!^ of the cost of advertising space
for the illustrations and plates.
The cost of art work should be figured on
the basis of its value in the scheme of advertising.
A good illustration will help the advertiser get the
maximum value from his advertising space, while a
cheap illustration tends to cheapen the advertisement
as well as the machine advertised and the company
itself.
Cheap art work is not desirable and is not
necessary. It is much better to pay full price for
good art work, and to demand and expect good v;ork
from your artist. Art work costs can be kept down,
however, and effective illustrations secured at
comparatively low cost, by planning the advertising
so that good illustrations may be used effectively in
the trade paper advertisements and then again in direct
mail advertising such as folders, booklets, two-page
letters, etc. The efficient machinery advertiser can
plan his art work in this way so that it may be used
many times; and good art work planned to be used many
times is less expensive than cheap art work used only
once, as well as being more effective.
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Illustrations for Machinery Advertising
There is hardly a phase of art which Is
not used to some extent "by machinery advertisers.
Photographs, both plain and retouched are favorites,
and artist's drawings have been used generously. In
having photographs made it is most economical to be
willing to pay a good photographer his price and
expect him to do good work. Photographing
machinery is often a difficult job. The size and
location of the machinery make it hard to get good
lighting effects and often it is impossible to get
sufficient distance to obtain the best results. A
good photographer, however, will be a valuable aid
in getting good photographs that can be used with a
minimum of retouching, thus reducing the expense.
Striking illustrations can be made by
showing the machine in action in its "working clothes."
It must be remembered that the men you are selling
machines to have been through the mill and are used
to seeing machines under working conditions. They
are familiar with machines in actual use and like to
see them illustrated in this way.
Different Kinds of Illustrations
There are four main kinds of illustrations
that can be used advantageously in the advertising of
machinery. These are photographs, original drawings,
charts, and mechanical drav/lngs.

Photographs, as has been pointed out, are
probably the most commonly used and are very effect-
ive. The industrial buyer looks upon the photograph
as being a true likeness of the machine; it is in-
herently accurate, and unless it is retouched all
out of proportion it shows the machine approximately
as it actually is. Photographs are probably the least
expensive form of illustration for machinery, and if
well done are effective.
Original drawings, done by an artist, can
be executed in a variety of different ways. The tv/o
most common treatments are the "line" or pen and ink
drav/ing, and the "wash drawing" which more or less
similates the tone and appearance of a' photograph.
Unless original drav/ings are done exceed-
ingly well by a competent advertising artist they
have very little use in the field of machinery ad-
vertising and they are probably used less than any
of the other forms of illustration.
Charts can be used advantageously to il-
lustrate the results obtained from using the machines
under actual working conditions.
Mechanical drawings can be used effectively
in the illustration of working parts of a machine,
or in demonstrating work done by a machine. They can
also be used to show the incorporation of the
machine as a part of a complete set up for a particular
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process in industry. In the preparation of direct
mail, especially, the mechanical drawings can take
the form of blue-prints, and here the addition of
the "blue color to similate the effect of a blue-
print adds much value to the illustration when the
printed piece is going to mechanically-minded men.
It must be remembered, hovi^ever, that often the pur-
chase of a machine is passed upon by executives to
whom a photograph would have a much stronger appeal,
and the use of mechanical drawings should not be
overdone
•
The advertiser should always be on the
lookout for inaccuracies in the illustrations, re-
gardless of what type of illustration is used. In-
dustrial buyers as a rule are trained along engineer-
ing lines and any inaccuracy in the illustration or in
the copy may completely offset all of the advantages
gained by the rest of the advertisement.
Copy First, or Illustration?
Every once in a while someone brings up the
question of which should be worked out first, the
illustration or the copy. This is a matter which can-
not be settled by dogmatic rules, and copy may come
first in some cases and illustration first in others,
both v/ith equal effectiveness.
The most logical course probably Is to

develop the copy first, since the illustration is to
attract attention and to illustrate the sales story.
On the other hand, I venture to say that it is common
practice not to be so logical. A great many adver-
tisers, especially industrial advertisers, have sev-
eral photographs taken or several illustrations made,
and then select the best of these for use in the adf*
vertisements
.
From my ov;n practice, I would say that the
most satisfactory way is to first design the adver-
tisement in the form of a rough layout. This will
give a general idea of the space to be devoted to an
effective illustration and the space that will be left
for the copy. Then the main headline or selling point
will probably suggest itself, and both the copy and
illustration can be v/orked out to develop this main
selling point.
Copy may be of the most importance, although
that has not been proved; but one thing is sure, and
that is that the illustration is of first importance,
because it is largely the illustration which attracts
attention to the advertisement, and unless the ad-
vertisement attracts attention and gets read, the
copy isn't worth a 'plugged" nickel
.
Tir£e
The Purpose of Type
The first purpose of type is to convey our
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message to the reader, and the second purpose of
type is to aid in giving a harmonious and pleasing
appearance to the advertisement. It is obvious
then that our first consideration is to have a
legible type facts, and to have our masses of type
so arranged that the advertisement will be easy to
read.
It is unquestionably true that an adver-
tisement that looks easy to read is more likely to
be read. The factors which affect the legibility
of the printed parts of an advertisement are the
type; the length of the lines of type matter; the
distribution of the lines, words, and letters; and
the background upon v/hich the advertisement is printed.
Type Selection
The machinery advertiser may think that the
Job of selecting proper types is beyond his ability
because of the great variety of type faces available.
It must be remembered, however, that most of the type
faces designed are used only for unusual display and
decorative purposes . The machinery advertiser can
well confine his selection within the borders of a
few of the common types which have most prevalent use
and have long been known for their legibility and
practicability. He will find that there are only about
half a dozen of the good type faces in common use

and these ere Bodoni, Caslon, Gheltehham, Bookman
and a fev/ others. These have gained their places
of leadership through grace, attractiveness and
legibility.
In speaking about the selection of type,
W.A. Dwiggins, one of i^erica's foremost advertis-
ing designers, says:*
"You cannot pick a particular style of
type and make a pet of it and use it on all occasions
-
— a type has to be chosen with reference to the
place where it will be seen.
"There are four prime qualities that a
printing designer demands in type. In the order of
their importance they are (1) legibility; (2) vigor;
(3) newness; (4) grace.
"At the present state of affairs there is
no scientific answer to the question, What kind of
type is the Most legible? There is, hov/ever, a
rough and ready rule for getting some light on this
matter—-the assumption, namely, that types that have
continued in use for a long term of years are legible.
By this test you get a number that you can be sure of
—-Scotch modern, for example, and the various modi-
fications of the Caslon family. Certain nineteenth
century designs, such as Cheltenham, Bookman, and
Century, are almost venerable enough to be safe."
*13 - page 16-17
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There has been a tendency araong industrial
advertisers in general to be very lax in the matter
of the selection and proper arrangement of type, with
the result that typography in industrial advertising
has been far behind the times from the viewpoint of
attractiveness and effectiveness. This is partly
due to lack of understanding of the importance of
using the right types in the right way, and partly
because trade papers have lacked facilities for
giving their advertisers good typography.
Machinery advertisers have used a lot of
bold type, often inadvisedly, Mr. F. T, Denman of
the Merganthaler Linotype Co., New York, spoke of
this tendency in a talk before the National In-
dustrial Advertisers Association,* The subject of
his talk was, "Must We Use Cheltenham Bold?" and
he said that advertising men discovered that there
were different type faces and v/anted a Messiah who
would give them a golden rule whereby they would
know how to use the right type face,
"And they got their Messiah, not one but
a dozen, who wrote books and cards and went around
the country talking about it and they laid down the
rule simple rules for using type. They went some-
thing like this: If you are advertising to women,
you must use italic type v;ith graceful feminine curves.
12 - page 128
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If you are advertising liquor, you must use Scotch,
or Benedictine or Pabst and so on and so on. For
industrial advertising, you must use Cheltenham Bold.
They all agreed on that. I have known lots of in-
dustrial advertisers-— I have known them to violate
every law of God and man; I have known some of them,
under great compulsion, to violate the Volstead Act;
but for years not one of them dared to break that lav/
about Cheltenham Bold.
"l want to say a word about bold faces in
general. I know a lot of you fellov/s personally.
You come to my office, I go to your offices. We
talk together. In those places you talk to me in a
quiet, restrained, dignified voice. Then, why do
you bellov/ at the top of your voice to your customers?
That is what bold type is. It is a tone of voice.
And if you are going to bellow at the top of your
voice with every word you say, you have no force
left when you need emphasis.
"But use bold type. Let us use it occasion-
ally for emphasis. We can even set full ads. with it.
But when v/e do, let us do it with restraint. Give
plenty of white space around it, and only use it when
called for.
"industrial advertising is just like any
other advertising. The less a man wants to buy the
harder you have to work. at him. If you want him to
read your advertising, if you want him to get any
further than the head line, you will have to have

something there that will have his interest.
"Readers flit through the pages quickly.
You have about one second, and in that second you
either get it across or you are licked. It does
not make any difference hov/ much time you put into
the telling of your story, how carefully you cut
their hair and manicured their nails. If in that
one second you do not get the man^s interest, you
are gone."
Use Contrasts in Type
Machinery advertising can be made more
effective, more attractive and more readable by
using contrasts. If you select a fairly bold type
for your main copy, use lighter face for your smaller
bodies of type, explanatory matter, etc. On the other
hand, you can get pleasing contrast by using bold
type for the headings with medium or light faces in
readable size for the text.
Advertisements which are set entirely in
one type face of the same size throughout lack
the inviting appearance of advertisements set in
type of contrasting appearance. It is good practice
to stick to one type family, that is Caslon,
Cheltenham or whatever seems best for your advertis-
ing, but to vary the intensity of the type appearance
by using different sizes of varieties of the family.
Contrast may be secured by using different sizes of

the type for headings, for explanations under cuts
and for other small masses of type; as well as by
using different faces of the same type, as light
and bold faces from the same type family, italics,
etc.
A Practical Method of Selection
You will find that if you go through the
advertising pages of a good trade oaper there will
be types which appeal to you as being particularly
good for your advertising. Find out what these type
are, and make use of them; or paste a sample onto
your layout and tell the trade paper that you want
your advertisement set in that particular type. In
direct mail advertising your printer will work v/ith
you for the selection of the proper type; and inas-
much as this type of advertising is read under dif-
ferent conditions it is likely that different type
treatment will be necessary or desirable.

XII
ADVERTISING COPY
FOR IvI^iCHIITIilRY
The Copy Problem
Advertising copy is the text or reading
matter in an advert is era ent , whether the advertisement
is in a publication or is a circular, letter, catalog,
or some other form of direct mail advertising. Since
advertising is a form of selliiig, it naturally follows
that it must go through the sarae steps as sellinf-, that
is, it must attract attention, create interest, arouse
desire and secure action.
The copy problem, then, is to find and apply
the method which will best present the advertising appeals
so that they will effectively perform these four func-
tions.
The Basis for Advertising Copy
He have already gone quite thorou^^ly into
many angles of the preparation of effective copy, in
other chapters, under the subjects of selecting appeals,
analyzing the machines to be advertised, and planning
the advert isii'ig carapaign. It is desirable, however,
to again point out that the basis for effective adver-
tising is FACTS and we certainly should do the spelling
in capital letters. Sound, logical advertising ideas
are ever more rapidly forging their way to the front;
and advertising ideas are nothing more than facts in
mot ion
.
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Fundamental Principles of Copy V/rit inp;
The fundamental principles of copy writing
will apply in writiir; advertis-anent s of all kinds; they
are as important for the machinery advertiser as for the
shoe advertiser or the shaving cream advertiser.
The novice in advertising can profitably con-
sider the fundamentals of all good writing, which are
unity, coherence, euphony and emphasis.
Unity is the principle that not more than one
single thought should be in a sentence, a paragraph, or
any single piece of writing. Everything that is written
should be related to the particular subject vfhich is
being ^rritten about.
Coherence has to do v/ith the logical arrangenent
of v/ords and ideas so th:it the thought is naturally
developed.
Euphony is the principle that all //riting should
be harmonious in appearance and in sound.
Elmphasis, which is the most important of these
four fundamentals of good writing, is the principle that
an idea should be given force in proportion to its
importance. The ?aost effective way to obtain force is
through simple straight-forward writing 'vithout attempts
at literary cleverness.
The writer who has trained himself to instinc-
tively make use of these four fundamental principles,
who has based his copy on a central theme, \^o has secured
his facts before he starts to write, and vtio presents
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these facts in clear, concise and simple English, v/ill
be likely to produce effective advertising copy.
Styles of Copy
Copy styles nay be classified in tv/o v/ays,
from the standpoint of their purpose, and from the
standpoint of their construction. Froii the standpoint
of their purpose the classification would logically
include, (1) To secure orders, (2) To secure inquiries,
(3) Good will advertising.
We have already said considerable along this
line in discussing the determining; of objectives of
the advertising campaign. Roland H. Hall, lists eight
styles of copy, as classified by construction.
Familiar Classes of Copy*
1. Colloquial, personal or cordial style, which closely
resembles oral conversation, the advertiser using "You,"
ai'id "I,'' and ''V/e," freely and addressing himself very
directly to his audience.
- 2. Explanatory advertisement that in a plain, matter-of-
fact way gives the most essential or interesting informa-
tion about a product with no attempt to weave human
interest into the description.
v3. Story Style of advertisement based on an incidei'.t or
an experience.
^ 4. y.QiiS style of copy, 'vThich ta::es as a starting point
something of current news value.
^ 5. Arguiaentative, or reasoning, advertisement vmi ch may
start out with a heading such as "Ten Reasons V/hy You
Should Buy the Leland Tractor."
6. Inference or Suggestion Copy that does its work
largely by inference or suggestion rathei than by full
exx)lanat ion, a detailed story, or by complete reasoning.
*5 p. 175
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7. Conservative or dignified style of advertising,
illustrated by the hand-lett ered announcements of high-
class jev/elry stores, consisting of perhaps only a
sentence
.
8. Humorous style of copy, which seeks to convey a
message through ent erta ininent
.
Headlines
The main purposes of the headline aie to attract
favorable attention and to interest the reader sufficiently
to induce him to read the copy. Headlines may be made
interesting by appealing to the reader^s ciiriosity or
appealing to motives or desires which he already has.
Since the headlines determine largely whether
the advertiser will read the copy of the advertisement,
it is logical to assume that the headline should contain
the most important words of the advertisement.
Headlines r-iay contain questions about the
reader's needs, habits or pleasures. The advertisement
might, for instance, be headed: ''^tre you running your
mill for pleasure or profit?"
Another type of heading features statements
about the quality of tiie product or what it vdll
accomplish, as, "20^ Increase in Production by T!ot crizing.
"
This is a heading indicating that the copy contains per-
formance facts, and you v/ill remember it was pointed out
that such facts are the most effective in mach inery adver-
t is ing
.
Headings sometimes feature price reductions,
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such as, "Again V/e Lov/er Prices."
Still another type of heading is that of
using interesting or exciting vrords -vvhich may not reveal
v/hat the selling talK is, but nevertheless are logically
connected vath it, such as, "Dependability That CountsJ"
Prof. Daniel Starch of- the Harvard Business
School gives the follo-j/ing criteria by which a headline
may be evaluated:*
I. Mechanical Aspects
1. The type should be large enough to set it
off and secure the attention of the reader.
2. The headline should have as few ./ords as
possible so that it may be read as quickly
as possible.
3. The type and the arrangement of the v/ords
should make the reading as easy as possible.
4. The headline should be located where it
will be seen to the best advantage.
II, lleaning Aspects
5. The headline should say something worth
while about the article or the message of
the adver-t iseme nt
.
a. It should be relevant rather than
blind.
b. It sho'old state the vital or central
point of the advert is qtien t.
c. It must be truthful, sincere and
believable.
d. It should be easy to grasp, unless
otherwise sufficiently interesting
to hold the reader's interest so
th t he will find out v/hat it is
about
.
e. It should be pleasing, not repulsive.
6. The headline should stimulate the reader to
read more. It may do so
a. By presenting nev/s and appealing to
the instinct of curiosity.
b. 3y tying up with what is prominent
in the minds of the clasc: of oersons
reached.
c. 3y appealing to fundamental instincts
*2 D.491 and human interests.
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Coini'ion Sense in Advertising; Copy
Common sense in v/riting advertising copy is
the same important and powerful factor th-it it is in
any other phase of business endeavor. And you don't
learn about it from the text books on advertising.
The text books on v/riting advertising copy
serve a very useful purpose in that they give the student
his groundwork and his understanding of the "terms" of
advertising. The difficulty lies in the fact that a
thorough study of the technical points of advertising as
presented in the text books is apt to give the student
a distorted sense of proportion. He is apt to begin to
think that these technical points are the most important
part of the job; and is apt to forget the important "what"
of advertising because of his closeness to the technical
instructions for the "how" of advertising.
The copy writer who wants to make a success of
his job must first learn to think. You can't sit do-.m
and just write something and expect it to be effective
advertising. It's more apt to be just "pretty messes
of words." Copy written at the desk, with the inspira-
tion gathered from, the sterile source of rolling clouds
of cigarette smoke, is sure to be pretty "thin" copy,
and although it probably won't do much harm it certainly
won't produce results.
You must get out and investigate, and find
the facts upon which to base sound advertising copy.

Effective advertising copy is made up of facts gathered
from the experience of many men; not from the limited
experience of the one man v/riting the copy. You must
mind more what is said. V7ords crystallize thought.
Jords convey thought. Unless sound thinking lies behind
them, words are only idle gestures.
Too much advertising copy is written today
with too little thought behind it. Too little advertis-
ing is written as tne fulfillment of matured thought,
Hov/ a thing is said is form. Yfhat is said
is substance. Form v/ithout substance is an empty thing.
Form .dth substance is solid and enduring. Effective
advertising is a result of the quality of the basic,
straightline thinking that conceives it.
Technical Accuracy
The machinery advertiser should realize the
importance of technical accuracy in all of his advertis-
ing copy. The readers of machinery advertising are men
with technical or enpgineering trainiiig or inclinations;
to them accuracy is of prime importance, and inaccuracy
is liable to impeach the whole advertisement regardless
of its masterfulness in design and presentation.
It is good practice, in the preparation of
machinery advertising, to have the advertising manager
or advertising agency prepare the copy, and then have
it checked and approved by an engineer of the machinery
manufacturer. This will give a definite check upon the

accuracy of v/iiat is said about the machine, and about
the use of the machine.
Remember, however, that in addition to the
engineer type of reader you may also have the executive
type of reader, who may not have the engineering atti-
tude; copy reaching the latter should be v/ritten to
him in terms v/hich are not so technical as to be
uninteresting and incomprehensible. It will also be
well to remcsnber that although the engineer v/ants facts
and wants them presented accurately and concisely, he
is' also a human being, lives just about the same as
the rest of us -and enjoys the things we do. He can
be appealed to strongly on rational motives; but he has
emotions the same as the rest of us, and wherever
emotional motives can be appealed to, without making
the copy awkv/ard, they should be taken advantage of.
Avoid Cleverness
One of the greatest weaknesses of the copy
written by t: e young copy writer is the attempt at
clevarness in order to attract attention. Clever phrases
have little value, arid smaller effect, in competition
with interesting facts.
The average copy v/riter, and for that matter
the average advertiser, looks too much at the "hov;" of
his advertising. He sees it as so many words and so
many illustrations, and gives studied attention to the
little ifs and ands of every sentence. This should of
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course be done but it isn't the thing of min
importance. Customers don't stop and read the adver-
tising with as rauch attention as that. They read an
advertisement to find out what it says, not how it
says it.
With prospects reading your advertising to
find out liiihat it says, it is at once obvious that the
important thing is to really say something worth while
and say it clearly. If you will concern yourself mainly
with what you say, and see that- you say it in a v/ay
that is perfectly clear, it won't be necessary to
spend much time looking for clever phrases and pretty
words .vith v/nich to fill your advertising space.
Cleverness in the form of triclc presentations
has no place in either the copy or the design of sound
machinery advertising; real cleverness comes frcn know-
ing the market cind studying the best methods to clearly
present to this market the facts of interest about your
machinery.
\7hen the cleverness of an advert is en ent is
apparent, it is not a good advertisement. //hen m.en say,
"That's a clever advertisement," or "That's a good
advertisement," it usually isn't. But if they exclaim,
"There's a machine we ought to look iiito.'" unconsc ioms
of the words that produced this reaction then the
advertisement is really a p-ood one.
Clever advertising attracts attention to its
cleverness, and at the same time distracts attention from
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the real message. It is easy to get attention v;ith
cleverness, A salesman walking int o an office vvitli a
striped prison suit and a silk topper would get all
kinds of attention. But how many orders for your
machines v/ould he get? Probably none J
Advertising may be devoid of all exaggeration,
overdrav/n figures of speech, and false tric.is; and v/ill
probably succeed all the better. Simple everyday facts
about your machinery may be made to appear new and
important by the artist and writer v;ho knows how to find
the selling appeals in the machines themselves and their
applications in industry, without eoin{^ far afield.
Advertising today is characterized by its
ability to roll up its sleeves and go to work; for
readers turn the pages rather hurrie'dly, and v/ith the
world moving at a swift pace they don't spend much time
reading and absorbing '*mere nothings" in the v/ay of
clever phr.ses and sentences. They can't be blackjacked
into reading your advertisement through mere cleverness;
much less can they be blackjacked into taking action
upon your ad^/ert isement . Uhen they read advertising
with serious intent they \7ant facts, plenty of unadorned,
comno n- s en s e , fa c t s , upon \vh i ch theye a n ba se a sound
judgment a s to v/h ether .;'r not yjur mach inery is v;orth
looking into farther. The copy v/riter who secures his
facts first v/on't have to resort to cleverness; the co-oy

\7ill virfcually v/rite itself if you^ll ^at all of the
facts and l3t your na chines speak for themselves.
Conmon 7/eaknesse s of Copy
The novice at .writing advertising copy, as
well as the experienced copy .writer, can profit by
checking up once in a v/hile on the coriinon weaknesses of
advertising copy, to see that his copy isn't falling
into the rut a:-.d becoming subject to these common
weaknesses.
Hackneyed language aixd excessively formal
langua,£^e are among the most common weaknesses. Such
statements as "Best in the v;orld," and "absolutely
guaranteed," are hackneyed and should be avoided; while
advertisements headed "Notice" or "Announcement" are
very formal and are not taking full advan ta /-^e of the
opportunity for a more inter'csting and effective heading
Exaggerations are comnon in copy, and should
be carefully avoided. If the reader doesn't believe
wh- t you say, the ./hole advertisement is wasted, and
machinery buyers are too Srceptic'al and too sensible to
believe gross exaggerations.
Other advertisements are seen v/hich lack
interest and wander along without saying much. It is
hard to v/rite interesting copy '.vithout facts; but e^isy
if you have all of the possible facts available as a
basis for your copy. .Yordiness and lack of interest

should be guarded against; the object should be to
write the most interesting message possible in the
fewest number of words practicable. The copy should
be pruned and pruned again, to eliminiite all unnecessary-
words , V/hite space is more valuable than excessive
words.
Vagueness is another common v/eai<:ness of adver-
tising. The message is just a mass of v/ords and phrases
that fill up the space; but no real object seems to be
in view, and no real point is made. This weakness \'ijlll
be avoided by carefully plamiing the advertising and
deter-iining the objectives; and the v/ritei should
remember that clear thinking v/ill give clear writing,
and there certainly isn't such a thing as being too
clear in advertising copy.
Machinery advertising, of all types, should
avoid the weakness of speaking in generalities. Make
specific statements and back them up v/ith concrete
pit)of . Don't say that you've got the "best m.a chine on
the market," but say why it is best and back your state-
ments up with proof.
Some advertisers are alvvays on the defensive
rather than, on the offensive as they should be, and
their attitude may creep into their advertising in some
way which is unfair to competitors. It is a pretty good

policy to keep arguments with coripetitors out of your
advertising. Toot your own horn, and let your competitor
toot his; and if it ever becomes necessary to bring an
arguraent with your competitors into the advertising, be
sure that you are absolutely fair, for tie reader's
natural instinct is to side with the underdog.
"Be Yourself"
"The first sturaoling block of an advertiser
or speaker is that he faces a crowd and forgets to be
natural. Bales of books have been written on the ques-
tion of how to write good copy, but I think the vThole
thing can be boiled down to two words: 'Be yourself,'"
says A. E. Little, Advertising Ifenager of the Thew Shovel
Company, in an address before t..e Industrial Advertising
Division of the Cleveland Advertising Club.'*' His
address continues, in part:
"When Mr. Producer pays good money for copy he
wants his money's worth. It must be clever. It must
have punch whatever that is. Realizing this fact, copy
writers try to please, even contrary to their better
judgment. Copy must abound with words the manufacturer
would consider silly if they issued from the lips of
his salesmen. The message must be burned into the very
souls of the prospects. But these red hot messages look
like branding irons to the reader.
"Look through the business papers. Note the
high-sounding, unnatural, insincere copy, splashed
\7ith meaningless adjectives, filled v;ith bromides and
*32, 3-28, p. 35
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rhetoric, lnconceiva''ole dialogue everything but real
information
.
"When you see a straightf orv7ard, simple state-
ment of fact, the ansv/er to the very question which was
in your mind, hoii refreshir^ it is. ...
"TThat should be the theme of good copy? Here
is another favorite stumbling block of advertisers. I
think you are interested in my product. You are not. ...
"The Y/eakness for technical phrases is another
stumbling block. Once I tried to write copy for the
inventor of a very handy household device. //hat the
device could do v/as easy to understand and appreciate.
How it did it -jas deeply technical. I,[y copy v/as a great
disappointment to him. He wanted folks to knov; ho'.v clever
he v/as to solve such a deep problem.
"'Any child could v7ri te thct kind of stuff,*
said he. 'V/hy should I pay good money for it \/hen I
can do better myself?'
"'But any child can also understand it,' I
replied. But he apparently didn't hear me.
"'It won't do at all,' he shouted. So I said,
'You try it . '
"He did. I handed my copy to some of my
friends, his to others.
"'Very interesting,' was the usual remark
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concerning his. ^Say* Tnere can I get one?' was the
common exclanation after my copy was read. But he
refused to be convinced and I refused to be a party to
his failure, so we agreed to disagree. That was seven
years ago.
"I bought one of the devices. I still have it
and prize it highly. It cost five dollars, but I
wouldn't sell it for ^^100, because I couldn't get another.
I v/ouldn't know where to get it. ...
"It is inpossible to tell all about your product
in an advert is eraent . V/hy try? If you try to see all
the acts in a three-ring circus you see nothing, even
though you have paid to see and want your money's worth.
Vfhy, then, expect your prospect, whose attention and
interest you must capture, to see all the acts in a
three-ring advertisement?
"One vital idea retained in your reader's
mind is better than a thousand which do not register.
To illustrate with Thev/ advertising: All power shovels
have booms, dippers, cables and what not. Of course
Thew booms, dippers and cables are best, but it seer.is
that the others are also best.
"Thew and Thew only has the center drive. Here
then is the thing to shout about, and we have shouted.
During li27 the Thew center drive was the theme and motif
of our advertising. Buyers have come to realize th-t if
this center drive is worth making; so much noise about
it must be good. The shovel user feels that he really
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can't afford to buy a shovel, crane or dragline,
until he has investigated this 'center drive thing.'
And Thew had the best ysar of its career in 1927."

XIII
CHECKING RESULTS
Importance of Knov/lng
The hue and cry of the present day is to
cut down economic waste. Distribution costs have
been gradually rising until today the distribution
costs of many products are greater than the manufac-
turing costs. With concentrated effort directed
towards the goal, distribution costs can be cut, but
before we start paring on expenses we must know
where our distribution dollar is going, and why.
Advertising is one of the costs of distri-
bution; good advertising is an effective means of
reducing distribution costs by reducing selling costs,
but poor advertising is an economic waste just the
same as so much water flowing out into the ocean
without having done its bit in turning the mill
wheels of the country.
How much do you know about the effectiveness
of your advertising? Do you knov/ dafiritely the re-
sults you are getting or are you advertising on "faith"
or because you have had It drilled into you that
"advertising pays"?
If we are to know how to cut distribution
costs, insofar as advertising is concerned, we must
know v/hat effect our advertising has. We must find
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ways to measure the effectiveness of advertising, and
we must apply the ways that we find.
In speaking upon this subject, Mr. C. D.
Garretson, President of Electric Hose and Rubber Com-
pany, says:-^ "l have asked many successful and some
unsuccessful advertisers numerous questions, and I
have been astonished at their general ignorance regard-
ing the measurable results of advertising. In all
branches of our business we demand facts on which to
base our decisions, and eyery year v^e are able to
secure new and dependable data; but in the field of
advertising we seem to rely too largely on faith and
opinion
"One of the real needs of American business
is a yardstick for measuring advertising."
I v/onder how many machinery advertisers
knov; the sales that they have made that are partially
made by advertising. How about your advertising. Do
you know how; effective it is? Are you keeping con-
stant checks to know whether it is paying you to
advertise or not?
Coupons
Coupons are used quite generally in consumer
advertising. They serve two purposes, that of making
it easy to respond to the advertisement, and that of
"keying" the inquiry so it can be traced to the par-
*35 - ^une 1928
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ticular advertisement and publication which produced
the response.
There is no question but that the return
coupon increases the number of inquiries received
from a consumer advertisement, but its use in machinery
advertising is questionable, and a perusal of machinery
advertisements shows very few coupons used. It must
be remembered that it isn't the coupon that, pulls,
but is the offer behind the coupon. In the case of
most machinery advertising, the coupon probably
wouldn't make very much difference in the response,
as the buyer would take the time to write a letter if
he v;as really interested.
On the other hand, a coupon would without
doubt help in getting greater distribution for a new
machinery catalog; and in my own experience I have
used coupons with good success as a basis for a
comparative checking of trade paper values in the
advertising of specialty machines.
If a coupon will help the effectiveness of
an advertisement, it should be used. If a coupon is
used it should be as carefully designed as the headline
or illustration; it should be placed on the open margin
of the advertisement, rather than on the bound margin;
and there should be ample room to sign the name and
address
.
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"Keying^'
A "key" is a means of Identifying the adver-
tisement from which a particular response comes.
When a large number of publications is used it is
desirable to have a system of keying to identify
each advertisement in each publication. \'Vhen a coupon
is used the usual key consists of the initials of
the publication and the date, printed inconspicuously
on some part of the coupon, as PI 229, (Paper Indus-
try Feb. 1929) .
When no coupon is used, the key is usually
included in the address as a letter or department
number, or as a number or letter of the catalog or
booklet which the prospect is asked to send for.
When the number of insertions and of publi-
cations is large, the key usually consists of a
number which may be varied almost indefinitely, as
"Dept. 242," or "Dept. 243," etc.
Methods of Checking Results
There are three principal methods of testing
the effectiveness of machinery advertising: by sales,
by inquiries, and by recognition.
Tests to establish the relative merits of
publications can be carried out on an inquiry basis.
So can tests to determine the most profitable size
of space, the frequency of insertion, the use of color
and the best position.

The sales method of testing advertising
effectiveness is of course the most authentic. Vvhen
sales are checked back definitely to the advertising
which brought the original inquiry, there is no
question about the results obtained from the adver-
tising.
When inquiries are used as a checking method,
however, they must usually be taken as an indication.
Any advertising man knows that an advertisement may
be designed to pull more inquiries, but the quality
of the inquiries and the possibility of turning them
into sales is the important thing to consider. It
may safely be said that if you increase the sales
productiveness of an advertisement you will also
at the same time increase its inquiry productive-
ness. But this rule won^t work both ways. If you
increase the inquiry-productiveness of an advertise-
ment, its sales-productiveness does not necessarily
increase at the same time*
Checking Results by Inquiries and Sales
The measuring of advertising effectiveness
is more simple than most executives imagine.
Let us first take the case of the specialty
machine, which is not generally known to the market.
The price and newness make it obvious that the main
object of the advertising will be to develop live
inquiries. By simply using different street numbers

for each Issue of each trade paper, the inquiries
can be accurately traced to the different papers.
In this manner, the worthless media will be
quickly culled out and dropped from the list.
Returns from each individual advertisement will be
checked up at the same time, so we can compare the
pulling power of each advertisement.
The same system of "keying" by the use
of street numbers can be followed through in check-
ing up the sales resulting from following up the
inquiries. If a list of the inquiries is kept on
small cards, and a record is entered on the cards
each time a follov/ up is sent, it will be possible
to determine the percentage of inquiries sold. This
will give you a definite check upon the effectiveness
of the advertising and also the effectiveness of
your sales follow-up.
Let us now take the more difficult case
of heavy installation machinery which is standard-
ized machinery.
Inquiries regarding such machinery very
rarely indicate from what media they originated.
Few industrial buyers show by their inquiry where
they saw machinery advertised. Most of them won't
use "key" numbers, and won't even include the street
address of the manufacturer. The relatively long
period of time elapsing between the sending of the
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Inquiry for such machinery and the closing of the
actual order also seems to be another element which
mitigates against easy checking.
Two records are necessary for a satis-
factory checking of advertising effectiveness for
such machinery. First we want a record of quota-
tions made by machines and by months over a period
of three or four years. This record will give us
the normal number of inquiries on each machine for
each month. This normal rate can be used with the
number of machines or with the dollar value of the
inquiries, this value being shown by the price
quotations. The average results of past years can
then be used as a basis for comparing old adver-
tisements with new ones, and we have a yardstick by
which to measure our inquiries received.
Next we want a similar record for sales,
for a like period, so we will have a standard against
which future sales can be measured.
With these records before us it is possible
to check up the advertisements that have been used
to see if any of them affected sales. If we find an
advertisement which has shown an effect on sales,
the theme should be used again.
These inquiry and sales records give us a
measuring stick with which we can measure the effective-

ness of one advertisement over another from the
standpoint of inquiries received.
Several advertisements can be written
around different themes and they can be definitely-
checked to show the most productive theme for the
advertising of any particular machine to a special
market
•
Inquiries don't tell the whole story,
however, so we want to trace the inquiries right
through to sales. First we will set up a master
record showing the average sales for each machine
in the line, by months, over a period of three or
four years so we shall know accurately the normal
number of sales to be expected in each month.
We know that about three months elapse
between the time an inquiry is sent in and the time
the sale is made, but since the company has a record
of inquiries by months and by companies making the
inquiries, and a similar record of sales, it is
entirely practical to trace a sale back definitely
to the inquiry and hence to the particular advertise-
ment •
By tracing all sales beck through the in-
quiry register of prices quoted, we can check the
sales which result from each advertisement.
By this method all of the advertisements
can be checked up on and the records will show very

definitely which advertisements produce sales and
which do not
.
The copy themes of the euccessful adver-
tisements can be used over and over again, as long
as they pull consistently.
The effectiveness of your machinery adver-
tising would greatly increase if you v/ould have
someone v;ith an interest in the work tabulate returns,
and make the analyses and ccEiparisons necessary to
show relative values. The records are very simple
and easy to install. All that is necessary is a
register shov/ing machines quoted on and the price
and the companies to whom quotations were made; and
also a similar record of your sales. These simple
records with a tabulation of the inquiries received
each month from each advertisement will make it
possible for you to check effectiveness of your ad-
vertising.
With the facts this tabulation would show,
your advertising is then merely a matter of WTiting
good selling copy around themes of proved value;
and such advertising is sure to show definite and
provable results.
Checking Results by "Recop;nition "
Checking the effectiveness of advertising
by the "recognition" which industrial buyers give
the advertiser's company is a method recently present-

ed by the McGrav/ Hill Company. It is s method to
which the machinery advertiser can well afford to
give much thought, as it is quite obvious that an
industrial buyer will secure bids on "standard-
ized machinery" from several of the companies which
he considers the leading producers of that particular-
type, of machinery.
In describing this method the company sets
up the premise that recognition is the goal of
marketing, and then continues:*
"in the final analysis, business efficiency
means just one thing profits, for the balance
sheet and income statement will alv/ays be the ulti-
mate test. But since marketing underlies all busi-
ness problems, the actual control of continued profits
lies in intelligent and efficient marketing. Dollar s-
and-cents growth being determined by success in this
work, some yardstick is necessary to measure the
efficiency of marketing itself. This yardstick is
recognition.
"Probably there is no demonstration of
marketing success more convincing in the long run
than the standing of a manufacturer in the industries
that he serves. Assuming, of course, an acceptable
product, the phenomenon that finally results in sales
is recognition of the product's own merit. The
^0 - page 11.
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The Lleasure Of
llarlietinc Strength
~^roi-i i :c Grav/-Hill ' s
'Industrial Ilarketing-
At V/ork" p. 12.

real job of marketing, then. Is to build up this
recognition, product by product, and crystallize
it efficiently into increased sales. Of several
means to measure marketing results, recognition
seems to be the most dependable, because it has
been found to check definitely with sales to
Industry,
"
In working out this method of checking
advertising effectiveness, a survey was made to
find the standing of nearly 1000 manufacturers
among their customers in industry. Several thousands
of industrial "buyers" were asked to name the companie
which they accepted as the leading manufacturers of
certain products. The survey penetrated all of the
principal divisions of Industry and covered 25 major
industrial products. The results were tabulated to
show the percentage of the "buyers" who recognized
each manufacturer. Then the percentage recognition
of all leaders was totalled, and an average drawn for
the group. Similar averages were drawn for other
positions in the scale of leadership. The terms
"leaders" and "trailers" refer to the manufacturers
above and below the turning point, respectively.
The accompanying chart shows the result of this survey
"it is seen that unless a manufacturer
holds one of the five leading places in any field,
he is not recognized by more than 10 per cent of his
*10 - page 13

actual 'buyers, * This obviously puts him in a weak
position, more easily influenced by a possible
business recession. He could gain solidarity by
confining himself to fewer fields, and setting out
to capture and hold one of the five leading positions
in each.
"V/hat are the factors on which recognition
depends?
"Unfortunately, age and size carmot be
considered as primary factory, since a number of the
oldest and largest companies had minor standing in
some of their markets,
•"Nor dees quality alone govern. All leaders
have necessarily had acceptance for quality in order
to gain and hold their leadership. But many manu-
facturers, emphasizing quality specifically, have re-
ceived recognition only as trailers,
"One factor, however, does evidently
parallel recognition, and this factor is special-
ization in manufacturing and selling. On this point,
a careful study of the leaders and trailers was made.
Practically all of the leaders were found to be
specialists in their fields. The trailers, on the
other hand, were either small manufacturers with
business largely local, or larger manufacturers with
v/ide lines and with policies of scattered selling.
In fact, recognition and specialization ran so gener-
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ally hand in hand that their relation may be set up
as fundamental.
"At this point it is important to understand
that recop!:nition is won by products, not companies
«
A manufacturer may easily have high standing on some
products and practically none on others, for the
'Buyer* thinks and buys by products. Hence, each
product must be set up as a separate marketing
problem, and must be made to stand on its own feet »
"in summary, recognition is the standing
of a manufacturer, product by product, among the men
who control the buying in the markets to which he
sells, and may be said to vary directly according to
his specialized manufacturing and selling effort in
those markets*
"Upon these considerations, it is evident
that recognition itself becomes the immediate goal
of marketing. In other words, to assure continued
or increasing profits, the manufacturer is actually
striving for a leading position, usually among the
first five manufacturers, in each of his major markets
for his particular type of product,
."Thus the Four Principles of Industrial
Marketing are really a formula for building recog-
nition."
The four principles referred to are Market
Determination, Buying Habits, Channels of Approach,
and Sales Appeals. The next question which you will

naturally want ansv/ered is whether or not these
leaders actually are applying the Four Principles
of Industrial Marketing,
To answer this question a study was made
of the marketing history of 100 leaders and also
of 100 trailers.
Each leader and each trailer was system-
atically rated on the degree to which he has applied
the four principles. Then the percentage of all
the leaders and all the trailers was averaged to-
gether, to give the comparative ratings as they
appear on the chart.
"in the aggregate, the leaders show a
generally uniform application of the Four Principles,
although in the fourth principle. Sales Appeals, they
still have opportunities for more thorough appli-
cation. Expressed in figures, the job which the
leaders have done is about 65 per cent perfect. The
trailers, on the other hand, show application only
to a slight degree-— about 18 percent of the perfect
job. It is interesting that no trailer was found to
have applied the principles to any great extent,
"Thus there is apparently a direct relation
between recognition and the basic principles, and it
is entirely possible for any manufacturer to set out
consciously to place himself above the turning point.
He can easily test his marketing achievement at any
10 - page 61
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time by applying the recognition yardstick. The
tests which show recognition of individual companies
are easy to make. In cases where they have been
made, they have often shown striking situations,
the mere knov/ledge of which has been of immense
benefit to the manufacturer."

Part IV
CONCLUSIONS

XIV
CONCLUSIONS
It is well, at the completion of this
treatise upon The Advertising of Machinery, that
we briefly summarize the work done to see hov/ near
we have come to the objectives we set up at its
beginning.
The object of the treatise was to prepare
a complete reference work which the machinery adver-
tiser could use as a guide in the study and prepar-
ation of all phases of his advertising. I believe
that object has been satisfactorily attained.
The various phases of advertising have been
taken up in the same logical order that they should
be taken up by the individual machinery manufacturer
in the study of his advertising problems. We have
found that much that has to do with the effectiveness
of advertising is concerned with the "what" of the
advertising job rather than with the "how". The
most important of the elements controlling advertising
productiveness have been found to be concerned with
the steps taken before the actual advertising is -de-
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signed and v/ritten, rather than with the technique
of advertisements themselves.
In the preparation of this treatise we
have gathered together and analyzed great masses of
articles snd phamphlets in order to glean from them
the little hits of facts, wisdom, exoerience and
suggestion which had psrticulsr bearing upon some
one or the other of the various phases of machinery
advertising. These have been analyzed, collated,
arranged in logical order, summarized and applied.
We have found many bits of information of value to the
machinery advertiser when placed together for compar-
ison and use; many of v/hich would never have come to
his attention in any other way, and most of which
would not have been useful by themselves.
It has been the desire to set up tables
and check lists so that the machinery advertiser
could have a method of comparing his advertising
methods with some standard; and to enable him to
pull his advertising to pieces, analyze it, and
measure it by some dependable yardstick. Some such
tables and check lists have been found available
which could be used directly, others have been use-
ful as a basis for building up check lists specifi-
cally for machinery advertising, while in still
other cases it has been necessary to build up entirely
new check lists covering certain phases of machinery
advertising.
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I believe this treatise can serve many
useful purposes. Machinery advertisers to whose,
attention this treatise comes can use every section
of it in direct aDplication to their everyday adver-
tising problems. In my own work of operating a small
advertising agency of the service type, I feel that
I can use this treatise as a "selling tool." I
feel that I can take this treatise to a machinery
manufacturer and say, "Here's a complete, careful
and specific study of the problems of machinery
advertising. It is a common sense method of pro-
ceeding with your marketing and advertising job.
It is the 'whole works' of the methods I would use
in helping you produce effective advertising for
your machinery, and by following the methods outlined
here you can increase the productivity of your
advertising and the profits of your business."
I can further use this treatise in my
own advertising. By sending out "briefs "on machinery
advertising, taken from sections of this treatise,
I feel that I can by their use help establish a
reputation as an expert in machinery advertising;
and that as a result of establishing such a reputa-
tion I can secure the job of advertising counsel for
sorne of these manufacturers of machinery.
It is my belief that some publisher may be
interested in this treatise, for with certain additions
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in the way of illustrations demonstrating different
points covered, I feel that the treatise is suffi-
ciently complete and of sufficient importance to
warrant its publication.
"The development of America's production
efficiency is one of the great romances of history.
Hand in hand must now come an era of Improved
industrial sales efficiency, if America's economic
position is to be maintained."* I believe this
treatise presents information which can be used as
a valuable "tool" in the attainment of "greater
industrial sales efficiency," through increasing
the productivity of advertising.
* 9 p.58
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